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The Editors Fhge
Has it been fifty years?
In November 1942, the Alumni Council
published the first issue of the Kenyon
Alumni Bulletin. Much of the material
related to the College's role in the war
effort-such as keeping classes in session
throughout the year-or to the war's effects
on the campus-such as the suspension of
activities at the School of Equitation.
Other evidence of the war can be found in
stories about retrieving scrap metal from
an old bridge for use in making diesel
engines for the U.S. Navy and welcoming
student Ichiro Hasegawa '43, who was
relocated inland, from the state of
Washington, along with other U.S.
citizens of Japanese descent.
However, many of the elements of that
first issue can be found in almost every
later issue as well, from stories about
campus events (a visit from poet Robert
Frost) to those about unusual achieve
ments (art professor Norris Rahming had
just completed the post-office mural),
from sports coverage (one familiarsounding headline read "Swimming
prospects good") to class notes (many
mentioning new jobs "for the duration"),
from faculty news (psychology professor
Samuel Cummings had recently accepted
a commission as a U.S. Navy lieutenant)
to obituaries (among them U.S. Marine
flyer Charles Hyde Jr. of the Class of '42).
Of course, this year is also the fiftieth
anniversary of the Kenyon Fund, the
College's primary source of unrestricted
funds. We don't know if that conver
gence represents calculation or coinci
dence on the part of our college-relations
ancestors, but we suspect the former.
We do know that keeping Kenyon's
supporters informed about campus events
and issues, as well as about the people
who make up the College community
both on campus and off, continues to be
our raison d'etre. With that in mind, we
will soon conduct a readership survey to
determine how well the Bulletin meets
your needs. So, if you are one of those
randomly selected to receive the survey,
we hope you will take a few minutes to
complete it.
In the April issue of the Bulletin, we will
feature a retrospective of some of the
best of the past fifty years. Meanwhile,
we invite you to read in this issue about
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some of the best of Kenyon's many
contributors to health care in America.

******
Those of you who read the brief biogra
phies of our authors at the close of their
stories will note that a number of them
are now identified as members of the
Contributing Writers Group. This
recently formed body comprises a number
of alumni, all of whom have written
articles for the Bulletin at one time or
another, who will meet on campus with
the magazine's staff once each year to
review the previous volume and plan the
next one. We will announce the com
plete list of members in the April issue.

Letters
Questioning good manners
Speaking of political correctness, values, and
striving to achieve a kind and gentle world: I
read, with alarm, news of Letitia Baldrige's
campus visit to conduct a session on manners.
At a time when politicians are advocating
restoration of family values, which presumes
the American public accepts on blind faith the
efficacy of the nuclear family; when unemploy
ment rates continue to discourage huge
segments of the population; when the babyboom generation's gross income, in real terms,
is less today than it would have been twenty
years ago (suggesting we reconsider the
meaning of standard of living in a global
economy); when gains in civil rights during
the past thirty years, particularly for women
and minorities, have all but been rescinded
during recent administrations, it would seem
there is comfort to be derived from workshops
in which form is emphasized over content. It
would further seem that liberal-arts colleges
are an appropriate venue for helping the public
grasp the ways in which etiquette can dispel
fear and alleviate discomfort.
If this is the case, I am distressed. I don't
know anyone who doubts that "good" manners
are an asset under most circumstances, but I
would hope that by the time Kenyon students
graduate, they know this. I would also hope
that after four years of heing immersed in a
community such as Kenyon, one that stands
out in my mind as an extraordinarily civil
society, Kenyon students don't need guidance
on the nuances of etiquette and its place in
the latter part of the twentieth century.
What I find most disturbing about a
manners stratagem is that it is manipulative: it
implies that all citizens aspire to emulate

Anglican modes of behavior and that elitism is
good. As a woman who entered the workplace
in the early seventies and appreciates how
much character it takes to establish a career, I
would like to say it's time to wake up and smell
the coffee. I don't think it is always advisable
to he kind and gracious, especially when
confronted by situations that are a profound
affront to human dignity.
1 think what young men and women need to
know is that, without self-esteem, it is not
possible to achieve anything, and no amount of
manners can overcome a lack of it. I think
young men and women also need to know that
kindness and graciousness are laudable
attributes, but demonstration of courage,
strength, perseverance, and compassion is the
greater challenge in today's lahor market.
In my mind, the country needs a labor force
composed of individuals who are not afraid to
be themselves, who are paid equal wages for
equal work, and who understand that heing
nice and well-mannered is not always
rewarded in life or work. I think young people
need to helieve that integrity exerts enormous
power and that it should be exercised with
care and firmness-sometimes that means
thinking to hell with manners, going against
the status quo, and walking tall regardless of
the consequences.
Anne Gernert Campos '75
New York City
Remembering the college experience
1 read Kay Mackenzie's article entitled "The
Great Rhombicosidodecahedron" in the
August issue of the Bulletin with great interest.
Initially, what sparked my interest was to find
out what that thing really was. Subsequently,
I found myself riveted by your comparisons
between your college experience and mine in
Kenyon's Class of'75.
I find myself reflecting frequently on
experiences I had at the College. In many
instances, benchmarks and guideposts for my
life were established. I earnestly hope that all
of my children will at least give Kenyon due
consideration as their college of choice.
In any event, your article brought home
once again the distinctions between large and
small schools and, more importantly, the
College's success in achieving its objectives.
To confirm your suspicions, speaking for myself
and many others who have graduated from
Kenyon, yes, we all know that we went to
college, and we all remember it (at least most
of it) vividly.
Finally, I look forward to receiving the
Bulletin on a regular basis. Upon receipt, it is
usually devoured with the same level of
interest that Newsweek, receives.
Richard H. Miller '75
Atlanta, Georgia
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Scott Baker '94 spoke as the
chair of the student Committee
on Housing and Grounds for the
1991 -92 academic year.
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A rendering of the Woodland Cottages by architects Thompson and Rose

Ground breaks for Woodland Cottages;
new residentiaMife campaign announced
On a warm Saturday morning
in September, at the ground
breaking ceremony for the
new WcxxJland Cottages,
Alumni Trustee John J.
Buckley Jr. '66 thanked the
project team for working long
and diligently within "a neverending process of planning for
the future of the campus."
Seconding those remarks,
Dean of Students Craig W.
Bradley recalled Philander
Chase's comment upon
viewing the site for his new
college: "Well, this will do."
In the context of the new
project, Bradley announced,
"Well, this will be great."
But it was Amy King '93, a
member of the Committee on
Housing and Grounds of
Student Council, who
reminded the crowd gathered
at the south end of campus
that "your college living
arrangements are still at the
center of discussions with
College friends."
A new fundraising campaign

2

announced that day recog
nizes the fundamentally resi
dential nature of Kenyon and
the importance of improving
the quality of student life.
The $ 3.75-million campaign,
"of mixJest price but of great
value," according to President

V.A,

i

H'

Philip H.Jordan Jr., will not
only pay for the construction
of the WcxxJland Cottages but
also renovate and upgrade the
Bexley and New apartments,
create lounge space in existing
residence halls, finance the
current expansion and
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Wielding shovels at the groundbreaking were (left to right) Jack
Buckley '66, Craig Bradley, President Philip Jordan Jr., Nicole Dennis
'95, and David Lilly '94.

renovation of Wertheimer
Fieldhouse, and construct the
Art Barn and its safe, spacious
studios.
Settled in the woods behind
Bushnell and Manning halls,
the four Woodland Cottages,
to be completed in time for
the 1993 fall semester, will
offer apartment-style living to
forty-eight students. De
signed by Thompson and Rose
Architects of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in consulta
tion with a group of students
and other members of the
Kenyon community-Bradley
termed the process a seminar
in collegiate architecture-the
four structures will echo an
English-cottage architectural
style consistent with other
small buildings on campus. A
stone and stucco exterior will
unite the buildings visually
both with the modern Bush
nell and Manning halls and
the historic Old Kenyon.
Following the axis of Middle
Path, the Woodland Cottages
will form a new quadrangle
with adjacent residence halls.
Other changes will also
make living at Kenyon much
more of a pleasure for many
students. The renovations of
the Bexley Place Apartments,
already complete, have trans-
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formed the exteriors of those
units from shabby to attrac
tive. But the most dramatic
changes are inside, where
modifications include the
removal of the much-ridiculed
showers in the kitchens,
dating from the Bexleys' con
struction in the mid-1950s.
Renovations in the New
Apartments, which are still in
good repair, will not he quite
as ambitious but will still up
grade the structures consider
ably, with renovated bath
rooms, new kitchenettes and
carpeting, and modified floors
and walls to reduce noise.
Space in other residence
halls freed up by construction
of the Woodland Cottages will
finally allow the College to
create adequate lounge areas
in Mather and McBride halls
and in Caples Residence.
That work will be completed
next summer.
The expansion and renova
tion of the Wertheimer
athletic complex is nearing
completion with a new weight
room, modern training room
for treating sports injuries, a
new fieldhouse floor, and
additional offices. Tennis
courts and the outdoor track
have already been resurfaced.
Student sculptors, who cur
rently work in an old garage a
half mile away from other art
studios, will move soon, along
with printmakers and photog
raphers, to the Art Barn,
constructed near the Craft
Center in the style of a classic
Ohio barn. The Art Barn has
been designed for flexible use
-recreation, perhaps-should
all art studios and classrooms
eventually be consolidated
into another structure.
Kenyon has grouped these
projects in order to finance
them through tax-exempt
bonds. The timing of the
construction and renovation
also allows the College to take
advantage of currently low
interest rates, in raising $3.75
million, development officials
hope to name facilities for
donors making gifts at
designated levels.
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Marshall Scholarship will take
Teresa Cunningham to London
Although not everyone on the
Hill is personally acquainted
with the senior from Lancas
ter, Ohio, Teresa Cunning
ham's work is very familiar to
the entire Kenyon community.
Especially on Friday after
noons at four o'clock, when
Cunningham and the other
members of her group climb
the narrow, wooden, spiral
stairs to the chapel bell tower
and begin to peal out melodies
that range from pop tunes to
classic English themes.
But Cunningham, who has
led the Pealers since her
sophomore year-except for
time abroad as a junior-has
been busy on other parts of
the campus, particularly in the
academic sphere. In Novem
ber, she was notified that she
was among forty winners of
one of the most prestigious
academic awards in the
Western world-the British
Marshall Scholarships.
But it is the Eastern world
that Cunningham will explore
as a student the next two
years at the University of
London.
Established by a 1953 act of
Parliament to recognize the
gratitude of the British people
to the United States for its

Marshall plan of postwar
European aid, the Marshall
Scholarships finance young
Americans of high academic
ability to study for degrees in
the United Kingdom's best
universities. At the University
of London and its School for
Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS), Cunningham will
continue her research into the
history of the Central Asian
republics.
As an international-studies
major at Kenyon, Cunningham
is concentrating on religionOrthodox Christianity and,
particularly, Islam, the domi
nant faith of the central Asian
peoples. When Kenyon joined
the American Collegiate
Consortium, an exchange
program that places students
in Soviet (now former Soviet)
republics outside the large
Russian cities of Moscow and
St. Petersburg, Cunningham
traveled for her junior year to
Kazakh State University in
Alma Ata. She was studying
there when Kazakhstan
became its own country.
Working toward a master's
degree at SOAS, Cunningham
can study the Uzbek language
and other cultural and politi
cal manifestations of the Cen-
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Marshall Scholar Teresa Cunningham at the hell (mils in the tower of
the Church of the Holy Spirit

tral Asian people while she
concentrates on history and
nationalism within those new
republics. "How are these
national groups looking back
at themselves and looking at
their national history?" she
intends to ask. "How are they
redefining their Soviet past?
What's important in their
national identity?"
"My expertise will give me
almost unlimited choice of
careers in academic fields,"
Cunningham predicts, "or in
various international organiza
tions that are new to this area
of the world, or in the diplo
matic corps, now that there
are five new embassies in the
five new Central Asian
countries. In my interview in
Chicago for the Marshall, it
was obvious that the inter
viewing panel recognized the
need for work in this area."
In her hours outside the
classroom and the library,
Cunningham has set herself
an active schedule, not only
serving as an AT (apprentice
teacher) in Russian but also
offering her talents and
energies in nonacademic
areas. Two years ago, she and
three other students organized
a "speak-out" on the Gulf
War that involved at least half
of the campus community.
Also a member of a handi
capped-accessibility commit
tee, she was surprised and
gratified to find wheelchair
ramps at the chapel and the
health center upon her return
from Kazakhstan. Still there's
far to go, she says.
But her most unusual
interest, perhaps, is the bells.
The Friday afternoon jam
sessions are merely practice
for official College ceremonies
and other events that call for
the pealing of the giant iron
bells. That job, says Cunning
ham, "is my one little connec
tion with Kenyon tradition."
A question not yet answered is
who will climb the chapel
stairs to the bell tower in May,
when Teresa Cunningham
marches down Middle Path to
her own Commencement?
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Ken Taylor in Chalmers Library with some of the Copland materials

The Copland legacy: Professor Ken Taylor
solves a musical mystery
Professor of Music Kenneth L.
Taylor and composer Aaron
Copland never met. Their
lives touched briefly years ago
under odd circumstances
involving Kenyon, its then
struggling music program, a
rock 'n' roll hangout, and a
young philosophy major. But
the incident was soon all but
forgotten.
Or so it seemed.
Now, twenty-five years
later, that brief encounter has
resulted in a major addition to
the College library, called into
focus Taylor's quarter-century
career at Kenyon, and
revealed some unrecognized
parallels in the approach of
the professor and the late
composer in making music a
more meaningful part of
people's lives.
Last February, Taylor was
told Copland had directed in
his will that a complete set of
the best editions of all his
published works-essays as
well as music-was to be
presented to the College.
"This was an important

4

gift," Taylor says. "Important
because it can take years-as
many as fifty-after the death
of a major composer before
access to a comprehensive
collection of the works is
generally available. And for
music scholars, access to such a
comprehensive collection is
essential. You need a reliable
source of works before you can
begin to study them."
Associate Professor of
Music Camilla Cai describes
the bequest as "invaluable.
We could not have bought the
collection on our own; it's a
very special gift, the only
complete collection we have
of an American composer."
Important, yes. Copland,
who was born in 1900 and died
in 1990, is, after all, generally
acknowledged to be one of the
most influential serious
American composers of our
time, with a deep imprint on
almost every phase of modem
music. His ballet music,
"Appalachian Spring," "Billy
the Kid," and "Rodeo," and
other works for choreographer

Martha Graham and film
scores for Our Town and The
Red Pony were a major force in
popularizing so-called classical
music. At the same time,
other works, "Music for a
Great City," for example, were
expanding the horizons of
more serious composition.
But why the bequest? And
why Kenyon? Taylor hadn't a
clue.
Then, slowly, the mystery
began to unravel. A note in
the newsletter of the Music
Library Association shed the
first ray of light. Copland, it
was reported, had directed
that his collected works be
given to some forty-five
institutions that had "honored
him during his life, through an
honorary doctorate, etc."
Taylor knew the College had
not awarded Copland an
honorary degree, and he was
sure, too, that the other
institutions had not all
awarded him honorary
degrees. What then? The
answer must be in the "etc."
Taylor's mind turned back

to 1966, his first year teaching
at Kenyon, and that fleeting
contact with the composer.
Taylor, then twenty-four,
had earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees at Central
Missouri State University, and
he had begun work on his
doctorate at West Virginia
University. But after his first
year of doctoral study, he
decided that before continu
ing he would test college-level
music teaching firsthand to
see if this was what he really
wanted to do with his life.
Thus, he found himself
interviewing for an instructorship at Kenyon.
Taylor was attracted to the
College. Attracted by the
interesting student body of
655 men (coeducation was
three years away). Attracted
by the unique Gambier setting
("Charms," he now chuckles,
"that aren't immediately
apparent to everyone").
Attracted by a drawing on the
interview room wall of a
proposed arts center.
"That drawing," Taylor says
today, "held a promise of
serious commitment to music
education."
While an arts center is "still
a promise," Taylor has seen and been a major part of- the
growth of the music depart
ment, a department that in
his first teaching year was
"twenty years behind." It was
in the last half-semester of
that year that the fleeting
Copland connection oc
curred.
"New faculty members
these days," Taylor says,
"seem to feel they're invent
ing interdisciplinary courses.
But we had them back then,
and one of them, a required
arts course, offered a halfsemester section at the end of
the year where a student
could choose which of the arts
he wished to study further. I
was responsible for the music
section, and I decided to build
it around Aaron Copland."
Why Copland? Taylor's
major interest, after all, wasand is-the Renaissance and
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Baroque musical periods and
in performance on period
instruments.
"Well," Taylor says, "he was
the hest example of an Ameri
can twentieth-century com
poser who managed to gain
the respect of concert-goers as
well as the general public."
Taylor adds that Copland was
greatly respected for his ability
to maintain two channels of
activity-broad appeal and
cutting-edge composition.
Enter now the third player
in the mystery. One of the
students in that 1967 class was
Donald O. Mayer '70, a firstyear student studying philoso
phy. Don Mayer, now teach
ing law at Oakland University,
Rochester, Michigan, and
living in Ann Arbor, recalls
that Taylor did such a good
job of introducing him to
chamber music in the required
segment that he elected to
take the music option.
That summer, Mayer went
to Hanover, New Hampshire,
to take a philosophy course at
Dartmouth College and to
work as a busboy and waiter at
the Hanover Inn. In July, he
attended a performance "so
wonderful that people cried"
of "Appalachian Spring" con
ducted by the composer. Cop
land was on the Dartmouth
campus for two weeks per
forming and lecturing as part
of a visiting-artists program.
The next night, Mayer was
in The Thirsty Ear, a
Dartmouth student hangout
with strobe lights and blaring
rock music, when Copland
came in. Mayer, astounded,
couldn't resist going up to him
and asking, "What's a famous
musician like you doing in a
place like this?" A long
conversation followed. "He
was a fabulous man," Mayer
says, "full of a zest for life; a
sweetheart of a guy."
The night following,
Copland appeared at the
Hanover Inn and asked to be
seated at Mayer's table.
Copland was intrigued by
Mayer's knowledge of his
career. When Mayer ex-
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plained about Taylor's course,
Copland was "amazed and
pleased. He'd never heard of
any school doing a course on
him," Mayer says.
Copland and Mayer kept in
touch with letters and
conversations for some time
after that. Mayer recalls that
Copland would often say, "I
wonder what Ken Taylor
would think about this."
The next summer, 1968,
Mayer visited Copland in his
Peekskill, New York, home.
During the course of that visit,
Copland pulled a dozen or so
33-rpm recordings of his works
from his extensive collection
and asked Mayer to take
them back to Kenyon and
Taylor. The previous summer,
the composer had inscribed a
greeting to Taylor in a copy of
his essays, Copland on Music.
Taylor sent a thank-you
letter (unanswered) and had
no further contact with
Copland. He believes he
performed Copland music only
once. In the 1970s, Taylor
played the English horn solo in
a Knox County Symphony
performance of "Quiet City."
In the twenty-five years
between that first class on
Copland and the cataloging of
his collected works in the
technical services section of
the Olin Library, musical life
at the College has grown in
stature and quality. Taylor
has played a key role in that
growth.
He formed and leads the
Gamhier Baroque Ensemble
(1966) and Musica Transalpina (1982), ensembles of per
formers of Renaissance and
early Baroque music on period
instruments. Taylor plays
oboe, recorder, English horn,
viola da gamba, and tenor and
treble viols. He has two
reconstructed harpsichords in
his home.
In the 1978-79 academic
year, Taylor was involved in a
controversy with the adminis
tration over departmental
staffing and direction. The
administration's position,
opposing increased staffing to

accommodate performance
instruction, was voiced by
then-provost Bruce Haywood:
"Our interest is not in the
education of IprofessionalJ
musicians, but in the musical
education of Kenyon stu
dents." Taylor's response:
"(Music] is a performing art performance is central to it. It
first attracts our students, and
it is how we describe our com
petencies .... People learn
through playing instruments.
That is one of several ways we
teach music." In the end, the
administration was persuaded
to Taylor's point of view.
But Taylor objects when he
is labeled a champion of
performance instruction. "I
am a historian who performs.
My experience as a performer
has helped me explain music
to a class in a way that is
special and distinct from the
view of the historian or com
poser. While students easily
grasp that rock music is
understood best in the con
text of the artist performing it,
they don't understand the
distinguishing role of the per
former in other music. They
perceive that a given rock
work is quite different as per
formed by different rock art
ists, but they seem to feel that
one performance of a classical
work is much like any other."
Ironically, when Taylor
made his statement in a
recent interview he did not
know or had forgotten about
that July night twenty-five
years ago when one of his first
students and a distinguished
composer met in a Dartmouth
rock joint. Nevertheless, the
gentle-spoken Taylor seems
unable to resist championing
the causes in which he so
strongly believes.
Asked to cite the highlight
of his years at Kenyon, he says
it has been the opportunity to
work and explore professional
interests with friends, such as
Adjunct Instructor of Music
Lois Brehm (an original
member of the Gamhier
Baroque Ensemble and
Musica Transalpina). But

then he adds, "Now-in the
last ten to fifteen years-we
have established the principal
I was enunciating in the
seventies. Half the enrolled
students are performing.
Choral music is nicely
provided for. The weakness is
that the instrumental en
semble program is minimal.
Two-thirds of the institutions
identified as colleges with
which the College compares
itself in the present study of
strategies for Kenyon's future
have an instrumental conduc
tor on the faculty."
What would he like to see
in the years ahead? "Well, I
have a rather serious cancer,
and so that makes looking
ahead a bit dicey. But, yes, I
would like to see a collegium
musicum-a College group
performing medieval, Renais
sance, and Baroque music.
That requires a sizable
commitment in the purchase
of instruments. (Now the
resources, rightly, are being
concentrated on providing
adequate pianos-that has to
come first.) Still, many of the
colleges with which we
compete have them. Kenyon
has done well in the perfor
mance aspects of the other
arts; the Bolton Theater is a
good example."
As Taylor continues to
speak, his hand brushes across
a collection of essays, the gift
to a young instructor from a
noted composer, two men who
never met, but who both have
enriched the College. Across
campus, catalogers sort
through volumes of Copland's
collected works, the third of
three gifts-recordings, btx>ks,
other works-rom a composer
who often said to his Kenyon
student friend, "I wonder
what Ken Taylor would think
of this."
-Cy Wainscott
Cy Wainscott, a former manag
ing editor of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer and assistant vice presi
dent for university relations at
Kansas State University, lives in
Gamhier.
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Recovery program offers students
a way out of addictions
When Jim talks about his first
weeks at Kenyon, he describes
a turbulent immersion in free
dom, fear, and the beginnings
of personal transformation.
He isn't referring, though, to
the typical passage into college
life, with its stresses and sense
of possibilities. For Jim, the
beginning of his first year of
college offered a chance to
face a desperate, self-destruc
tive dependency on alcohol
and drugs. Kenyon was a
place where he found the
courage and support to get
sober.
"Jim" (who requested
anonymity for this article) is
one of the small but hardly
negligible number of Kenyon
students-eight to twenty at
any given time-who struggle
against alcoholism and drug
dependency with the help of
the college Health and
Counseling Center. Together,
they constitute Kenyon's
"recovery network," a tightknit community bound not
only by a problem but also by
an extraordinary willingness to
support one another and
reach out to newcomers.
"When a student is referred
to me, I link him or her up
with students in recovery
groups," says Camille
Culbertson, the College's
chemical-dependency
counselor. "The recovering
students are really wonderful
about making themselves
available."
Culbertson's work ranges
from counseling students
individually to conducting
"formal interventions," tense
sessions, arranged as a last
resort, in which a student is
confronted with his or her
problem and, in most cases,
ordered by the College
physician to enter a residential
treatment program for a
semester. One of her major
responsibilities is to oversee
the Kenyon Alcohol/Drug
Awareness Group (KAAG), a
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weekly meeting in which
recovering students discuss
their problems and support
one another. KAAG func
tions much like Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics
Anonymous, and indeed many
of the students also attend
meetings of those groups in
Gambier or the Mount
Vernon area.
In addition, Culbertson
makes sure that each student
beginning to wrestle with a
dependency problem has a
sponsor, a successfully
recovering alcoholic or addict
-sometimes a fellow student,
often an older adult from the
surrounding community-who
can be available at any time to
offer guidance and encourage
ment. Jim, for example, recalls
that during the first weeks
after he made the decision to
seek help, he called his
sponsor every night.
With perhaps 10 to 15
percent of Americans suffer
ing from drinking problems,
Culbertson notes, and with
teenagers typically starting to
drink at the age of twelve, it
shouldn't be surprising that
even as privileged a slice of
the population as the Kenyon
student body has its share of
alcoholics. Like their peers at
other colleges (and indeed
high schools), students at the
College can find virtually
"anything that exists" in the
way of drugs, says Culbertson.
As the "drug of choice" for
most young people, alcohol
tends to be the biggest
problem.
Culbertson deals with the
full range of problems posed by
drinking and drug abuse on
campus. While most students,
of course, run little risk of
becoming alcoholics, and while
many leave Kenyon (or come
to the College in the first
place) with mature, respon
sible attitudes toward drink
ing, "normal drinking develop
ment" in our society involves a

drug trafficking. Excessive
drinking usually plays a role in
date-rape. Students who get
drunk too often tend to suffer
academically, sometimes to
the point of finding themselves
on academic probation or
even facing expulsion. They
may alienate their roommates
and friends. Drinking leads to
incidents of vandalism, theft,
and sexual harassment.
When a persistent, destruc
tive pattern suggests to
Culbertson that a student
suffers from an actual depen
dency, then she brings KAAG
and the recovery network into
play. While there is no typical
alcoholic, and while Jim is
unusual in that he came
forward himself to call atten
tion to his problem, his experi
ence illustrates the suffering
of the chemically dependent
and the support that students
can find at Kenyon.
Jim, who grew up in a family
where alcohol abuse was
common, began drinking
heavily before he was a
teenager. By the time he was
a senior in high school, he was
also smoking marijuana, taking
LSD, and alternately using
"speed" and sedatives "to
regulate my day-to-day life."

certain amount of experimen
tation, Culbertson says.
When that experimentation
leads to trouble-with profes
sors, deans, fellow students, or
the law-the student involved
is referred to Culbertson.
"1 see people who are testing
their limits, and who may have
stepped over them, and people
who choose alcohol as a
temporary answer to grief and
loss when a relationship ends."
These students, according to
Culbertson, need "education
and brainstorming" more than
anything else. "1 try to get
them to think about questions
such as 'What are your limits.7
What amount of drinking are
you comfortable with.7 What
are the danger signals for you,
the red flags? What must
happen for you to take
another look at your drinking
habits and put stricter
controls on them? That you
fail a class? That you get
arrested? That your friends
confront you and say that you
have a problem?'"
The consequences of
alcohol and drug abuse, even
when addiction isn't involved,
can be serious. Culbertson
has seen students arrested for
underage drinking and for
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Camille Culbertson
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He cultivated a successful
facade-good grades and a
busy schedule of extracurricu
lar and community-service
activities-"to compensate for
all the emptiness inside." And
he didn't think about seeking
help, because alcohol and
drugs "were working for me. I
used them to numb my pain
and suffering; I used them as a
quick fix, to solve every
problem instantly, to cover up
my insecurities, fears, anything
I didn't want to deal with."
Jim "hit bottom" during the
summer after high-school
graduation. He was using ever
greater quantities of alcohol
and drugs, but they weren't
"working" anymore. "1 felt
disembodied, distant from any
sort of reality." Overdoses
landed him in the emergency
room twice that summer. "1
knew 1 was killing myself. I
realized I couldn't go any
lower. If I didn't stop drinking
and using drugs, the only
alternative was death."
Arriving at the College that
fall, free of the destructive
patterns he associated with his
family, free to remake himself
in a place where nobody knew
his past, but suddenly cut off
from predictable patterns of
coping, suddenly alone to
confront what he had become,
Jim felt himself at a brink. "I
didn't want to go through four
years of Kenyon the way I
went through high school,
feeling like a fake, like every
thing about me was a lie. I
knew 1 was either going to get
help or check out of the world.
I didn't know what the future
held. I was scared as hell."
During his first week in
Gambier, he got "majorly
drunk, majorly stoned,
completely wasted and out of
it." And at the end of the
week, on Saturday, he called
the College switchboard. He
reached the Health and
Counseling Center, which
gave him Camille Culbertson's
home number. She put him in
touch with a recovering
student, "who was there with
me in a matter of minutes."
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That night the student took
Jim to a Narcotics Anonymous
meeting in Gambier. "It was
very, very frightening," Jim
says, "hut at the same time I
knew that this was home for
me. There was a common
denominator linking us all
together, and that was a
powerful bond."
Jim began weekly counseling
sessions with Culbertson, in
addition to calling his sponsor
every day. During those first
three to tour months of
freshman year, he went to a
meeting every night-Narcot
ics Anonymous, Alcoholics
Anonymous, or KAAG. The
KAAG meetings, filled with
other Kenyon students, were
especially valuable. "I was
given so much attention and
so much of the love that I
needed," he says.
Jim, who is now a sopho
more, has stayed sober and
clean since that first convul
sive week at the College, and
he lives now with a new sense
of worth. He points out,
though, that he has his ups
and downs; that, as a recover
ing alcoholic, he may always
have to attend support-group
meetings; and that his life, full
as it is of his studies and other
College activities, still centers
on recovery. "Recovery
comes first," he says, "because
I know that if that part of my
life is not in balance, then
none of my life is."
For Jim and others like him,
graduation from Kenyon may
represent another brink, a
threshold into another turbu
lent period of freedom, fear,
and change. Culbertson
knows from her eight years of
experience at the College that
some of the recovering stu
dents will relapse into depen
dency once they leave campus
for the different stresses of the
world. But, almost invariably,
she says, they catch them
selves before falling too far.
"Their experience at
Kenyon equips them to cope,"
she says. "They know what to
do and where to get help."
-Dan Laskin

Dyer Society honors a role model
for future doctors
Members of the Rolla E. Dyer,
M.D., Society for Health
Careers, the College's student
group for premedical students,
chose their name with pur
pose: "Dyer serves as a role
model for future Kenyon doc
tors," says Joan L. Slonczewski,
associate professor of biology
and advisor to the society.
Rolla Eu
gene Dyer
(pictured here
as a student),
a 1907 graduate of the
College, was a
fearless inves
tigator into
the causes
and transmis
sion of typhus,
which he
contracted
during his
research, and
an influential
force behind
the develop
ment of a
typhuspreventive
serum. His
later research
examined the link between
cigarette smoking and lung
cancer, a connection Dyer
was one of the first to make.
A medical graduate of the
University of Texas, Dyer
served as director of the U.S.
Public Health Service's
National Institutes of Health
(NIH) from 1942 until 1950.
He was presented with the
Lasker Award of the Ameri
can Public Health Association
in 1948 for his scientific
accomplishments and admin
istrative acumen. Upon leav
ing NIH, he joined the faculty
at Emory University, which
awarded him an honorary
degree at his retirement.
Kenyon's Dyer Society
began as an initiative by the
Health Professions Advising
Committee, a recently
reorganized group coordinated

by Eleanor C. Loucks, biology
department secretary, with
faculty chair Slonczewski.
"What we are attempting to
do is to devise a support
program for students inter
ested in medical careers that
will put the College on the
map, that will say this is the
place to study for going on to
health
careers,
asserts
Slonczewski.
According to
Slonczewski,
the College
does not have
a premedical
& major as such:
• "We see what
I we do as an
I alternative
|approach to
• the usual
premed
grind." The
committee
encourages
each student
to "develop as
a healthcareer
student in
such a way as to maintain ...
interest in life and in the
liberal arts." The committee
believes creation of a studentrun support-and-information
network is one step towards
strengthening Kenyon's repu
tation as a liberal-arts option
for premed students.
Just as Dyer was entering
uncharted territory with much
of his research, the student
officers of the group have had
to act as pioneers. "In
practical terms, the group
started from scratch," says
Slonczewski. "The current
officers deserve a lot of credit
for getting it off the ground."
The officers-cofacilitators
Catherine A. Mayer '95 of
Library, Pennsylvania, and
Lauriann T. Wroblewski '94 of
Glen Ellyn, Illinois; secretary
S. Ann Saxour '95 of Chilli-
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cothe, Ohio; treasurer Amy
M. McOwen '94 of Goshen,
Ohio; and programming liaison
Michael A. Baumholtz '94 of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvaniameet weekly to plan program
ming for the group.
Many programs involve
working with local health-care
professionals, as well as
Kenyon alumni in medical
fields. Panels and speakers
have discussed issues of
particular interest to the
members as well as the larger
community. One panel of
women doctors tackled the
issue of gender in health care.
In early December, a discus
sion with people living with
AIDS, either as patients or as
caregivers, was held. The
hoard of officers has also been
instrumental in establishing a
preparation course at Kenyon
for the Medical College
Admission Test (MCAT), to
he offered during the second
semester at a nominal fee.
Members of the group
attend social meetings
Sundays at 5:30 p.m. in Upper
Dempsey Hall for less formal
discussions and support.
Here, students can offer
advice for an upcoming
organic chemistry laboratory,
share tips on getting hospital
work experience, plan their
course of study, or "stress
out," in understanding
company, about the MCAT.
In keeping with the spirit of
the liberal arts, the Dyer Soci
ety provides much more than
a way into medical school.
The group both prepares
students for the future and
supports them in the here and
now. The purpose of the
group, according to Slonczewski, is to say to students,
"We will help you be the best
you can be and offer you
holistic support to that end."
That kind of Kenyon
support, which has already
produced many gifted and
determined doctors like Rolla
Dyer, will continue to encour
age students planning careers
in health care.
-Jennifer Sampson '92
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Hilary Marx (14) in action against Bethany College

Hilary Marx makes her mark
in Kenyon women's soccer
It did not take long for Hilary
Marx to leave her mark on the
women's soccer program at
Kenyon.
One season was all the time
the first-year student from
Portland, Oregon, needed to
emerge as a standout, not only
in the brief nine-year history
of the College's program hut
also in the North Coast Ath
letic Conference (NCAC)and in the nation.
Marx became the first
player in Kenyon's women's
soccer history to he recognized
on the national level, as she
was named to the All-Great
Lakes Region second team hy
the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America and
MetLife.
"To make an all-regional
team, you have to he some
kind of a player," says coach
Paul Wardlaw. "It's equiva
lent to being nominated for
All-American honors. Firstteam All-Regional honorees
are also All-Americans.
"It's a great honor not only
for Hilary hut also for our
program. It means people are
finally noticing our players."
Ironically, Marx went almost
unnoticed through Kenyon's

first three games of the sea
son. The Ladies were de
feated in two of those games,
with Marx scoring only one
goal as a midfielder.
Wardlaw took stock of the
total situation at that point
and made wholesale changes
in strategy and personnel.
"Losing that second game
early in the season forced me
to reexamine everything we
had done to that point," says
Wardlaw. "In a sense, we
started over and did things
differently. We changed
everything in two days."
One of Wardlaw's major
changes involved moving
Marx from midfielder to
forward. It wasn't long before
her agility and quickness
emerged to help provide
Kenyon with a consistent
scoring threat.
Marx scored a goal or
assisted on a goal in thirteen
of the Ladies' final fifteen
games of the season. She
scored at least one goal in
twelve games and booted in a
season-high three goals twice
in victories over Earlham
College and Mount Union
College.
By the time the season

ended, Marx had rewritten
several of Kenyon's scoring
records. She finished the year
with twenty goals en route to
scoring forty-seven points,
both single-season standards
originally set in 1986 by former
Kenyon standout Stasha
Wyskiel '89.
Marx not only finished the
season as Kenyon's leading
scorer but also ranked second
in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC). She
was the only first-year player
among thirteen players
honored with first-team AllNCAC recognition-Kenyon's
first first-year player to receive
the top honor since 1985 when
Sarah Turgeon '89 and
Wyskiel were honored.
"The best thing about
Hilary's season is that she still
has a lot of room for improve
ment," says Wardlaw. "That's
great news for Hilary and for
Kenyon."
Good news for Kenyon also
came in All-NCAC honors for
four other Ladies. Sophomore
midfielders Kate Comerford of
Bay Village, Ohio, and Laura
Noah of Stow, Massachusetts,
received honors for the second consecutive year. Comerford, named to the honorablemention list in 1991, received
second-team honors this year,
while Noah, a second-team
honoree last year, was named
to this year's honorable-men
tion squad. Sophomore back
Sara Rock of Salt Lake City,
Utah, and first-year goalie
Stacy Strauss of Bay Village,
Ohio, received honorable
mention this year as well.
Comerford and Strauss also
finished with their names in
the record books. Comerford
set the assist record for a
single-season (nine) and tied
the single-game mark (three)
twice. Strauss came through
defensively, producing the
new mark for single-season
shutouts (9.5).
The balanced offensive and
defensive attacks led the
Ladies to a 13-5 finish and the
College's winningest season in
women's soccer history.
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Soccer Lords sweep top
conference honors
Success in athletic competi
tion is measured by more than
a final win-loss record. The
magnitude of that success on
the field is gauged by the
amount of respect a player, a
team, and a coach receive off
the field.
In the case of the Lords, the
exceptional success recorded
during the 1992 season was
complemented by one of the
highest degrees of respect
possible-recognition by peers
in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC).
Kenyon's efforts in achiev
ing a co-championship in the
NCAC-one of the strongest
soccer leagues in the nationwere recognized further when
the conference coaches
selected five Lords to AllNCAC teams.
Not only were four of those
players named to the presti
gious first team, for the second
consecutive year two Lords
were also tagged as the con
ference's most outstanding
players.
Senior Michael Donovan of
Sylvania, Ohio, was selected
as the Offensive Player of the
Year and junior Leigh Sillery of
Northern Ireland as the
Defensive Player of the Year.
Coach Fran O'Leary, in his
first season with the Lords,

was selected as the Co-Coach
of the Year, along with Wit
tenberg University's Steve
Dawson.
Donovan and Sillery were
named to the thirteen-player
All-NCAC first team, along
with the Lords' outstanding
junior goalie Marshall Chapin
of Millburn, New Jersey, and
sophomore forward Mark
Phillips of Westerville, Ohio.
Junior back Andrew Guest of
Seattle, Washington, was
named to the second team.
Donovan and Chapin
become only the second and
third Kenyon players to
achieve first-team honors for
three consecutive years.
Former Lords ace Kevin Mills
'92 was the first. Donovan
also joins Mills to become one
of only two Kenyon players to
be named All-NCAC for four
consecutive years.
Chapin, the 1991 Defensive
Player of the Year in the
NCAC, led all goalies this
season with an 0.68 goalsagainst average and a Kenyon
single-season record of eleven
shutouts. Phillips, named allconference for the second
consecutive year, overcame
an early-season injury to score
eighteen goals and seven
assists. He finished the year
as Kenyon's, and the NCAC's,
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The Lords (in white jerseys) take on the Allegheny Gators.
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second-leading scorer-trailing
only Donovan, as he helped
lead Kenyon to its second
NCAC championship in the
past three years.
The 1992 Lords adapted
quickly to O'Leary's style of
alert, aggressive soccer and
compiled a brilliant 16-3
record, marking the second
highest total of victories in one
season in the program's fortyfive-year history.
Kenyon finished the season
ranked first in the tough
Great Lakes Region and sixth
among the nation's Division III
powers. The Lords advanced
to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III championship
^tournament for the third
consecutive year, another first
in the program.
A team effort was definitely
required to produce the im
pressive results, but Donovan
and Sillery were two Lords
who played instrumental roles
in determining the direction of
the squad's success.
Sillery contributed in a
major way to an unyielding
Kenyon defense that posted a
College-record eleven shut
outs and allowed less than one
goal per game during the regu
lar season. Sillery transferred
to Kenyon from Elmira College
in New York, where he was a
defensive standout for the
Soaring Eagles.
"I was pleased with the
award because it shows 1 had a
good season, and that's really
what I wanted to achieve in
my first season," says Sillery.
"But I was also surprised 1 had
won the award. There are a
lot of good players in this
conference."
Donovan was one of those
players-the recipient of the
Offensive Player of the Year
honor for the second consecu
tive year. The talented senior
booted in twenty-one goals
and produced twelve assists
en route to scoring fifty-four
points. The assists and points
were Kenyon single-season
records.
In four seasons, Donovan

set no fewer than seven
Kenyon records, including
career marks for goals scored
(69), assists scored (29), and
points scored (167).
The Lords opened the 1992
season with nine consecutive
victories, with perennial
powers Wilmington College,
Wheaton College, and
Wheeling Jesuit College
among their early conquests.
After a road loss to Ohio
Wesleyan University-the
nation's top-ranked team at
the time-the Lords pulled
together to finish strong,
winning six of their final seven
games to rise in the national
rankings and earn a berth in
the NCAA tournament.
O'Leary is no stranger to
success. In four years as a
head coach on the collegiate
level, he has compiled a glis
tening 54-14-2 record, includ
ing a 38-11-2 mark in three
years at Elmira College, where
he inherited a program that
had produced a 3-14 record in
1988. In 1989, his first season,
the college emerged with a 133-1 mark. The following year,
Elmira earned its first national
ranking and advanced to post
season playoffs for the first
time.
In nearly fourteen years of
coaching, O'Leary's rate of
success has been astonishing.
He has never coached a team
that has lost more than four
games in one season or won
fewer than twelve games. The
16-3 record in one season at
Kenyon only enhances his
reputation.
"The Kenyon players are
quick learners," says O'Leary.
"I installed a different system
of play this year, and they
picked it up much more
quickly than I anticipated.
These players are overachievers academically, and they
want to overachieve athleti
cally, too. They made my first
year here very enjoyable."
O'Leary's future at Kenyon
could be even more enjoyable.
The Lords will graduate only
four seniors from the 1992
team.
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Kenyan's Gwyn Shaw (left) scrambles for the ball with an Earlham
College player.

Fall sports wrap-up
Cross Country (Ladies,
NCAC second place; Lords,
NCAC seventh place).
Coach Duane Gomez steered
the Ladies and Lords through
another successful season,
capped by a National Colle
giate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division III champi
onship-race appearance by
senior Kelley Wilder.
Wilder, who won the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) and Great Lakes
Regional championships, had

Kelley Wilder

illness slowed her pace. Still,
it was a happy ending for
Wilder, who finished twentythird overall and earned AllAmerican honors. An AllAmerican in indoor and
outdoor track last year, she
could become Kenyon's first
athlete to receive Ail-Ameri
can honors in three sports in
the same athletic year.
Wilder and senior Carrie
Cutler earned All-NCAC
first-team honors by finishing
in the top seven in the
conference championship
race. Junior Nancy Notes was
named to the second team.
Wilder was also honored as
the most valuable runner for
the Ladies at the postseason
awards banquet, where Notes
was recognized as the most
improved runner. Senior
Mike Marshall took both
awards for the Lords.
Eli Thomas and Wilder
were honored as the only fouryear letterwinners.
The 1993 captains-elect are
Notes and junior Aline Kelley
for the Ladies and junior Ryan
McNulty and sophomore
Aaron Derry for the Lords.

high hopes for the national
title race, but she could not
overcome a bout with the flu.
Wilder led the race for
approximately a mile, in a field
of 136 competitors, before

Field Hockey (8-11 overall; 39 NCAC, sixth place). Under
the guidance of first-year
coach Susan Eichner, the
Ladies quadrupled their
victory total from 1991 and
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loomed as a competitive force
in fifty-two passes for 5,698
throughout the season.
yards and a league-leading
The highlight of the season
seven touchdowns.
Sophomore quarterback
was a three-game sweep in the
Brad Hensley eclipsed the
Great Lakes Regional tourna
1,500-yard mark for the
ment. The Ladies defeated
second consecutive season,
Transylvania University, the
throwing for 1,738 yards. He
University of the South, and
completed 172 of 386 passes,
Franklin College of Indiana.
Seniors Erin Heintzelman
connecting for fifteen touch
and Katie Beller were top
downs. He was intercepted
postseason honorees for the
sixteen times.
Ladies. Both players were
Brockman was named to
named to the College Field
the All-NCAC first team, and
Hockey Coaches Association's Hensley and senior offensive
Great Lakes/West Region All- lineman Steve Kehl were
American second team.
Beller was also invited to
compete in the North-South
Senior All-Star game in
Richmond, Virginia.
Heintzelman and Beller
were named to the All-NCAC
second team, and sophomore
Gwyneth Shaw received
honorable-mention accolades.
Heintzelman, Beller, and
Stacey Smiar were honored as
the Ladies' only four-year letterwinners at the postseason
awards banquet. Beller was
also selected as the best team
player.
Juniors Jen Bigelow and
James Reed
Ellen Ladner are captainselect for 1993.
named to the honorablemention team.
Football (2-6-2 overall; 2-5-1
Kehl was one of five Lords
NCAC, seventh place). It was to receive special recognition
a gratifying season finish for
at the postseason awards
coach Jim Meyer and the
banquet, where he was named
Lords, as Kenyon posted a
the most valuable offensive
thrilling 23-20 victory over
lineman. Senior Joe St. Julian
archrival Denison University.
was named most valuable
Denison led 14-7 in the
defensive lineman; senior
third quarter, but two fourthRaphy Decipeda was named
quarter touchdowns by senior
most valuable defensive back;
running back James Reed
and Reed was named most
helped to lift the Lords to the
valuable offensive back.
victory.
Senior Brian Bortz was
Reed finished with a career- honored as the Lords' most
best 171 yards—the third best
valuable player.
total in Kenyon history.
Bortz, Decipeda, Kehl,
In final NCAC statistics,
Reed, St. Julian, John St.
junior Ted Brockman main
Julian, Rich Gonzales, and
tained the Lords' tradition of
Kevin Kropf were all four-year
outstanding receivers by
letterman honorees.
finishing first. Kenyon
Junior linebacker Joe
receivers have led the nineGucanac and Brockman are
year-old league eight times.
captains-elect for 1993.
Brockman, who missed the
final two games of the season
Men's Soccer (16-3 overall; 7with a broken collarbone, took 1 NCAC, first-place tie).
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Andrew Guest

Mark Phillips

First-year coach Fran O'Leary
kept Kenyon in the national
spotlight as he guided the
Lords to the NCAA Division
III national championship
tournament for the third
consecutive year.
An intense 2-1 comeback
victory over the College of
Wooster in the first round at
Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) put the Lords in the
championship game against
OWU for the second time in
three years.
OWU, which shared the
NCAC championship with
Kenyon, pulled out a 3-2
victory to advance to the third
round. OWU advanced to
the Division III championship
game but fell 3-1 to Kean
College of New Jersey.
Senior Michael Donovan
and sophomore Mark Phillips
finished first and second,
respectively, in scoring in the
NCAC. Donovan averaged
2.84 points per game and
Phillips 2.53. Donovan booted
in a league-leading twenty-one
goals and scored a Kenyonrecord twelve assists.
Junior goalie Marshall Chapin finished as the stingiest
keeper in the league, allowing
only 0.68 goals per game.
Donovan, Phillips, Chapin,
and junior Leigh Sillery all
received first-team AllNCAC honors. Junior
Andrew Guest was named to
the second team.
Donovan was also named
the NCAC's Offensive Player
of the Year, for the second

consecutive year, and Sillery
was named the Defensive
Player of the Year. Chapin
received the top defensive
honor in 1991. O'Leary was
also honored, as the CoCoach of the Year, along with
Wittenberg University's Steve
Dawson.
At the postseason awards
banquet, most-valuable-player
honors went to Donovan.
Senior John Kennedy and
sophomore Tom Frick were
recipients of the varsity
sportsmanship award, and
sophomore Julian Murchison
and first-year player Nicholas
Hailey were junior-varsity
recipients of the same award.
Donovan, Kennedy, and
Mac Shannon were four-yearaward honorees.
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Women's Soccer (13-5
overall; 5-3 NCAC, fourth
place). A 1-0 regular season
loss to NCAA tournamentqualifier Wooster ended an
otherwise brilliant season for
the Ladies, coached by Paul
Wardlaw.
The Ladies not only pro
duced the winningest record
in the program's nine-year
history but also set or tied
eighteen College records in
the process.
First-year player Hilary
Marx emerged as the NCAC's
second-leading scorer,
averaging 2.61 points per
game. She booted in twenty
goals. Ladies goalie Stacy
Strauss, another first-year
player, finished third among

•

competitiveness in the Ladies,
who played aggressively from
the season's start to the finish.
The Ladies pulled out a
thrilling match against Case
Western Reserve University in
the NCAC tournament but
fell to Oberlin College in the
battle for fifth place.
Senior standout Jen Carter
ranked third among the
NCAC's leaders in kills per
game, averaging 3.51. She
received All-NCAC honor
able-mention recognition.
Carter also took top honors
at Kenyon's postseason awards
banquet, where she was
named the volleyball team's
most valuable player. Junior
Trish Vriesendorp was named
most improved player; senior
Meredith Cronan and junior
Maria Kelley were named
offensive players of the year;
and senior Becky Reimbold
and junior Gwen Evans were
named defensive players of
the year. Sophomores Abby
Chapman and Nicola Vogel
were honored as rookies of the
year. The Coaches' Award
was presented to junior
Rosanna Jones.
Evans, Kelley, Vogel, and
junior Meghan Brady are
captains-elect for 1993.

keepers, allowing 0.78 goals
per game.
Marx was named to the AllNCAC first team—the only
first-year player on the
thirteen-member team.
Sophomore Kate Comerford
was named to the second
team, and sophomores Laura
Noah and Sara Rock, as well
as Strauss, were named to the
honorable-mention group.
Noah was honored as the
team's most valuable player at
the postseason awards
banquet, where Marx was
recognized as the most
valuable offensive player and
Strauss as most valuable
defensive player. Marx was
also honored as the rookie of
„the year.
Comerford and juniors
Maura Connolly and Anne
Knudsen are captains-elect
for 1993.
Volleyball (16-22 overall; 3-5
NCAC, sixth place). Im
provement was the key word
for the Ladies, who doubled
their victory total from the
previous season.
New head coach Kris Kern,
a successful mentor on the
high-school and collegiate
level in Ohio, rekindled
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Maria Kelley (left) and Meghan Brady of the volley hall team meet
their opponents from Oberlin College at the net.
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AT ISSUE
Housing policy
Editor's note: "At Issue," a new occasional
feature of the Bulletin, provides a forum for
student perspectives on current topics of
concern on Kenyon's campus.

Senate recommends
housing changes
At its meeting on Tuesday, October 13,
the College Senate voted 10-2 to recom
mend these changes to the studenthousing policy:
1. Spaces allocated to housing groups
shall stand at their current size and in
their current locations within the resi
dences. Sophomores may be housed in
allocated group housing space according
to the following limit: The space available
to sophomore members within designated
group space shall not exceed the mem
bership of sophomores as a proportion of
the entire group membership. For
example, if sophomores constitute one
third of the members of a particular
group, then not more than one third of
that group's space may be occupied by
sophomore members. Those students
who choose to reside in group housing
during their sophomore year will be
penalized one point in any subsequent
housing lottery they may wish to enter.
2. The lounges will remain under the
control of the Residence Area Councils
(RACs) and will retain their historic
character and decorations. If any resi
dents) find(s) the decor offensive, the
issue can be brought to a vote by the
RAC as to whether or not the decor shall
be removed. This voting procedure will
also be used if any group wishes to put up
any new memorabilia in common space.
A process enabling a student to appeal a
vote of the RAC to the Student Council
will be devised by Student Council later
this fall.
The Senate further voted, 8-4, to
recommend a moratorium of three years
on housing-policy changes.
The recommendations were accepted
by President Philip H. Jordan Jr. They will
go into effect with the spring 1993
housing lottery.
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Whither housing policy at Kenyon?
Three leaders discuss the most recent changes
in student-housing policy
by Shelley E. Wharton '95
I like to think of
Kenyon as more of a
V
m family than a commu
k
nity, partly because we
often act like squab
bling siblings. This
year, the main family
argument has been
over who gets the best
bedroom in the house.
Our parents have been relatively unself
ish, they have listened to our arguments,
and they made an informed judgment
about who gets what in our huge house on
the hill. The decision was made: Sopho
mores can go back to living in fraternity
housing, and the lounges will remain in
control of everybody.
The entire housing debate tugs on our
emotions; the discussions about housing
on campus often get very heated.
Recently, two members of the Student
Council committee I chair (Student Life)
and I got together to discuss the recent
changes to the existing housing policy.
What I expected to be a heated debate
turned out to be a rather pleasant,
rational conversation by a group of adults.
We are fairly typical of the students in
the cross section of campus we represent.
I am an independent female. Gerard is a
sophomore Greek male. Trey is a firstyear student and Campus Senate repre
sentative who has been active throughout
the decision-making process about the
housing policy. I believe what came out
of our meeting is a good representation of
how people on campus feel about the
recent changes to the year-old policy.
"As a first-year student, I came into
this pretty objectively, but I was amazed
at the emotionality of the issue," said
Trey. "Housing is just housing."
1 said I felt the same way. "Ever since I
arrived in Gambier last year, I have
participated in more arguments about the
housing policy than anything else," I said.
"1 think it's because certain people feel
threatened and others feel challenged by
the housing policy."
"I feel the housing policy as it existed
this year was detrimental to my frater
nity," said Gerard. When we asked him
why, he continued, "Basically, it's
important for a fraternity to live together;

anyone who lives with their friends can
understand that. In my fraternity, the
people are important to me, and the
sophomores are just as important as the
juniors or seniors. It's also often true that
sophomores have a lot of enthusiasm
about the fraternity."
Gerard also noted that, while he
believed a fraternity should live together,
it "shouldn't penalize other students."
The issue of equity is important to most of
us on the campus; the main reason
behind the initial change in housing policy
was to ensure equity for the campus as a
whole. But not everybody was happy
about the new system; some believed that
there was also inequity in it. "Person
ally," I noted, "at first I didn't understand
the reasoning behind the sophomores not
being able to live in the fraternity divi
sions, hut as Senate met and I found out
what the south end was like before, 1
understood why the administration had
made that decision."
The conversation moved on to what we
thought about the details of the new
changes, i.e., the one-point penalty and
the proportionality clause. Gerard said
that he believed the one-point penalty
was fair and that "as long as the frater
nity is together, that's really the only
goal." Trey and 1 agreed that, provided
long-term equity was protected, it was
fair to allow sophomores to live in the
divisions again. With the proportionality
clause, we all believed that a good mix of
upper- and underclass students was
ensured.
However, the main sticking point in the
whole issue was the breaking of the mora
torium, under which the policy would be
reviewed five years after its implementa
tion in the 1991-92 academic year.
"We didn't give the housing policy time
to work," Trey said. "We ditched it
because people were unhappy, even
though we weren't sure what they were
unhappy about."
I disagreed with Trey. "If there is a
problem, I want to fix it," I said. "The
housing policy had almost worked itself
through the system, only current seniors
had been allowed to live in divisions as
sophomores, and it was obvious that
people were still unhappy about it."
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"But," Trey said, "if you agree not to
talk about something for a time, no
matter what the outside pressures are,
then you shouldn't talk about it."
Gerard agreed that he, too, was
bothered that the moratorium was
broken. "However," he said, "I don't feel
too guilty about reopening it, because 1
think there was an inequity in it."
Finally, we talked about the petition
protesting the new changes, which was
formulated and circulated by a group of
students just days before the October
meeting of the Board of Trustees. Some
students were angry about the breaking
of the moratorium and about the rather
hurried process by which the decision to
amend the policy was reached. Some be
lieved that the new changes were made
without independents having their say.
"I thought the petition drive was
conducted pretty sloppily," said Gerard.
"1 stood by there, and I'm sure the guy
with the petition thought I was harassing
him, asking questions about the housing
policy, and he just didn't know the
answers."
I said I believed the people who signed
the petition were uninformed. "There
was no copy with the petition of either
the existing policy or the changes," I
noted. "I was told that fraternities were
going back to their full divisions, and
since I was part of the decision-making
process, 1 knew that was not what the
changes were going to be."
"It's certainly the right of independents
on this campus to hold a petition drive,"
Gerard said, "but it should have been
conducted with the housing policy
there." We all believed that the people
who signed the petition and organized the
drive had a right to be angry about the
decision, but we believed the drive was
conducted in a poor manner.
"Most of the people I talked to were
angry over the fact that we had broken
the moratorium," I said. "Some ex
pressed the feeling that they hadn't
gotten their chance to say what they
thought about the existing policy or the
proposed changes, but I said in response
that Senate and Student Council do
have independent members and that
there were plenty of meetings that the
protesters could have attended."
The lounge issue was a different story.
We barely touched on it, but we all
believed that, now that Student Council
is establishing a formal appeals process for
people who feel intimidated or offended
by certain memorabilia in the lounges,
(Continued on page 52)
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Current housing policy meets needs
of equality on campus
Editor's note: The following editorial,
reprinted here with permission, appeared in
the October 8, 1992, edition of the Kenyon
Collegian.
Suddenly, we find ourselves in the midst
of a whirlwind debate over housingagain. The policy, only in its second year,
is being reevaluated, at the request of the
Board of Trustees, even while memories
of the Report of the Commission on Student
Life and the tedious process of writing it
are still fresh in many of our minds.
Aside from the fact that it is simply too
new and too immediate for evaluation,
the current policy satisfies the tender
principles of equity and community that
we put so high on our priority list a few
short years ago.
The policy was the product of two years
of investigation, debate, argument, and,
finally, compromise. In its original form, it
was to be in place for five years before any
further changes could take place. That
five-year moratorium was changed to
three years last fall, then to two last
spring, so that the policy could be
evaluated this fall.
What was the point of such a short
"trial" period.7 After such a long and
painful selection process, it seems that
the policy's one and only full year puts us
too close to the debate that created the
policy in the first place. The bitterness
and arguments left from that time are
still too immediate for us to be objective.
Moreover, the policy is new enough that
its full implications have not yet been
realized.
The current housing policy represented
a compromise two years ago that still
makes sense. The Student Council was
charged by the Report of the Commission on
Student Life to find a more equitable way
to allocate housing based on the composi
tion of the community, with the objective
of making the campus a community of
equal but diverse individuals and groups.
They responded with the current policy,
establishing an equal ratio of male to
female housing in historic dorms, which
had been dominated by men in the past.
They also took away the option social
groups had of allowing sophomores to live
in their divisions, thus acting to alleviate
the inequality among sophomores in the
housing lottery based on membership in a

social group.
This policy enacts basic principles of
equality that the College endorses simply
by its admissions guidelines. It is a
statement that makes clear the intention
not to grant privileges to certain students
over others, regardless of gender or
membership in a group. It is these
principles that we as a community should
champion by favoring the current policy
over one that creates inequality, for
example among sophomore men. The
compromise solutions that have been
proposed to the Housing and Grounds
Committee lof Student Council] alter
the balance that exists under the current
policy, even though they claim to com
pensate for this inequality by penalizing
group members during their junior or
senior years.
We also must question the role that
alumni play in this sudden reevaluation.
The make-up of the alumni as a whole is
no longer representative of the make-up
of the College, since women and other
groups have only recently begun to take a
place among Kenyon graduates. Greek
Alumni Council (GAC) members, who
originally proposed the current reevalua
tion of the policy to the Board of Trustees
last winter, are the products of an
institution that currently makes up less
than 20 percent of the student body. It is
also unclear that everyone the GAC
claims to represent is unsatisfied enough
with the current policy to demand a
change. Such a quick and potentially
radical discussion that could take place
based on feelings of alumni, or those of
less than 20 percent of the student body,
cannot possibly be "best" for the students
that actually live at, and define, Kenyon
College.
Opting to keep the current policy in
place would not be an effort to discrimi
nate against the social groups that have
housing. In fact, the policy is not about
trying to get rid of social groups at all, but
about making all of us equals. We are all
full-fledged members of the community of
Kenyon simply because of our presence
here. The current housing policy is an
effort to recognize the existence of each
individual as a valued member of the
community, and it should be upheld in
the interests of all.
-The Collegian editors
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From the Hill

Solidarity forever
The Women's Network seeks to expand
beyond the Hill

w

by Tanya Tenkarian '93

hen I come here 1 feel
warmth ... I feel your
voices, your strength, your
love and support. Crozier's
walls are your arms."
On a table in Kenyon's Crozier Center
for Women sits a journal kept by a variety
of women who
choose to voice their ^
feelings and frustra
tions, their compas
sion and love to
anyone who cares to
read and share in
that community.
Most entries are
unsigned, as is the
one above, but each
page filled with
>
drawings, messages,
poetry, and quota
tions is the voice of
Everywoman. This is
the way the women's
community at the
College has grown,
silently and often in
isolation.
This spring will
mark twenty years since the first class of
women graduated from Kenyon. 1 vacil
late between offering a celebration and a
moment of silence. In celebration, I note
that the women of '73 are survivors; they
tried tradition at the College, they broke
the ice and summoned the courage and
strength to do more than test the waters.
Women students today thank and
congratulate them; the current students'
gratitude indicates a wish to use their
predecessors as mentors to reinforce the
tradition of strong women at Kenyon.

The moment of silence is a backdrop
for women's voices on campus. Through
educational programs, forums, seminars,
support groups, and public action, those
of us now on campus hope to extend and
invigorate the community that testifies to
women's place at the College. Current
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female students hope to carry on the
tradition of powerful women at Kenyon, a
tradition that extends back to the recent
past and, in our vision, stretches into the
future. We are working to create a
network of women that transcends
generational barriers.
The Crozier Center, founded in 1985
and named for Doris Crozier, the first
and only dean of the Coordinate College
for Women, has become a meeting place
for many groups concerned with women's
issues. It provides spaces to gather and

watch television or videos, to cook special
dinners with friends, to plan events for
the upcoming weeks and months, and,
most imponantly, to brainstorm about
ways to deal with issues of common
concern.
Although first established as a home for
women, the Crozier
•J Center offers a venue
J for the activities of
9 any group on campus.
P It may be reserved for
3 functions of a variety
of natures; for
I example, an Italian
B class recently hosted
F a cafe there (with
|proceeds donated to
I the New Directions
I Shelter for battered
|women) and the Owl
I Creek Singers (a
I women's a cappella
I singing group) hold
I rehearsals there.
" Meetings of various
I
support groups also
take place in the
Crozier Center.
For Kenyon women, the voice of action
is slowly taking form. As Beth Schacter,
a junior from Madison, Connecticut,
notes, "On this campus, the emphasis is
on logical argument and developing
mental capacity. Organizations such as
Women's Network and Stage Femmes, a
women's dramatic group, provide a
structure in which the argument for
equality and women's rights can be put
into action." There is hope that the
silent concerns of women on campus will
find a form in education of the self and
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others and that this education will be
almost inseparable from action.
The strength of the women's commu
nity at the College is its inclusivity of any
person, female or male, who is alert to
women's issues on the campus and in the
world. "I think the most positive events
and meetings at Kenyon are ones that
bridge all age, gender, and race lines,"
says Kristy Poole, a sophomore from Paris,
Kentucky. Take Back the Night was so
meaningful because it showed that
harassment, assault, and rape can happen
to anyone, regardless of who they are.
Also that night, the community of
supporters and survivors was so mixed;
that helps educate people about the
reality of these issues." (See the August
1992 issue of the Bulletin for a complete
story on the Take Back the Night rally.)
In response to Take Back the Night,
attendance increased at support groups
such as Survivors-which attends to the
needs of women and men who have been
assaulted, harassed, and raped. Similarly,
organizations such as Women's Network,
which is open to any interested student,
have become more committed to an
active approach to education about their
concerns on campus. This year, Women's
Network has had several discussions
focusing on women's education in par
ticular. In October, the group sponsored
a meeting dedicated to the upcoming
elections and the right and privilege of
being a voting citizen. Although we did
talk about women candidates, our
objective was to encourage women to
educate themselves on the issues and
then vote. In addition, the electoral
debates were watched by a group in the
Crozier Center and then discussed.
These talks were spurred by the 1992
election, of course, but in a more signifi
cant way they grew out of the female
students' desire to become more in
formed voters. Women's Network has
also initiated letters to congresspersons
concerning abortion, "family issues," and
gay rights, among other topics. One goal
of all these groups is to allow women to
make assertive decisions about personal
and political issues.
Women's Network is willing to sponsor
a discussion or activity responding to any
needs or concerns of students on campus.
This year's topics have included, in
addition to voting, women in the class
room, sibling and parent relationships,
date rape, women's sexuality, and a
dynamic discussion on women of color
and the feminist movement. Often these
discussions are reactions to campus
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speakers such as Naomi Wolf, author of
The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty
are Used against Women, who visited in
the fall of 1991, or a response to one of
the Friday Features, a series of talks
presented primarily by Kenyon faculty
members and administrators on their
particular interests, such as gospel
singing, the theme of women and mad
ness in books and nonprint media, and
women in the sciences.
There are many special-interest groups
for women, a number of which send a
representative to Women's Network or
Crozier Board in order to communicate
with the larger body of women on
campus. For example, in response to the
underrepresentation of women and racial
minorities in the sciences, the Carolinas
and Ohio Science Education Network
(COSEN) provides programs that
encourage such persons to major in the
sciences. Janice Sklensky, a visiting
instructor of mathematics who is the
faculty mentor for the women's division
of COSEN, declares, "COSEN estab
lishes a peer group that helps women ally
themselves as students and later as
professionals in sciences."
Other groups, such as Making Peace
with Food (dealing with eating disorders
and issues) and the aforementioned
Survivors group (membership in which is
open to anyone), target specific needs of
women. As Jennifer Gundlach, a senior
from St. Louis, Missouri, and coordinator
of Women's Network notes, "Women's
Network has developed into an umbrella
organization for women's issues at both
Kenyon and on a national level. Our
primary purpose is to educate ourselves
and others about contemporary women's
issues of race, sexuality, reproductive
choice, and equality."
The larger intent of groups like
Women's Network and the Crozier
Board, a programming group comprising
interested students and members of the
faculty, administration, and staff, is open
communication about women's issues and
the creation of a comfortable women's
community on campus. The Crozier
Board is also concerned with financially
assisting women's groups in their endeav
ors toward meeting these goals; contrib
uting funds to bring feminist speakers and
productions to campus; and supplement
ing and updating the Crozier Center's
book and video library, as well as other
women's resources.
The Handbook for Kenyon Women lists
and describes the services and opportuni
ties open to women on campus and in the

community. Yet the problem remains the
same: How do women learn to support
each other without compromising them
selves to the larger pressures at the Col
lege? Promoting a women's community
inclusive of minorities, whether those be
women of color or lesbian and bisexual
women, is difficult. In many ways, Kenyon's is an elitist and heterosexist campus
where classes and extracurricular activ
ities often do not acknowledge the exis
tence of alternatives to the privileged life
many have lived.
Those of us who identify ourselves as
feminists see it as our responsibility to be
vocal about issues that concern the great
contingent of women on campus. Our
allegiance to the College lies in the hope
that this is a progressive campus that will
not jeopardize the experience of equality,
freedom, and justice that Kenyon strives
to provide for all. It is my belief that this
goal can only be reached with the insights
of those people who have already claimed
a place for themselves in the history of
the College. That is why many current
female students are appealing to the
women who have graduated and feel a
strong sense of identity with the history of
women at Kenyon.
A new newsletter, tentatively titled
Women's Connections, is currently being
written and edited by women students at
Kenyon, although submissions from
alumnae are welcome. We hope the
newsletter will open a new avenue of
communication between interested
alumnae and the female students who
believe their fellow Kenyon women have
advice and insights to share.
If you are interested in receiving more
news and information about women at
Kenyon and their concerns, or offering
your thoughts on current issues, please
write to us. The first newsletter will be
available in January, so please provide
your mailing information if you wish to
receive the newsletter. Thank you for
your inspiration and let us continue in the
tradition you have begun.
Tanya Tenkarian, a
senior English major
from Seelamk, Massa_• chusetts, is an active
*
member of campus
women's groups. She
invites alumnae (and
alumni) who would like
further information on
women's groups and
activities at Kenyon to contact her at Box
1363, Gambier, Ohio 43022.
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Healing the heart
of the patient>physician relationship

I

by Dale C. Havre '57

ntimacy is the soil from which trust grows. And trusting
your physician to do what is best for you is the sine qua non
of a successful patient-physician relationship. In my
opinion, a loss of medical intimacy contributes significantly
to the major problems facing health care in the nineties-high
cost and limited access. It is not the only weak spot in a
troubled medical system, hut it is one that can he addressed
immediately and inexpensively.
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From the patient's perspective, trust is not just reassuring, it is
also therapeutic. Healing is impeded by even the slightest doubt
about the doctor's competence, sincerity, or motives. Is my
doctor recommending this procedure because it is in my best
interests or because he needs to boost his income? Am I highly
regarded because I carry a premium insurance policy, or am I
respected as a human being who needs help? Is the surgeon
recommending this particular operation because it is the best
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choice for me or because he hasn't
learned the more advanced technique?
Patients have an inalienable right not to
worry about such unsettling questions.
If intimacy is the bedrock of a healthy
patient-physician relationship, it follows
that factors that adversely affect inti
macy are potentially harmful to a
patient's health. Third-party interven
tion, for example, often qualifies as a
deleterious factor. Injudicious applica
tion of bureaucratic decrees to medical
practice by governments and insurance
companies can spoil a carefully cultivated
relationship between a doctor and his or
her patients. What are Medicare
recipients to think when they receive a
letter from the federal government that
states their doctor has performed an
unnecessary service, has charged an
excessive fee, or has kept them in the
hospital too long? Although my experi
ence on hospital review boards has been
that most of these accusations are
unfounded, the letter has been sent, the
psychological damage to the patient has
been done, and the patient-physician
relationship has been tarnished.
That the United States has rapidly
evolved into the most litigious nation on
earth has also taken its toll on the
patient-physician relationship. Of course,
there are instances of tragic medical
malpractice, but most medically related
lawsuits are generated by misunderstand
ings, unfulfilled expectations, poor
communication, and personality clashes.
Even the threat of a lawsuit grinds at a
physician's psyche in a way that can
adversely affect both his or her profes
sional and personal lives.
Practicing adversarial, defensive medi
cine is costly, unproductive, and some
times dangerous to patients. The medi
cal-legal climate as it exists in the United
States is bad for the patient-physician
relationship and unhealthy for the nation
as a whole. Reforms of the law, medicine,
and prevailing attitudes toward wholesale
litigation are in order. "No vice is with us
the less ridiculous for being in fashion"
(Shaker origin, Union Village, Ohio).
Another element that has gained
entrance to the house of medicine has
been more subtle in its erosive effect on
intimacy within the patient-physician
relationship. It is the business ethic,
especially as it relates to profit. Normally
an accepted, and expected, principle of
our entrepreneurial society, the profit
motive weighs heavily on the balance
between what is now the medical
"industry" and health-care "consumers"
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If intimacy is the bedrock of a
healthy patient-physician rela
tionship, it follows that factors
that adversely affect intimacy are
potentially harmful to a patient's
health.
(formerly called patients).
Before 1965, when health insurance
covered mainly hospital stays and
amounted to an actual pooled risk (the
we-won't-insure-you-if-you-have-beensick-or-may-get-sick attitude wasn't in
place yet), doctors and patients were
intimately involved in the fee-setting
process. Physicians, who were more
aware of their patients' financial status,
set fees accordingly, for the most part.
Patients were also much more interested
in getting their money's worth from a
medical encounter, because the payment
was coming directly from their own
pockets. Whether or not doctors were
paid often depended on whether patients
believed their healers earned it. In
today's world of impersonal third-party
medical payments, fiscal transactions
have lost their intimate nature, and, I
believe, the patient-physician relationship
has suffered because of it.
Even the normally intimate association
between hospitals and their medical staffs
is being threatened by a recent, insidious
practice called economic credentialing.
Some institutions have denied highly
specialized physicians admission to their
staffs because they might not be profitmakers for the hospital. Whether their
skills can save lives has become an issue
secondary to the bottom line. Another
example of economic credentialing
involves a cardiac surgeon who was
denied operating privileges at one hospital
because he already had privileges at
another institution within the same
county. A fear of unprofitableness
underlay this decision by the hospital
board. We are witnessing the application
of business principles to a profession that
should be geared to the welfare of
patients rather than of stockholders.
When billions of dollars are poured into
a very deep pocket, earmarked specifi
cally for medical care, is it any surprise
that cupidity taints some of those who are
eligible to reach into that pocket?
included in that number are physicians,
patients, hospitals, drug companies,

insurance companies, medical-equipment
suppliers, physical therapists, podiatrists,
optometrists, opticians, chiropractors,
and seemingly countless other health
care dispensers. If the monies presented
by medical liability insurance are in
cluded in this pot of gold, add attorneys
to the list. Bills submitted to an imper
sonal third-party payer by fax or com
puter modem are virtually devoid of
intimacy. When it is so easy to tap the
mother lode, greed willingly carries a big
shovel. This is one of the more depressing
reasons why health-care costs have
outpaced inflation by a wide margin over
the past decade. I think a dose of
increased fiscal intimacy between doctor
and patient would help to lower our
nation's feverishly high medical costs.
In any medical encounter, quality, not
profit, is the indispensable ingredient of
healing. Access can be easy and facilities
affordable, but quality of care must exist
or the system is nothing but a wellintentioned facade. The real medical
profession is not, and will never become, a
business. The business ethic, with its
emphasis on the bottom line, must be
tempered by an overriding advocacy for
the well-being of patients. There is
nothing wrong with injecting more
business sense into the medical profes
sion, but an overdose will be fatal to its
practitioners and patients alike. Govern
ment, business, and medicine need to
understand this well.
The focus of all who would call them
selves health-care professionals must
remain on their patients' welfare.
Whenever an intimate patient-physician
relationship exists, the proper focus is
clear and automatic. Although there are
no easy solutions to high cost and access
in medical care, a resurgence of eye-toeye, compassionate, intimate relation
ships between doctors and patients will
have a healing effect on the entire
health-care system. And it won't cost a
cent.
A graduate of Western Reserve University
School of Medicine, Dale Havre, M .D.,
F. A.C.S., practiced ophthalmology for
twenty-two years in Ohio and Florida, also
teaching medicine for eight years at Case
Western Reserve and spending two years in
Orlando, Florida, as chief of Air Force
Clinics. Havre recently resigned the
associate editorship of the Journal of the
Florida Medical Association. Now he
divides his time between Inverness, Florida,
and Windsor, Ohio, where, among other
activities, he builds Shaker-style furniture.
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For health
and humanity

I

t's a dangerous life.
Although our species has evolved more or less in adapta
tion to its environment, still our vulnerability is absolute: we
all die. But first we suffer pain, we get sick, we get old. Our
flesh is heir not only to a thousand natural shocks but to hazard
ous wastes, automobiles careening toward us, and numberless
other slings and arrows (it's bow-hunting season in Ohio). We
need help.
The Bulletin prepared this series of profiles as a tribute to the
hundreds of Kenyon alumni who provide that help, who save
and extend our lives, take away our pain, deliver our babies, and
even, like Lisa Sell, make our animals feel better. In these
times, when the words "health" and "care" are usually followed
by "industry," the health-care givers we interviewed seem to
reject an assembly-line approach to their work, choosing instead
the kind of intimacy that Dale Havre prescribes in his article, a
quality of caring not only for patients, but also for students or
for the beneficiaries of their research.
Ironically, as the average lifespan increases, the average life
seems more vulnerable, with each new report of mercury found
tll0 llcirCl
in the food chain or virus making its way out of the rain forest.
In 1918, influenza killed twenty million people worldwide. How
CkT\A
many lives will HIV take? Or the next plague? How many
WOIMV dllU
Kenyon students will enlist in those struggles?
1
•
1
We do not intend for the following sketches to represent fully ilCrOlSflfl tilclt
the many ways that people find and follow careers in health
care. We regret that there isn't much here about "alternative"
medical approaches, for example. AIDS is little mentioned,
although that is a theme the Bulletin has addressed and one it
will continue to follow.
Take these stories then as a few glimpses of commitment and
frustration, hard work and heroism, by people who all spent a
few years on a small hill in Ohio, where life is not much less
dangerous than other places, but where humanity is said to be
valued above everything else.

A look at

are the stuff
of health
careers
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Marguerite Bruce
Learning the hands-on way
as a second-year resident

s

by Michael Matros

econd-year obstetrics/gynecology
resident Marguerite Bruce '85 has
'
just operated on a woman with a
tubal pregnancy.
"It's scary sometimes because you don't
know what's going to happen when you
\
get inside. Sometimes there's a belly full
of blood and you can't get to the tube as
A] ^
quickly as you'd like to, you can't find the
bleeding point, but today's wasn't like
\
that."
V
A surgeon will try to save the Fallopian
tube if possible, Bruce says, particularly
when the woman wants to maintain her
/
fertility. "You have several procedures
/
you can do. We chose the one today to
| save her tube: just put a slit in her tube,
f C*!
extrude the ectopic, and actually let the
tube heal on its own."
Some of Bruce's friends from Case
Western Reserve University Medical
School, now serving residencies at other
hospitals, are astounded-and perhaps
"We don't learn unless we do.
envious-that residents at St. Luke's
There's only so much we can
Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio, begin to
learn from watching. There
perform surgery early in their first year.
A few months after arriving at St. Luke's,
comes a time when you need to
Bruce was performing Caesarian sections.
put your hands on. That's the
"I remember my friend feeling appre
only way you learn to hold the
hensive; not until the eighth month did
instruments, and that's how you she begin to do these things because
there was this hierarchy about when you
become comfortable with sewing start doing procedures. And then I was
able to participate in a hysterectomy
and stitching. 1 can watch you
the middle of my first year, and
tie knots all day, but if I never get toward
I'm doing them now as the principal
to tie one, I'll never learn."
operator, and I'm thinking of this same
friend who's panicking, saying, 'You're
doing them by yourself?' No, there's an
attending [physician) standing there with
me.
"Our goal here is if you work hard and
you really demonstrate you want to learn,
someone will teach you. You don't have
to wait until your third year to start doing
certain things. The only thing you have
to wait for is the privilege of doing vaginal
hysterectomies."
Although the hospital treats a number
of patients with private insurance, most
of those visiting St. Luke's clinics depend

Sal
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-Marguerite Bruce
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on Medicare or Medicaid to pay their
medical costs. "Patients who have no
money come to our institution because
we turn no one down," says Bruce
proudly. Located at the edge of a middleto-low-income, predominantly AfricanAmerican area of the city, St. Luke's
serves a community that can't afford the
newer, glassy structures near Case
Western Reserve.
As a student, Bruce served a rotation
at one of those institutions. "My first day
on rotation, 1 couldn't touch the patient.
I was just taking notes, and then they
wanted me to write a note on the chart,
and 1 said, 'I can't do this. If all I'm going
to be is a glorified secretary, I need to go
somewhere else.' And then finally (a
doctor) says, 'You want to listen to the
heart and lung?' I said, 'Yeah, I can do
that.'
"We don't learn unless we do. There's
only so much we can learn from watching.
There comes a time when you need to
put your hands on. That's the only way
you learn to hold the instruments, and
that's how you become comfortable with
sewing and stitching. 1 can watch you tie
knots all day, but if I never get to tie one,
I'll never learn."
St. Luke's also serves a private clien
tele, the insured patients of physicians
with privileges at the hospital. Residents
often perform surgery on these patients,
sometimes because the need arises before
the patients' physician can be called in.
"We do a lot of private deliveries because
the physicians tell us to call them at a
certain centimeter of dilatation, and they
don't make it for the delivery. They
come in, and the baby's delivered, and
the mom is smiling."
During her third year of medical
school, Bruce was convinced she would
pursue rehabilitation medicine as a neu
rosurgeon. Her final rotation took her to
obstetrics, however, and she changed her
mind. "I like OB/GYN," she says,
"because I'm a primary-care physician,
but I'm also a specialist. I get to do a little
psychiatry, a little emotional and social
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support; I just get to do a lot of things.
"Emotionally, OB for the most part is
very happy. But then we see intrauterine
deaths. We see people who've been
trying time and time again to get preg
nant, who hear the fetal heart and then
lose the baby. So sometimes it's hard for
you, because you become involved with
your patients and you're supporting them
emotionally, and when they have losses
you experience them.
"And then also with our patient
population here in this area, I see a lot of
teen pregnancies, particularly among
black adolescents, so it's an upsetting
thing for me to see my own people get
caught in this cycle of welfare and early
parenthood."
As a volunteer for Planned Parenthood
and at the hospital gynecology clinic,
Bruce says she tells young women all their
options. "I try to educate them not to
use abortion as birth control. I try to
discourage that behavior, but I never
close the door. I always give them
adoption as an option." Bruce, who says
she's not sure how she feels about Roe v.
Wade, has decided not to perform
elective abortions herself.
Part of the payment for the freedom
and responsibilities of her residency at St.
Luke's is a schedule that prohibits a
regular sleep cycle. Bruce spends every
third or fourth night at the hospital, but
unlike some residents who find the
occasional few hours for sleep at the
hospital, the OB/GYN doctors are always
active. "Our busiest hours are the wee
hours of the night, so when you're on call,
you're actually up for thirty-six hours.
Fortunately for me, that has helped my
skill level tremendously. 1 know other
people who have very calm nights, and
they don't feel as comfortable with
disasters as 1 do."
On other nights, Bruce tries to sleep
four to six hours, but her schedule must
also take into account her attempt to
maintain a life outside the hospital. She
sings in her church choir, participates in
numerous volunteer activities, speaks
occasionally to community groups, and
spends as much time as possible with her
family. A Cleveland native, she stays
close to family and church members,
many of whom came to cheer her
medical-school graduation two years ago.
After she completes her four-year
residency at St. Luke's, Bruce will repay a
debt to the U.S. Navy for its financial
contributions to her medical training. For
her assignment, she'll get to choose
(Continued on page 52)
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John Saari
Working-and learningin another culture
by Lance Coon '72

A

long-time interest in social
issues, a fascination with
people, curiosity about
customs and cultures other
than his own, and an interview with a
recruiter from the Public Health Service
-all these forces combined to lead John
Saari '69 to pursue a career in public
medicine. Commissioned in the Public
Health Service (PHS) since 1973, Saari
today works in the fields of family
practice, geriatrics, and continuing
medical education at the Phoenix Indian
Medical Center, the referral center for
the Phoenix, Arizona, region of the Indian
Health Service.
After graduating from Kenyon, Saari
attended Tulane University Medical
School. At the end of his third year
there, he participated in a career-day
program, where a recruiter from the PHS
offered him an early commission. The
commission carried with it a scholarship
for Saari's senior year in exchange for two
years of service after graduation. He was
attracted by the offer.
"There were several of us at Tulane,
interested in social issues and environ
mental work, who took commissions.
Some went to the Centers for Disease
Control, some to the IHS [Indian Health
Service], some to other PHS agencies. I
wasn't sure where I wanted to go from
med school, so I thought two years in IHS
would give me a good idea what I wanted
to be when I grew up."
After finishing his internship at Tulane,
Saari was assigned to his first position in
the IHS, working as one of five physicians
in a hospital in San Carlos, Arizona, on
the Apache reservation. "Living on a
reservation was very attractive to me,"
he says. "I was young and single, and
while I didn't earn much money, it cost
me very little to live there. And the
recreational opportunities-for fishing,
hiking, boating-were tremendous." He
also discovered a love for the desert that
has never left him during his nineteen
years in Arizona. "It's very addictive
here. I don't know exactly what it is, but

it's hard for me to imagine living any
where else."
Of all the motives that attracted Saari
to the work of IHS, he says that working
with Native Americans has been the
major appeal. He believes that his job in
San Carlos gave him the opportunity "to
learn about them, about their ways of life,
without being intrusive."
Working two years in a reservation
hospital brought Saari a wealth of medical
experience in a relatively short time.
"When you're one of five doctors on a
small reservation, you do it all. You have
a great deal of responsibility, and you
learn a tremendous amount." Both the
independence and the variety of these
experiences made him reluctant to
return to a residency program leading to
private practice. "It would have been
difficult to go into a residency program
where they teach you to do things you've
already encountered," he explains.
Eventually, however, Saari knew he
was ready to leave the reservation and
enjoy the advantages of city life. He
wanted to marry and raise a family. So
when Saari was offered a position in
family practice and continuing medical
education at the regional center in
Phoenix, he accepted.
"I've been in this office since 1976, and
my job has evolved through the years,"
Saari says. "We used to do more primary
training of physician assistants and nurse
and pharmacist practitioners. During
those years, I traveled throughout the
whole IHS. I traveled through Alaska in
small planes-went to some fascinating
places. But I've done less traveling
recently."
Today, Saari's primary duties consist of
furthering the continuing education of
the professionals who work for IHS,
especially those in more remote facilities
such as the one where he began his
medical practice. "Our primary goal is to
keep people current," he notes. But he
believes that continuing education must
take into account the specific conditions
and the environment in which the
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physicians, nurses, and pharmacists work.
"Instead of sending them to a course
once a year at the university, we're
"
building a system where they have, every
w • J
Si 'yb week, education at their own facility. A
typical facility might have five doctors,
^•1 two pharmacists, and eighteen nurses,
K?,. and health care is delivered differently
~ji\ than at the university. The physician
|K isn't so specialized. There's much more
overlap and teamwork than at a univerI
sity hospital."
A
There are, however, other important
i
mM
goals
of Saari's work in continuing
...
%
H| education. Because all fields of public
•| health are forced to compete for trained
professionals with academic medicine
and private practice, staffing is always
difficult. "IHS is understaffed," Saari
notes, "so for us, recruitment and
retention of personnel are critical issues.
m
The primary thrust of our work is to
"The intellectual challenge is part improve patient health, but we also try to
improve recruitment and retention, to
of the allure of the work; the
build esprit de corps, and to develop better
problem-solving I do working
teamwork."
Another important purpose of Saari's
with Native American patients is
work has been to educate newcomers to
the part of the job 1 have always
IHS into the various cultures of their
enjoyed most. It's hard to ex
patients. "One of the courses we've
sponsored in the past was an immersion
plain , but working in a different
into traditional Indian cultures. We
culture has a mystery to it. It
spent several days looking at traditional
has allowed me to learn so much diets, food preparation, ceremonies,
religious-belief systems, attitudes toward
more."
health care, family life, housing, recre
-John Saari
ation-all aspects of life. How can you
practice medicine on a reservation
without understanding those thingsT
Saari points out that issues that would
never arise in a private suburban practice
are crucial in treating patients on the
reservations. "The distances people need
to travel to obtain health care are often
enormous. Plus, among older and more
traditional patients, there's a different
outlook about whether medical treat
ment is needed."
Saari explains that many patients have
access to two parallel systems of healing,
one from traditional beliefs, the other
.vT>

•I "w
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from modern medicine. The existence of
these parallel systems not only affects his
work as a physician, particularly with his
geriatric patients, it has also changed
some of his views on the nature of
healing. "The science in geriatrics is no
more complex than in family practice or
internal medicine, hut the solutions
depend on so many circumstances, some
of which are medical hut many of which
aren't. So you have to he open-minded,
to rely on different resources to a much
greater extent. It's fascinating. Older
people have other resources they can and
do rely on. Traditional healing and family
support are at least as important as what I
can offer. It puts the doctor in a different
relationship with the patient." From this
new patient-physician relationship, Saari
has come to believe that scientifically
trained doctors "may ignore some kinds
of spiritual healing."
Having completed nearly twenty years
in the Indian Health Service, Saari could,
if he wished, retire next year to move to
private practice. However, he says he has
no plans to do so. "The prospect of my
opening a practice now is ludicrous. The
first five years of starting a practice are
very difficult. Plus, the climate of
practicing medicine outside public service
has become a disincentive. Private
medicine, with the problems of bureau
cracy, paperwork, and insurance, has
become much less attractive."
Above all, however, his continuing
fascination with the work he does keeps
him in IHS. "The intellectual challenge
is part of the allure of the work; the
problem-solving 1 do working with Native
American patients is the part of the job 1
have always enjoyed most. It's hard to
explain, but working in a different culture
has a mystery to it. It has allowed me to
learn so much more."
Lance Coon lives in Phoenix, Arizona, where
he is chair of the English department at
Phoenix Country Day School. Last year,
during a break from his school duties, he
appeared on the game show Jeopardy.
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"There is nothing better in the
world than to see a patient who
came in unable to do anythingbasically in a coma-leave the
hospital nine months later able to
do quite a bit and return home. I
don't think there could be anything more rewarding than
knowing you had a hand in the
patient's recovery

-Maria Marchetti
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Maria Marchetti
Providing a helping hand
on the road to recovery
by Jennifer Neiderhouser Hedden '90
t's all in the hands: the teaching, the
coaching, the caring. One hand is
placed on the hip and the other on
an arm to coax reluctant muscles
into working again. Progress is measured
in increments, one step at a time,
sometimes literally, as Maria Marchetti
'86 guides her patients through their
prescribed exercises with inexhaustible
patience and an unmatched singleness of
purpose. She is dedicated to helping her
patients regain the physical capabilities
that many of us take for granted as the
automatic functions of a healthy body.
The motto at the National Rehabilita
tion Hospital (NRH) in Washington,
D.C., where Marchetti works, is "Adding
years to life." Theirs is the business of
recovery, and their goals are to help
patients achieve maximum functional
independence, muscle strength, and
physical skills, and, at the same time, to
help them adapt to what may be a drastic
change in physical abilities. It's an
enormous task, often complicated by a
patient's emotional stress, that requires
sensitivity as well as technical proficiency
on the part of the therapist. Few people
are willing to confront the physical and
emotional demands that a career in
physical therapy requires. But for Maria
Marchetti '86, there is nothing she would
rather be doing.
"There is nothing better in the world
than to see a patient who came in unable
to do anything-basically in a coma-leave
the hospital nine months later able to do
quite a bit and return home. 1 don't
think there could be anything more
rewarding than knowing you had a hand
in the patient's recovery; that is ex
tremely rewarding. Conversely, when
that doesn't happen, it can be really
difficult. You always have to remember
that you're dealing with a healing body,
and slow recovery isn't necessarily
because you didn't do your job."
Marchetti decided to pursue a career
in physical therapy after taking a summer
job at a developmental hospital where she
interacted with physical therapists. "1

knew I wanted to do something healthrelated, but I didn't want to go to medical
school or work in a laboratory. I thought
about teaching, but physical therapy
really fit the bill."
After receiving her degree in biology
from Kenyon, Marchetti attended Beaver
College, where she earned her master's
degree in physical therapy. "Physical
therapy was the allied health field that
caught my eye before 1 investigated any
others."
Marchetti has been a certified physical
therapist for four years. She immediately
joined the staff at NRH following gradua
tion from Beaver. "I felt the patient
population at NRH, of the three places
where I had interviews, was the one that
interested me most. 1 felt there was a lot
to be learned at NRH because there are
a variety of diagnoses within the institu
tion."
NRH specializes in adult rehabilitation.
Marchetti's specialty is in the neurologi
cal area, so the majority of her cases are
either stroke patients or brain-injury
patients. "My work is really interesting.
There are the obvious challenges of
working with people who have had
catastrophic events occur in their lives
and helping them to get beyond that and
begin to work toward rebuilding their
lives."
Marchetti focuses on how the patients
move, how they get around, and what
they can do physically. "That's the
highlight, the challenge, and the major
difficulty I face every day." Marchetti
explains that part of her challenge arises
from the fact that she must try to reteach
people, who often do not have their full
mental capacities, to perform basic
functions. "My work becomes especially
interesting when a brain injury is added
to another physical injury. For example, a
patient has had a serious car accident
and can't move, hut that patient may also
visually perceive only half the world or
have really poor safety awareness."
NRH, Marchetti explains, uses a team
approach toward recovery: physical
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therapists work in conjunction with
doctors, nurses, occupational therapists,
psychologists, social workers, and speech
pathologists. "These professionals make
up the patient's team. We have biweekly
meetings to assess the condition of the
patient and to look at his or her progress.
When we all come together, we look at
any problem areas and decide how we
can adjust our treatment in our areas of
specialty to address those problems."
Marchetti's physical-therapy routines
do not incorporate much equipment.
Instead, she uses practicing motions and
retraining motions to teach people how to
compensate when motor recovery is not
complete. "Many times stroke patients
don't experience good recovery in their
legs and even less recovery in their arms,
so their arms are capable of fewer
functions. Physical therapy in conjunc
tion with occupational therapy will teach
them strategies to get around those
limitations."
When she is assessing a patient's
condition, Marchetti's primary focus is on
what the person can do that is functional
and what kind of treatment will he
necessary to allow the patient to care for
herself or himself as much as possible.
"First of all, the patient has to be able to
move around in the bed, to sit up and lie
down; that's basic. Once the patient can
do that, I look at whether she can get
from the bed to the wheelchair, that is,
can the patient move her body from one
space to another? Then I see if the
patient can move the wheelchair or, if
she can walk, how she walks. Is her
movement safe? Can she go long dis
tances? How's her endurance? The list
goes on and on."
Marchetti emphasizes the need to
teach people how to perform these basic
actions again because in the case of a
stroke patient, half of the patient's body
may not function. "I teach the patients
how to do these things again, and in doing
that, I ask the muscles to work in a
normal way, which helps the muscles
start coming hack. We perform a lot of
exercises in the position of the motion.
We do some mat exercises, but we prefer
to perform the exercise in the position in
which the muscle is going to be working."
But physical therapy goes beyond
exercises and massages. Physical thera
pists train the patient's family members as
well, so they will know how to manage the
patient at home. Physical therapists take
the patients on outings to evaluate their
ability to deal with situations that exist
(Continued on page 52)
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Jim Nininger
Treating the homeless
mentally ill-with respect
by Michael Matros

T

he man in the shredded sweater
scuttles up to a pair of New
Yorkers in tweed and leather
coats strolling down Fifth
Avenue by Central Park, away from the
palace that is the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Desperately he jerks a newspaper
into their faces and tries to force their
attention to a story there, his voice rising
and falling in some strange tongue.
Ignored, he curses and runs to someone
else.
A few blocks away, in his office in a
76th Street brownstone, psychiatrist Jim
Nininger '70 explains that, "even though
they're portrayed as very callous," New
Yorkers often stop and talk with mentally
ill homeless people, to learn more about
them or try to guide them to help. "They
feel a lot for these people and have
conflicts about 'Should I give them
something or not?'" says Nininger, who
grew up in Manhattan. Because of
substance-abuse problems among the
homeless in New York City, though,
handouts too often go toward drugs.
Years ago, Nininger joined a group of
psychiatrists who decided to take a more
practical approach to helping the 30-to40 percent of homeless people living on
New York City's streets who suffer from
mental illness. Volunteering for several
hours a week with an organization called
Project Reachout, Nininger treated a
clientele of men and women from the
city's parks and streets, many acutely ill
with schizophrenia, so disoriented as not
to recognize their own situations and
need for help.
A 1990 Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS) program entitled Broken Minds
documents Project Reachout workers
driving a van through Central Park,
spending weeks cultivating the tmst of
various mentally ill homeless people to
the point, first, where they might accept a
sandwich, and, eventually, accompany
the workers back to the clinic. The
program features a young man named
David, intelligent and with a distinct
charm, but suffering from paranoid

delusions so severe that he thinks the
PBS camera is just a relatively benign
piece of an elaborate and malevolent
surveillance network.
On camera, Nininger talks gently with
David but without condescension, urging
him to discuss his situation and offeringhut not insisting on-medication. Away
from the office, David complains that the
clinic demands he begin taking medicine
in order to qualify for housing. At
program's end, the narrator reports that,
sometime after the end of production,
David's body was found floating in the
East River.
Despite the resistance of some men
tally ill homeless people to see a psychia
trist or take medicine, many did respond
to the program. "We saw some remark
able changes come about," says Nininger.
He recalls a young man who came in
suffering hallucinations and paranoia. "I
started to talk with him, and after a few
weeks he said he would try some medi
cine. I always try to present it in a way
that they're not pushed to do it, but just
to help point out the possible advantages
of it as well as the possible side effects.
So this guy began to take the medicine,
and he became less psychotic and more
trusting of the program, and over a period
of several months he began going to an
outside day program and getting a job.
"He's been homeless on the streets for
months in his own psychotic world. We
even arranged to get him some dental
care-he had some missing teeth, which
got him into difficulty trying to come
across well-and he lixiked terrific. And
so this guy who was unkempt, crazy,
without teeth, muttering on the streets,
ended up wearing a tie and looking gtxxl
and getting a job. And so that's the kind
of thing that can happen. Patients do get
better."
Not King ago, many of the homeless
mentally ill would have lived in public
psychiatric hospitals, for the most part
without effective treatment. In the
1950s, though, the introduction of
antipsychotic drugs such as Thorazine
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allowed physicians to moderate some of
the most severe-and violent-symptoms
of schizophrenia so that patients could
leave institutional walls. States began to
^2 release patients and to close facilities.
Meanwhile, in the early 1960s, Nininger
says, President John Kennedy initiated a
program for building community mental
health centers to treat mentally ill people
on an outpatient basis.
"But only about half of them actually
got funded compared with what was
planned," Nininger recalls, "and the
focus of many of them became dealing
with more everyday or mild problems in
the community rather than dealing with
• the chronically mentally ill." Since the
early 1980s, state and federal budget cuts
aimed at social programs have further
• weakened a system planned to receive
deinstitutionalized patients. The result,
concludes one study, is a population of
"I think people are frightened by
one hundred fifty thousand mentally ill
people living on the streets of America,
the mentally ill, but they can be
as many as in institutions.
shown that with proper treatment twice
Now Nininger, who attended medical
and proper housing things will
school at the University of Cincinnati and
not be out of control. One study served a residency at New York City's
Mount Sinai Hospital, sits on the faculty
said New Yorkers would pay
of the Payne-Whitney Clinic, the
more taxes if it would help the
psychiatric arm of the Cornell University
Medical
School's New York Hospital.
homeless problem. It's a shared
"Part of what 1 try to convey in the time I
responsibility."
spend supervising the teaching of trainees
is that working with all these kinds of
underserved groups-including nursinghome patients-has its rewards."
During the fourth year of a psychiatric
residency, doctors choose among electives. "It's during that time that we
provide residents the opportunity for this
homeless experience or to go to a nursing
home or that kind of thing," Nininger
says. Not all medical students or resi
dents are exposed to these underserved
populations, but Nininger sees an in
creased movement in the medical
community to broaden education to
include working with these groups,
"partly to make physicians more comfort
able with them," he says, "and to make

-Jim Nininger
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them more motivated to spend part of
their time helping."
Any walk through Manhattan this
winter carries Nininger past desperately
sick people who, because they pose no
immediate danger to others, are left
alone in respect for their freedom as
citizens. "This whole issue of patients'
rights versus community rights, or
patients' rights versus what's medically
indicated, that's been a big issue," says
Nininger, mentioning a report of a
mentally ill woman with an axe in her
hand walking the streets of Washington,
D.C., undisturbed by police because she
hadn't done anything with the axe.
"Some say the patients die with their
rights on. I think if somebody's clearly
out of touch with reality and not in
control of himself and suffering, then you
have to take over for him." With such a
policy implemented, Nininger would call
for a strict review process to prevent
abuses.
"Community education is a big part of
this homeless problem, too," Nininger
says. "I think people are frightened by
the mentally ill, but they can be shown
that with proper treatment and proper
housing things will not be out of control.
One study said New Yorkers would pay
more taxes if it would help the homeless
problem. It's a shared responsibility."
A representative from New York City
to the assembly of the American Psychi
atric Association, Nininger works with his
colleagues to become educated about the
legislative process in order to serve as
advocates for people with mental illness.
Week to week, Jim Nininger spends a
good deal of time away from his 76th
Street office. "It helps you feel better
about your professional work," he finds,
"that you're not just focused the whole
time on building your practice. I think
when one's in private practice, it's
important to have other activities where
you deal with colleagues and other
people, because it can be a lonely exist
ence by yourself in your office just seeing
patients."
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Lisa Sell
Treating the animals,
educating the owners
by Alice Cornwell Straus '75

L

of the animal's nose and stare them
isa Sell '87 was sidetracked by
square in the face, look at their eyes and
cows. She had planned on being
a small-animal veterinarian since nose, run my hands over their ears and
head, check their lymph nodes, and just
the age of ten, when she assisted
her father at their local animal shelter. "I work my way down the animal. Invari
ably, at some point you hit something
always expected to work strictly with
that tells you what part is wrong.
small animals; my first year in vet school
"Sometimes I'm 75 percent through
was when 1 was formally introduced to
with the whole thing before I actually
cows. I decided I really enjoyed working
with them, but I needed a lot of catch-up find out which fan of the animal has
something wrong with it. Of course,
work. Now I'm very happy doing a mixed
there are certainly times when there's a
practice."
part bleeding in front of you and it's very
Sell, who graduated from Kenyon as a
easy to tell what's wrong. But that's one
chemistry major and earned her veteri
nary-medicine degree at the University of of the things I think is so fascinating
about veterinary medicine. Animals
Minnesota, is one of seven veterinarians
cannot speak, and so you have to be that
in a rural clinic in St. Michael, Minne
much more perceptive and that much
sota. "Three doctors are in the clinic at
more aware to diagnose the problem.
any given time, and four doctors are out
"The way I watch an animal, even
in the country. We're about evenly
when
it's something as simple as running
divided between work with small and
my hand down its leg, may look to the
large animals. We're not a bunch of cow
doctors who do cats just because we have owner like I'm just staring off into space.
But I'm watching to see if the animal's
to. We all pretty much do everything,
respiration rate increases. As I do some
which is fun."
Sell says she spends about 70 percent of thing, I'm watching to see if its skin
flinches, or if it looks like it's starting to
her time with small animals and 30
lift up its lips at me, anything. Because
percent with large animals. There are
animals can't tell you, sometimes you
few women vets for large animals, and
don't find out which part hurts until
Sell was the first in her clinic.
they bite you when you hit it."
"I really enjoy the large animals. At
The biggest animal Sell ever treated
five-four, I'm not a very large person, but
was a twenty-five-hundred-pound Black
I haven't yet found anything that I can't
Angus bull whose shoulder was higher
do. There are actually some things 1 can
than her head. How did she approach
do better because I'm smaller, particu
such a massive beast? "I looked at him
larly in dealing with obstetrical problems.
from a long way away and said, 'Yup, he
Of the pigs we've seen with obstetrical
looks okay from here!' Actually, he was
problems since the first of the year, I've
reasonably tame, as bulls go, so the
done ten and the other six doctors
owner just kept stuffing grain into the
combined have done four. So I've
bull's face while I stood next to the
become the resident pig obstetrician."
animal and ran my hands down his leg
Whereas doctors of humans can
and along his foot. It turned out he had
concentrate on just one type of animal,
foot rot, as did several other cattle in
veterinarians must recognize a variety of
the herd, so I gave him a huge dose of an
medical problems in a variety of patients.
antibiotic."
One of the things Sell finds most chal
At the other end of the scale, says
lenging is that animals can't tell you
Sell,
"is the smallest animal I ever
where it hurts.
worked on: a Chinese hamster named
"The first thing I do is take a complete
Harry. We put him on the postage scale
history from the owner. After the history
comes the physical exam: I start at the tip and he weighed an ounce, about the size
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"I thought after a year and a half
the thrill would wear off, but
there's nothing quite like assisting
a calving and having a live calf
on the ground when you're done.
It's so astonishing because these
hundred-pound creatures just
stand up and start walking
around."

Lisa Sell
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of a walnut. Harry was actually a Harriet,
and Harriet had a mammary tumor that
was half the size of her body. 1 gave her a
rather grave prognosis, and 1 presume
that she was not long for this world. But
you really can't do surgery' on animals
who weigh an ounce-the anesthetic
complications are intense."
Obviously, in Sell's practice there is no
such thing as a routine day. If she is on
rotation for small animals, she may he
vaccinating new puppies and kittens,
spaying adult dogs and cats, or performing
orthopedic surgery on animals who have
been hit by cars. Occasionally she does a
Caesarean-section delivery on a pregnant
pet who is unable to give birth naturally.
When she takes her turn at large
animals, Sell sees pigs and sheep and
dairy cattle. For cows, she performs
surgery to correct "twisted stomachs,"
treats infections ranging from pneumonia
to inflamed udders, and assists in calving.
"I thought after a year and a half the
thrill would wear off, but there's nothing
quite like assisting a calving and having a
live calf on the ground when you're done.
It's so astonishing because these hun
dred-pound creatures just stand up and
start walking around."
The less physical aspect of Sell's work
involves teaching her clients about their
animals. "I'm amazed at how much time
1 spend every day discussing education
with clients. With small animals, for
every new puppy or kitten 1 see, 1 talk
about vaccination, 1 talk about nutrition,
I talk about the importance of spaying
and neutering. In the case of dogs, I
discuss heartworm prevention, in the
case of cats, feline leukemia.
"In the large-animal field, I talk with
the farmers about how they might change
the cattle feed to correct a problem, such
as drug residue in the milk, or how they
can manage their herd so as to avoid
calves dying of pneumonia. I never had
any idea when I was getting into veteri
nary medicine that I would spend so
much time educating.
"But every time these people leave the
clinic, or 1 leave the farm, the clients
have more knowledge than they did when
I came. You really feel like you have
accomplished something."
Alice Straus lives in Appleum, Wisconsin,
where her husband, Kim M. Straits '76, is
director of admissions at Laurence Univer
sity. A former Kenyon staff member and a
frequent contributor to the College's alumni
magazine, she is a member of the Bulletin's
Contributing Writers Croup.
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Doug Fritz
Assuring medical qualityand strong teeth
by Michael Matros

T

o play on the only golf course in
Manhattan, first join the U.S.
Coast Guard.
Governor's Island lies fifteen
minutes south by ferry from a Manhattan
pier. Once the British colonial governor's
residence and more recently U.S. Army
property, the 173-acre rock-technically a
piece of Manhattan-has since been
taken over by the Coast Guard as its East
Coast headquarters. Captain Doug Fritz
'67 enjoys living and working here, in this
tidy, historic village, with its own golf
course, just minutes from the noise of
New York City.
But he also likes to get away, and his
job lets him do that too, as he travels
among the twenty or so Coast Guard
facilities in the Atlantic region-an area
that, through a geographic curiosity,
includes an outpost in Gillette, Wyoming.
It's Doug Fritz's job to make sure that the
four people working in the navigational
guidance station in Gillette and the
thousands of other members of the Coast
Guard and their families east of there
receive the best medical care that the
government can buy.
Fritz is a dentist and more a medical
man than a military one. After attending
a year of graduate school in chemistry, he
decided to transfer to the Case Western
Reserve University dental school, where
his father, also a dentist, taught. As an
extern, he spent a summer with the
Public Health Service (PHS) on the Red
Lake Lakota reservation in Minnesota,
where he decided, "1 loved it, I loved the
people and the dentists and the physi
cians and the people 1 was associated
with, and I said, this is a great group of
people, and I'd like to be associated with
similar types of people. That's where I
first became interested in the Public
Health Service."
So he signed up. "The PHS supplies
medical officers, dental officers, environ
mental-health officers, a whole raft of
health professionals to different agencies,
the Coast Guard being one of them. I
joined the Public Health Service, and, in

joining, somewhat accidentally joined the
Coast Guard.
"Strictly speaking, the Coast Guard is a
uniformed service, but we're under the
Department of Transportation and in
time of war under the Department of the
Navy. When there are military exercises,
we will often be involved in those. I con
sider myself lucky to be part of two great
organizations, but I think of myself first as
a medical person, a health-service person
who's working for the Coast Guard."
Fritz's first assignment took him, by his
choice, to Kodiak, Alaska, where he
opened his first Coast Guard dental
office. From there, he took posts in
Astoria, Oregon, Washington, D.C., and
Seattle, Washington. "In a traditional
dental practice," he says, "you go into an
area, you establish your good will, you
build up your practice, and you stay in
that area. That certainly has benefits:
you have close ties to the community, you
establish friendships in that area. In the
Coast Guard, on the other hand, I've had
the opportunity to live in a lot of wonder
ful places.
"I'm not very interested in the business
aspects of dentistry from the point of
view of selling a treatment plan. I've
been very fortunate in that no one ever
told me that I could not provide treat
ment for an individual, although we do
have some restrictions in what we do for
people.
"Our goal," Fritz says, "is to keep
people pain-free and disease-free and fit
for duty, but if I wanted to do extensive
bridgework, no one would say, 'I'm sorry,
we can't afford to do that.'"
Fritz talks about the satisfaction as a
dentist of taking away someone's pain, of
making a patient's smile more attractive.
Like all dentists, he sometimes finds
resistance: "There are a lot of dentalphobics, people who will come up and say,
'I hate dentists.' I never took that
personally, but I did take it as a mission
that I'm going to change their minds."
The challenge with children, he says, is
to make their first dental experience
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The challenge with children, he
says, is to make their first dental
experience "very rewarding and
comforting so that they can go
through the rest of their lives not
neglecting themselves, not suffer
ing because they're afraid to go to
th A
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-Doug Fritz
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"very rewarding and comforting so that
they can go through the rest of their lives
not neglecting themselves, not suffering
because they're afraid to go to the
dentist."
His current job, he says, offers different
challenges. About five years ago, a study
of the Coast Guard suggested that
centralizing cejtain functions-financial
areas, oversight of vessels, communications, and so on-could result in dramatic
economies and efficiencies. So the service created a new administrative body,
the Maintenance and Logistics Com
mand (MLC), to supervise these func
tions. Answering to the officer in charge
of medical care, safety, and environmen
tal health, Fritz heads the branch of MLC
that assures medical quality among the
nineteen clinics of the Atlantic region.
He also supervises the arrangements for
medical care in areas too small to justify
the establishment of a clinic.
Despite centralized authority and the
demand for consistency-for instance,
each clinic carries the same "core formulary," or basic set of medications-every
Coast Guard post calls for an individual
approach. "We have a place in Louisi
ana," Fritz says, "where there isn't a doctor

in town; you have to go forty miles down

the road to get to a provider. The Coast
Guard has an agreement with the town.
We have two hospital corpsmen there,
and that's the medical service for that
town. And those guys work what we call
port and starboard-twenty-four hours and
then the other guy takes over."
Although the first priority of Coast
Guard medical personnel is to treat
members of the service and their families,
they will provide humanitarian treatment
to others, especially in case of an emer
gency, or, as Fritz says, "if someone is in
pain. In Sitka |Alaska|, we have a base,
and there's a memorandum of under
standing with the Indian Health Service
hospital where we'll see some people on
the base and they will take care of our
people at the hospital. So those situations
exist."

Fritz terms the Coast Guard reorgani
zation and the creation of the MLC "the
greatest thing to be initiated in my entire
career." And although he misses some of
the rewards of dentistry, he talks excit
edly about duties that, he believes, have
helped change medical care much to the
good for the thirty-five thousand mem
bers of the Coast Guard and their
families.
He expects not to return to dentistry.
"I did that for twenty years; now 1 would
like to explore some other things."
Teaching, for instance: in a few years he
can retire from the Coast Guard, and he
speaks of the critical need for good
science teachers.
For now, although he insists he's a
uniformed officer only "by accident,"
Fritz happily admits enjoying Coast Guard
life-the camaraderie, especially, and the
traditions, some of which he learned, with
matters of rank and etiquette, in a twoweek "knife-and-fork schtxil." He enjoys
greeting others in uniform with a crisp
salute. But most of all the service has
offered him a place to do good work.
"The Coast Guard has this attitude,"
he says, "of 'Tell me what you want done
and we'll do it, no matter what it takes.
Don't give me additional resources; just
tell me what you want done.' When
people say, 'What do you do?,' I say I work
for the Coast Guard, the Fublic Health
Service, and I feel very good about it."
On every trip to the larger island of
Manhattan, Fritz passes under the gaze of
the Statue of Liberty, with her torch
aloft. But, despite his pride in the two
U.S. agencies he serves, he claims "no
more patriotism than anyone else.
"My motivations are personal. It's been
enlightened self-interest, and I've made
some compromises. I was in Seattle and
absolutely loved it, and I would like to
have spent the rest of my life there, but
the fact of life is that every so often they
say we need you somewhere else and
we're going to move you, and I've ac
cepted that and I've enjoyed every place
I've been."
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Jayne Danska
Contemplating self and other
in the service of science

w

by Michael Matros

hat is self rather than notself," says Jayne S. Danska
'77, "is a fundamental
philosophical question."
But it's a medical concern as well. At
the Hospital for Sick Children in
Toronto, Ontario, Danska conducts
research into questions about the
immune system, questions that she began
investigating during her postdoctoral
work at Stanford University. While the
immune system needs to recognize and
react to a highly diverse number of
external environmental pathogens,
Danska says, "what it sees most of the
time is you."
But sometimes the immune system
cannot distinguish between self and notself. Multiple sclerosis can be one result
of such confusion, when the defense
system of one's own body produces anti
bodies to attack the sheath that covers
nerves. Another autoimmune disease is
Type I diabetes, in which a child's
immune system targets insulin-making
cells as if they were hostile organisms and,
quite efficiently, destroys them.
"Diabetes is a really bad disease,"
Danska says. She points out that the
isolation of the insulin hormone by F.G.
Banting and C.H. Best in 1921 led to
increased longevity among those with
Type I diabetes, but while the disease is
more chronic now than it is lethal, still it
potentiates heart and kidney disease,
among its other serious physical effects.
"Giving people insulin does not mitigate
the long-term effects of the disease,"
Danska says. In children, she adds, the
influence of such a disease on developmental psychology can he devastating.
Diabetes concerns her, she says, along a
range from molecular to emotional.
As principal research scientist at the
Research Institute of the Hospital for
Sick Children, Danska not only investi
gates human-and mouse-immunology on
a molecular level but also serves as a
consultant to hospital physicians con
ducting transplantation surgery. Again,
the concern is the body's distinguishing
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between what is self and what is not self.
How can doctors persuade a person's
immune system not to reject an organ
that is, in fact, foreign?
Crediting a liberal-arts background
with helping her cross disciplinary lines,
Danska applies her observations about
self-ness to nonmedical areas. "Individuals with a strong sense of self are much
better members of society," Danska finds,
"with less need to impose on the selves of
others. They make better citizens,
spouses."
For Danska, though, sense of self does
not imply selfishness. She speaks about
society's need to watch after its own and
about the necessity of tolerance. "If you
despise people's views," she says, "you still
can't despise people."
Among her colleagues she finds some
"with a philosophical, political bent, a
nice vein of being iconoclastic parallel to
artists." It's a struggle, she says, "to be a
broadly educated and interested person
in a highly specialized world," but she
points to a motto on her wall: "Things
which matter most, must never be at the
mercy of things which matter least."
Without enough time to read for
pleasure most of the year, Danska takes
advantage of vacations to take "generally
big bites" of literature, recently A.S.
Byatt's Possession and the new translation
of The Brothers Karamazov. "There are a
few holes in my repertoire," she admits
with a smile, mentioning an ambition to
read more mythology, more European
history prior to World War I. "And I love
trashy novels, although I don't have much
time for them,
"I still pull out Aristotle," Danska says.
"It I hadn't had Harry Clor, I would see
Aristotle as not-self." A biology major,
she nevertheless says she took every
course possible among those offered by
the political science professor.
She is herself a teacher, an assistant
professor on the medical faculty of the
University of Toronto, and she calls
teaching her highest priority. "I didn't
want to he driven by the profit motive but
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"I didn't want to be driven by
the profit motive but by learning
... I wanted to train students.
It's a big legacy I' ve been given,
and 1 want to pass it on."

-Jayne Danska
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Joe Chu
Combining administration
teaching, and research

s

by Mieke H. Bomann '77

by learning," says Danska, who received
her Ph.D. from the Cornell University
Graduate School of Medical Sciences. "1
wanted to train students. It's a big legacy
I've been given, and I want to pass it on."
University graduate students join
Danska to conduct immunological
research in her laboratory at the hospital,
as they work toward their master's and
doctoral degrees. "Medical students,"
she finds, however, "are not particularly
interested in science." Undergraduates
are among her favorite students.
"The laboratory life is highly concen
trated, it's 'bouillon-cube' teaching.
Their lives enter into it." Danska
describes the "push-pull" of a professorparent role, even with students who may
be only twelve years younger.
Danska arrived in Canada only last
year, after postdoctoral fellowships in
immunology at Stanford. "Palo Alto is
beautiful," she explains, "but I had had it
being surrounded by wealthy white people
who all spoke English. In Toronto, for the
first time as an adult, 1 actually made
friends with my neighbors. There are
people on the street, a strong gay commu
nity, more interracial couples. The
geneticist in me sees kids on the street
who seem to say, 'Guess my gene pool.'"
She revels not only in Toronto's diversity
but also in its status as both a cinema
capital and a great town for restaurants.
The Canadian wilderness also pulls at
Danska. The former member of the
Kenyon Mountaineering Society, who
became a rock-climbing instructor during
her undergraduate summers in Wyoming,
recommends climbers to the Niagara
escarpment, nearby in Ontario. She skis
cross-country, and she kayaks in Geor
gian Bay and the Caribbean.
But science is Danska's passion, and
she spends most of her time in a white
coat in her hospital lab on Elm Street,
teaching students about molecular
biology, exploring the characteristics of
autoimmune disease, looking for ways
one's own body distinguishes self and
other.
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tudents, says Joe Chu '71, are the
best part of his job. As assistant
dean for curriculum at the
University of Washington (UW)
School of Medicine, Chu's job is a
balancing act. "I don't always take a
faculty position on every issue that comes
up," he says. "I look at myself as someone
interested in change."
He's in the right place. UW medical
school is unique in its mission. While
most schools strive to be good either at
turning out primary-care physicians or at
training academicians and scientists, UW
aims to be good at both. It has a goal of
graduating 55 percent practicing physi
cians and annually averages about 44
percent, far above the national average of
about 20 percent. At the same time, the
School of Medicine ranks in the top five
for grants from the National Institutes of
Health.
"The school's founders were far ahead
of their time," says Chu, whose responsi
bilities include the first-, third-, and
fourth-year programs.
Part of their thinking relates to the
critical shortage of doctors in rural areas.
UW operates the only public medical
school for the states of Alaska, Idaho,
Montana, and Washington, whose
geography is, for the most part, rural.
Those states' schools contract with UW
for spots for their students.
There is naturally a desire that those
out-of-state students will return home to
practice medicine, helping to alleviate
the shortage. To facilitate that goal, outof-state students spend their first year
right where they are. Alaskans attend
the University of Alaska in Anchorage,
Idaho students attend the University of
Idaho at Moscow, and Montana students
go to Montana State University in
Bozeman. "It takes a lot more coordina
tion, but the benefit is that the student
continues to feel ties to the state," Chu
explains.
As the material to he covered in the
first year is a common core, and UW
professors regularly fly into these places to

deliver lectures, there are almost never
any differences in the material learned,
says Chu. The examinations adminis
tered to the students are common to all
four campuses.
Although the range of courses doesn't
change much from year to year, elements
of what's taught in courses change over
time. All courses in the medical school
are evaluated annually, Chu notes, taking
into account critiques from students.
"There's a lot of student input on every
class," he says, which he takes to the
course chair. What happens then.7 "We
negotiate."
In the second year, the students all
come to UW. But in their third year, the
students are once again encouraged to
return home to complete clinical
clerkships, which are set up in a number
of places in all four states. Transporta
tion and housing costs are picked up by
UW. The notion is that they will have a
chance to see what it's like to practice in
these places, where long hours, little
money, few colleagues, no places for
spouses to work, and hospitals frequently
a long drive away are all part of the
country doctor's struggle.
Another summer program, the Rural
Underserved Opportunities program, or
RUOP, pairs students with a rural
primary-care physician between their first
and second years of medical school.
Students generally return to UW for their
fourth year.
Chu, who graduated from Georgetown
University Medical Schtxd in 1975, did his
residency in obstetrics and gynecology
from 1975 to 1979 at UW. In 1979, after
being awarded a fellowship from the
Robert Wcxxl Johnson Clinical Scholars
Program, he used his two-year fellowship
to earn a master's degree in public health
and epidemiology at UW. It was during
this period that he learned how to con
duct research, he says, and he describes
those years as one of the highlights of his
life.
In 1981, Chu became a faculty member
at UW and the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
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Research Center, probably the most
important bone-marrow transplant center
in the nation. One of about twenty
comprehensive cancer centers around
the country, it is quite different from
most of the others, which work with
patients with any and all kinds of cancer.
"The Hutch" concentrates on bonemarrow transplants in its clinical depart
ment and serves as the training ground
for many transplant specialists around the
country. Its research division is much
broader, however, and Chu worked in
epidemiology research in the Public
Health Sciences Division.
For the next seven years, Chu devoted
about three-quarters of this time to
female-cancers research and the remain^1 HEALTH 1 der to teaching. In his work, he concen• trated on cervical, endometrial, and
• vulvar cancer risk factors.
When he was appointed assistant dean
* I for curriculum at the UW School of
I Medicine in 1988, Chu's focus shifted
£LA
I dramatically. Today, he devotes almost
•
80 percent of his time to administrative
*
iT
I tasks and teaching, including courses in
epidemiology and biostatistics, and the
remaining 20 percent to research.
"It has not been an easy shift," Chu
says. In research, it takes a while to
I become established with funding sources,
2Si
and Chu had been a recipient of prestiB
gious National Institutes of Health grants
11When I was in med school, I
for all of his seven years at "The Hutch."
"Your place doesn't go unfilled," he says.
thought there really wasn't
Discoveries now occur in his absence.
anybody who wanted to deal
Still, he wanted more interaction with
students.
with students. I still remember
"I thought it would be fun to have more
how difficult it was to be a
student contact," Chu says. "When I
student."
was in med school, I thought there really
wasn't anybody who wanted to deal with
-Joe Chu
students. I still remember how difficult it
was to be a student."
A biology major at Kenyon, Chu says he
came to Seattle for all the standard
reasons-geographic beauty, manageable
size, the lure of the West Coast. He says
he stays because of the spirit of the
people. There is also a large Asian
population here and, as a first generation
Chinese-American, that is important to
him. And while he has had many
opportunities to go elsewhere, he says the
overall picture was never any better.
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"Community midwives are based
at the local health centers, and,
unlike the average hospital mid
wife who is not part of a team,
community midwives can see a
woman all through her preg
nancy , delivery, and postnatal
care."

-Kit Beaton

Mieke Bomann, former news director at
Kenyon, now lives in Seattle,Washington.
She is currently assistant director of develop
ment at the Overtake Schcxjl in Redmond,
Washington, and a member of the Bulletin's
Contributing Writers Group..
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Carol Freund Beaton
Practicing midwifery
for the twentieth century
by Rebecca R. Miller '93

I

f you thought that midwives were
relics of the seventeenth century,
you haven't given birth in Great
Britain lately. Carol Freund Beaton
'84, or Kit, as she is known to her family
and friends, is one of about fifty thousand
practicing midwives nationwide who
deliver approximately 80 percent of
Britain's babies. A practicing midwife
since August 1990, Kit Beaton estimates
that she has brought one hundred babies
into the world by herself and assisted with
at least that many more.
Currently, Beaton is on maternity leave
from her position as a hospital-based
midwife for Britain's National Health
Service (NHS). She and her husband,
Mark Beaton, an archaeologist, greeted
their own first child, Benjamin, on April
30,1992.
Midwives in Great Britain perform the
same role that obstetricians do in the
United States, seeing women throughout
normal pregnancies and deliveries. In a
normal pregnancy, a woman sees her
consultant (as the British call their
specialized doctors, as opposed to general
practitioners, or GPs) only twice, near the
beginning and the end of the pregnancy.
Unless she experiences complications, an
expectant mother relies upon midwives
and GPs for the rest of her routine care.
Beaton made her decision to become a
midwife during her junior year abroad at
the University College of North Wales in
Bangor. While in the United Kingdom
that year, Beaton discovered her futurecareer, husband, and home.
"A year abroad helps put things in
perspective," Beaton observes. "I really
found out who I was and where 1 wanted
to go."
Beaton remembers the precise moment
when she decided to become a midwife.
"I was walking up Love Lane in Bangor
(Walesj when I realized it was my ideal
occupation," she recalls. "I wanted to
work with people-1 know it sounds so
cliched-but to be in a relationship with
and sharing something with people."
The prevalence of midwives in the U.K.
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clearly influenced Beaton's decision. But
years of volunteering also foreshadowed
her interest in midwifery. One powerful
incident that channeled her humanitar
ian concerns into health care occurred
when she was still a teenager on a
Christian-service trip in rural Kentucky.
"A woman in our group sprained her
ankle, so we took her to the local hospi
tal, Which must have been thirty-five
minutes away, down winding mountain
roads. There was a family there with an
eight- or nine-year-old child in pain,
trying to be stoic, who I'm sure had
ridden down those same roads in the
back of a pickup truck. But they were
refused treatment because they couldn't
pay."
Beaton pauses as she recalls, "I'm sure
that led me to wonder about pregnant
women and babies, and how their health
care was provided."
Returning from Wales for her senior
year at Kenyon, Beaton dropped the art
portion of her double major in art and
psychology and instead began taking
classes that would prepare her for
midwifery. She laughed, "I was the only
senior in the freshman-level biology and
chemistry courses!"
Not long after Commencement,
Beaton returned to Wales. "I came back
for three reasons: I loved Mark, I wanted
to be a midwife, and I believed in national
health care."
Beaton explains that training for
midwifery first involves earning a degree
as a registered nurse, in her case through
a four-year program at the University of
Wales College of Medicine. She de
scribes the next stage as an eighteenmonth "apprentice-type" situation at the
Bristol Maternity Hospital, usually
spending a day in class and the rest of the
week on the ward.
She remembers clearly her first delivery
as a trainee. "The couple had had some
infertility problems, so it was a longanticipated baby," Beaton recalls.
"There was nice rapport, all of those good
things, and then a lovely baby boy. I had

trouble delivering the placenta because I
was crying. When dads start to cry, then
I do, too."
Although Beaton still firmly believes
"there should he health care available to
those who need it," nearly a decade of
living in the U.K. has somewhat tested
her faith in the British system of social
ized medicine.
One flaw in Britain's NHS in terms of
midwifery, according to Beaton, is that it
does not provide enough continuity of
care. That is, most expectant mothers
will see one midwife all through their
pregnancies, but they will be delivered by
whatever midwife happens to be on duty
in the hospital when the mother goes into
labor.
"I would love to work as part of a
team," Beaton explains. Some NHS
midwives have organized themselves into
teams averaging about six midwives,
which are intended to provide more
continuity of care for pregnant women.
Patients meet with the entire team at the
start of their pregnancy, then have
regular check-ups and are delivered by
members of their midwifery team. "It
cuts down the pool of midwives that a
woman might see during the course of her
pregnancy and delivery to six from a
potential fifteen or twenty, which is the
average number of midwives involved in
normal births without team midwifery."
A supporter of Britain's Labor Party
(though she still retains her American
citizenship), Beaton criticizes the Conser
vative government in power for its efforts
to limit social services.
"NHS is trying to cut corners, so the
midwives are having to see numerous
women and spread themselves thinner,"
Beaton observes. "Under these circum
stances, we're providing safe care, but not
necessarily quality care."
Although they perform many of the
same duties, British midwives do not earn
the same relative pay as American
obstetricians. Midwives' wages are linked
to nurses' salary scales, and both earn less
than their government-paid counterparts
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such as teachers and the police. "They
tell you that it's a vocation, that you love
it, so you don't mind the pay," Beaton
jokes.
"Midwifery is a woman-dominated
profession," she continues, suggesting
that gender bias may also be a factor in
midwives' relatively low wages.
Yet Beaton adds that an important
element of her work is that it is largely a
career in which women provide care for
other women. "The derivation of the
word midwife is 'with woman,'" she says
"and that's exactly what we are."
Midwifery seems to offer a legitimate
women's sphere within British society,
which remains more sexist in many ways
than American society. For instance,
Beaton admits that feminist has a decid
edly negative connotation to most
Britons. But she brings her American
' feminist perspective to her work, noting
that "it's wonderful to he working with
women in an intense and intimate way.
"I'm impressed with the feminist action
at Kenyon that I've read about," Beaton
says. She remembers participating in less
aggressive feminist activity while a
student herself. Beaton took part in an
informal quilting class, organized by
former Visiting Assistant Professor of Art
Joyce Parr, with other female students
and women from the community.
"We not only made quilts hut also
discussed topics related to women and
society. For instance, we talked about
how women make 'craft' while men make
'art,"' Beaton says. "It wasn't the sort of
women's-studies course that you have at
Kenyon today, hut we did read hooks and
have a sort of casual seminar."
Despite a few misgivings about the cur
rent state of the NHS, Beaton remains
enthusiastic about her profession. She
says, "I was about to do a rotation out in
the community when I became pregnant,
and I'm eager to go hack to try that. We
have a system of six-month rotations
among delivery rooms, the ante-natal and
post-natal wards, then out into the
community clinics. It keeps our skills up,
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hut again, it interferes with the client's
continuity of care."
Community-hased midwifery is another
professional option that appeals to
Beaton. "Community midwives are based
at the local health centers," she explains,
"and, unlike the average hospital midwife
who is not part of a team, community
midwives can see a woman all through
her pregnancy, delivery, and postnatal
care."
Having practiced for only a year and a
half before her maternity leave, Beaton
describes herself as "still quite junior."
So both community and team midwifery
posts will have to wait until she gains a
few more years of experience. Commu
nity midwifery also requires more flexibil
ity from midwives, who cannot simply
work set shifts hut must be on call when
their patients go into labor. An ideal job,
according to Beaton, would be to share a
community post with another midwife, so
that both could work part-time but still
enjoy full-time employment benefits.
"Community midwifery is still a domi
ciliary service," says Beaton. "Both the
community and team midwives-and
independent midwives who work on their
own outside of the NHS-still do home
births."
All midwives have the right by law to
perform home births, however. Beaton
explains midwives' unique status among
medical practitioners. "I have a legal
obligation to attend all pregnant women.
If a woman tells her GP that she wants to
do a home birth, he can refuse. By law, a
midwife must go to her.
"If blocked, for instance by interfering
relatives or if a woman lives in a rough
area, 1 can get the police to allow me to
take care of the woman for up to twentyeight days from the time that she gave
birth. Nobody else I know has that kind
of access," Beaton states firmly.
Beaton shows no signs of tiring of her
career. Workaday is hardly a term that
applies to midwifery, because, according
to Beaton, "each birth is so unique.
"Birth is a life-changing time," Beaton
reflects. "I feel that it's a privilege for me
to he there at the great event."
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"[Osteopaths] try to involve the
whole person and the family, not
just look at the disease specifi
cally and treat just that."
Kreig Spahn

Becki Miller, a member of Kenyon's Class of
1993, elected to spend this year living and
working in Exeter, England. The recent
winner of a Beinecke Memorial Scholarship
and a National Endowment for the Humani
ties Younger Scholars Fellowship, with which
she studied the works of Kentucky writer
Wendell Berry, she plans to return to the
College next fall.
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Kreig Spahn
Viewing the whole person
to focus on a cure
by Michael Matros

A

n article in the September
1992 Journal of the American
Medical Association com
mented on the growing
numbers of young osteopathic physicians
deciding not to pursue the primary-care
emphasis of the traditional osteopathic
practice. Graduates of osteopathic
medical schools, the magazine reported,
increasingly are pursuing specialty
residencies, and the distinction between
an M.D. and D.O. "is becoming blurred."
Seven years ago, as a Kenyon senior,
Kreig Spahn '86 decided that osteopathy
was the best direction for his future
medical career precisely because of its
primary-care orientation. He thrives on
the variety that family practice brings
him. Now in his third year of residency,
treating patients at Westside Family
Practice in the Akron, Ohio, General
Medical Center, he reports, "To me the
specialties or subspecialties are more
restrictive. I enjoy everything. If I went
into cardiology, then I probably wouldn't
see a whole lot of pediatrics, or gastroen
terology, or whatever, and I enjoy all of
that."
Osteopaths tend to take a holistic view
of patients, looking for the causes of
maladies-and for cures-through a wide
lens. But at the same time as it looks
broadly, osteopathy-as the name
suggests-also focuses closely on the
musculoskeletal system. Established in
the late nineteenth century by Andrew
Taylor Still (the first college of osteopathy
opened in Kirksville, Missouri, in 1892),
this medical approach typically seeks the
source of ailments within bones, joints,
and soft tissues, and osteopaths learn a
series of manipulations designed to align
bodies better. Their medical training,
conventional in most ways, also prepares
them to prescribe medicine and perform
surgery.
As a senior at Kenyon, Spahn applied
to all the medical colleges in Ohio, but it
was former professor of biology Frank Yow
who introduced him to the idea of
osteopathy and to the Ohio University
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(OU) College of Osteopathic Medicine.
"There were some principles that they
had that made sense at that time with my
little understanding of medicine," Spahn
recalls. "They try to involve the whole
person and the family, not just look at the
disease specifically and treat just that."
In the first two years of the OU
osteopathy program, Spahn says, students
exanfine and diagnose "patients" simulat
ing medical problems, with the sessions
taped and reviewed. "So right away it
gave you experience with evaluations and
examinations."
After earning his medical degree,
Spahn served his first year of residency at
Cuyahoga Falls General Hospital, where
he had already been assigned for most of
his last two years of medical school. He is
now in his second year at Westside.
Next year, Spahn opens a private
practice in Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Patients who visit him there, and who
have not before consulted an osteopath,
should not expect to encounter anything
especially peculiar. He points out that
many patients will have no idea they've
seen a D.O. instead of an M.D., especially
if their symptoms don't indicate the need
for manipulative techniques.
"1 don't think, unless you had heard
that term before," Spahn says, "that you
would say, 'Oh, he's an osteopath,' hut
you would, at least theoretically, think
that he took more interest in you and
your family life, your job, than if you had a
cold and he gave you this prescription
and sent you on your way."
In fact, Spahn does prescribe drugs,
perform minor surgery, and treat physical
problems whose source is other than the
musculoskeletal system or a stressful
lifestyle. His osteopathic background
appears when he spends more time than
expected exploring the general health
and psyche of a patient or begins manipu
lating the bones and joints.
As an osteopath, Spahn will look for
patterns of causality that might surprise a
patient, not only among the effects of
lifestyle on health but within the patient's

body. "If you have, let's say, a bladder
infection," he explains, "there are certain
nerve pathways that can cause musculo
skeletal problems, because those nerves
not only go to the bladder but also to
different areas of the low back. So you
can have problems with your low back
when you have a bladder infection. We
try to take into account those types of
things."
Named a scholar-athlete at Kenyon,
Spahn earned ten letters in baseball,
basketball, and football, and he maintains
his physical build from those more
athletic days. His strength is helpful
when he tries to position a patient for
manipulation. "That doesn't mean if
you're not strong or large that you can't
be an osteopath," he says. "Some of it is
technique and being able to line a patient
up properly and get him in the correct
position. Rut, sometimes, just to get him
in that position, the strength would help.
You get some three-hundred-fifty-pound
guys and you're trying to do their neck
and their head's this big" -he moves his
hands widely apart- "that can be kind of
difficult."
Spahn knows that a manipulation is
working by a feeling of tension being
released. "Everyone is very excited when
they hear a crack. But that doesn't
necessarily need to happen for correction
to occur; you can feel other changes in
the muscle or in the soft tissue in that
area.
Accompanying Spahn's physical
strength is an obvious gentleness, appar
ent through his speech and his gestures.
He describes himself as "kind of a more
relaxed person," an attitude that helps
keep his own health reliable. For an
occasional low back ache, he turns to
another of the osteopathic residents at
Westside (about half the family-practice
physicians there are D.O.s).
Spahn admits that he'll sometimes take
a Tylenol, "but it's usually not for a
headache." For that occasional event, he
takes himself in hand and pops his own
neck back into line.
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Byers and Bud Shaw
Responding to surgery's
siren call

c

by Alice Corn well Straus '75
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"My colleagues, who were gen
eral practitioners, were relying on
me and my partner to help them
out of any difficult problem they
had. If they had a neurology
problem, why, we took care of it.
If they had an obstetrical emer
gency and needed a C-section,
we were there to do it. That
type of individual is never going
to be seen again."
-Byers Shaw
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ailing Dr. Shaw, Dr. Byers
Shaw." Two Kenyon men have
responded as surgeons to that
summons. Yet while Dr. Byers
Shaw '42 and his son, Dr. Byers "Bud"
Shaw Jr. '72, may share a heritage and a
calling, the professions of the Drs. Shaw
are quite different.
"My professor at Western Reserve
University was quite anxious that I stay
on after medical school and be a professor
in the academic world," Byers Shaw
remembers. "For some reason, 1 just had
it in my mind that my job was to go out
into the community and render service to
people."
Byers hoped to return to Mount
Vernon, Ohio, in 1950 in partnership with
his Kenyon mentor, Dr. John Drake.
"But when I talked to him about it, he
told me of a new hospital being built in
Washington Court House, Ohio. He told
me it was quite an opportunity, and that's
where I should go. So I went, and I've
been there ever since!"
Bud Shaw became a liver transplant
surgeon, typifying the new breed of
specialized physician. Having concluded
medical school at Case Western Reserve
University and his postgraduate surgery
training at the University of Utah, Bud
wanted to study with Dr. Thomas Starzl,
generally recognized as the pioneer of
liver transplants, at the University of
Pittsburgh. "So I ended up in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, where I took a fellowship
that was two years in duration. I stayed
on the faculty in Pittsburgh for two years
after that. And then in 1985, I moved to
Nebraska to become the chief of trans
plantation at the University of Nebraska's
medical center, basically to start a brandnew transplant program."
"Bud and I had the same professor at
University Hospital in Cleveland," Byers
recalls, "and he had never quite gotten
over the hurt in my not wanting to stay in
Cleveland with him. So he was quite
happy when Bud came along! He's still
alive, and he always comes around to tell
me how great it is that Bud went into

academic medicine."
Byers served as a general surgeon for
nearly forty years, retiring from active
practice in 1989. "My colleagues, who
were general practitioners, were relying
on me and my partner to help them out of
any difficult problem they had. If they
had a neurology problem, why, we took
care of it. If they had an obstetrical
emergency and needed a C-section, we
were there to do it. That type of indi
vidual is never going to he seen again."
Bud agrees. "The general surgeon, like
my father was, is finding it pretty tough
sledding these days. A lot of what my
dad did for forty years in Washington
Court House, he wouldn't he able to do
now in a bigger community hospital
because of specialists. In some ways,
that's what made me nervous about
getting into the surgical field. I saw that
what that type of good general surgeon
could do was being limited more and
more."
The University of Nebraska's trans
plant program is Bud's practice. "For
about the last two years, my partner and I
have been the only two surgeons doing all
of the liver transplants. We do close to
one hundred fifty liver transplants a year
here; that makes us about the second or
third busiest in the country."
One patient, Michael Field, a professor
of medicine at Columbia University,
traveled from New York City to Omaha
for liver-transplant surgery at the
University of Nebraska. "I was struck by
how honest and direct [Shawj was in
talking to me," he told the Omaha WorldHerald. "His reputation can be summed
up as legendary."
This past summer, Bud and his partner
hired two additional surgeons so that they
can now divide their responsibilities into
two-week periods of specialized attention.
There is a time for inpatient services,
doing some of the transplants and
surgery, making rounds, and attending
patient-care meetings on anywhere from
twenty-five to forty-five patients. "Being
the chief of the whole thing," notes Bud,
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"Liver transplant is one of these
nice little areas where the one
operation itself is a combination
of all sorts of different surgeries
. ... It's an operation that re
quires all sorts of skills, and in
many ways, that's very attractive
to a surgeon

-Bud Shaw
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"I end up having to squeeze in all sorts of
other administrative meetings."
During outpatient services, Bud looks
over "laboratory evaluations of patients
who are scattered all over the world. The
lab reports come in by mail, by an 800number on an answering machine, or on
the computer. We evaluate new patients
with liver disease, discussing the patients'
condition with them, the goals of trans
plantation, and the various risks. We try
to come to at least a preliminary under
standing of what the likelihood is that
they'll get a transplant."
The remainder of the surgeon's
rotation consists of two weeks in a back
up position. There, according to Bud,
"we have two weeks dedicated to
research time, laboratory research or
writing papers, or, in my case, often
catching up with administrative tasks
that I've been putting off."
Whereas Byers saw a small community
of people for any surgical need, Bud sees
any patient from anywhere in the world
for one specific condition. But Bud
believes his specialty offers similar
diversity. "Liver transplant is one of
these nice little areas where the one
operation itself is a combination of all
sorts of different surgeries. It starts out
by being a very difficult general abdomi
nal surgery, then goes on to dissecting out
the liver and doing a form of venous
bypass. Then you have to sew the new
liver in, connecting blood vessels which
are only five to six millimeters in diam
eter, and you've got to be a bowel surgeon
after that. Then you're all done, except
that about one out of twenty patients will
require further surgery for other reasons.
So it's an operation that requires all sorts
of skills, and, in many ways, that's very
attractive to a surgeon. Except, of
course, when it goes poorly. Then it's a
gigantic torture."
The Drs. Shaw also spend time educat
ing the public, again in divergent ways.
When Byers was a medical student, he
"hated thinking that I would have to turn
out ten articles every year when I wanted

to he taking care of people." But now he
has a call-in radio program in Washington
Court House, giving information ahout
achieving better health and practicing
preventive medicine. "The show was
easy when I started, because I did the
things that I had been doing all my life,
talking about cancer of the colon, the
breast, the pancreas. But when I got
through that, 1 thought, 'Uh-oh, I'm going
to have to get to some other things.' And
I had to do a great deal of homework, two
or three hours preparation for each halfhour show. It's been good for me, I
suppose. It's certainly widened my field
of interest, and I have paid a lot more
attention to general medicine than to
surgery after I exhausted my own reper
toire."
By contrast, Bud is delving more deeply
into his specialty, studying immunosup
pression and the preservation of organs.
"If you're in academic medicine or
academic surgery, you give lectures to
residents and students and do grand
rounds, which is a community-wide
program for surgeons. One of the things
we're expected to do is to publish critical
studies of what we're doing, both with
patients and in the laboratory, and
present them at national or international
meetings."
Bud travels the world to reach his
audience. "It's something I've ended up
having to do as one of the early people in
the field to become pretty well known.
When I started in 1981 in transplants,
that was exactly the time things started
snowballing in terms of liver transplants. I
just happened to be in the right place at
the right time."
Now Bud is a dozen years into his
practice, while Byers is assessing retire
ment options during periodic trips to
Florida. But Byers may be considering
performing a transplant of his own.
"We've taped most of the Washington
Court House radio programs, so I could
ask a station in Florida if they'd be
interested. I might get tired of fishing,
and then I'll do it."
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Geriatric care
comes of age
Joan S LIS LA (left) counsels DarLi Prt
Robert Pmbc looks on.
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Taking a team approach
to meeting the needs of the elderly
by Joan S. Saslaw '82

F

or years he drank too much. For
years he verbally abused his wife.
Recently, as his health deterio
rated, Mr. Joseph became increas
ingly angry, and his wife and live-in
granddaughter often became the targets
of that anger. He was disoriented,
confused; he wasn't himself-in fact, he
tried not to be. He assumed an alias to
avoid paying overdue hills.
Now, seventy-five years of age, the man
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was obviously suffering considerably,
along with his family. His wife didn't
know what to do. Her husband needed
medication and oxygen, but they had no
money to buy either. She had to do
something. So she brought him here, to
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
As a geriatric social worker at the
clinic, I work as part of an assessment
team, composed of physicians, a regis
tered nurse, a licensed practical nurse,

and myself. This may seem like an
unusual grouping of specialists, but it is
this team approach that has allowed us to
help hundreds of people like Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph every year.
The problem with the Josephs wasn't
only physical. This husband and wife
needed financial and emotional assis
tance as well as medical help. So much,
in fact, that their other predicaments had
to be cleared up before Mr. Joseph's
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medical problems could be solved. Our
team went to work.
Through consultations with the couple,
team members learned a number of
important facts: that the Josephs' only
immediate relative was a daughter, the
mother of eight children, who was
receiving Medicaid herself; that the
couple provided a home for a grand
daughter to relieve the burden on her
mother; that the Josephs lived in an
apartment where their monthly rent
exceeded Mr. Joseph's Social Security
check by $100; that they had a growing
pile of unpaid bills; and that their heat
would soon be shut off. A doctor and I
made several calls to the utility company
before discovering that Mr. Joseph had
used an alias to avoid paying past bills
that now amounted to more than $3,000.
The immediate crisis was resolved by
clearing up the bills that accumulated
under the assumed name and making
sure their heat stayed on. The Josephs
were put on a payment plan that would
allow them enough leftover funds to pay
for medications and oxygen. By their
next appointment with us, the couple had
begun to look at subsidized housing, and
Mrs. Joseph had applied for Social
Security and Medicaid. Mr. Joseph, who
had become less disoriented, was feeling
better. He was no longer taking out his
frustrations on his wife and granddaugh
ter since his health had improved. Mrs.
Joseph was calm.
The team approach used as part of the
geriatric assessment to help the Josephs
has also assisted many other people like
them. Patients are seen in an outpatient
setting within the hospital. On the initial
visit, an assessment is completed and a
plan for ongoing medical care is devised.
The most common diagnoses seen are
Alzheimer's Disease, diabetes, and
osteoporosis. However, many patients
suffer from multiple problems. Patients in
the clinic are typically seventy years of
age or older, with the average age being in
the mid-eighties.
The patients and families I become
most involved with are those having
difficulty dealing with chronic illness and
cognitive impairment. The services 1
provide depend on the patient's needs.
For instance, 1 might link a patient and
caregivers with community resources so
that the patient can continue to live in
his or her own home. Or I might provide
counseling to families who are having
difficulty handling the decision to place
someone in a nursing home. Each person
is assessed individually, so that a plan can
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be formulated to improve that particular
person's situation.
Consider Mr. Wilson, for example.
This seventy-nine-year-old man had been
hospitalized following a stroke. He came
to talk with me about his feelings of
frustration regarding his illness. Mr.
Wilson, who lived by himself, had only
one relative, a ninety-two-year-old aunt,
who was frail and homebound. He had
difficulty finishing sentences, and he
would pause for long periods of time when
he could not think of the right word. His
speech caused him great embarrassment;
he had always been able to engage in
conversation easily before his stroke.
Mr. Wilson had experienced many
losses at once. He had recently retired as
a teacher. Many of his friends had
become ill or had passed away. Because
he had been advised not to drive, Mr.
Wilson had to depend on friends to take
him to places he wanted to go. He felt
extremely lonely and isolated because he
had to remain at home so often. This loss
of control over so many areas of his life
caused Mr. Wilson extreme anxiety-as did
the fear of having another stroke and
having no one to rely on for help.
With counseling, Mr. Wilson has been
able to gain a measure of control over
certain areas of his life. For example, he
has made financial arrangements for the
future that have helped him feel less
dependent on others. And although he
still cannot speak without pausing, he
feels more comfortable spending time
with people socially.
Our team follows the philosophy that
there is always something that can be
done to improve a situation. Often
families are unable to make plans because
they feel overwhelmed. Sometimes they
deny the severity of the situation, until
the problems they are facing seem
insurmountable.
More than half of the people who come
to the clinic suffer from dementing
illnesses, such as Alzheimer's Disease.
This is especially devastating to spouses
and children, who must watch the
afflicted person lose the ability to com
municate with and comprehend others.
Husbands, wives, and children may
experience a wide range of emotions,
including anger, fear, guilt, and sadness.
Once the diagnosis is accepted, educa
tion and support from the geriatric team
can be emotionally reassuring.
I have a special interest in Alzheimer's
Disease because of my personal experi
ence. My grandmother suffered from the
disease for many years. She had immi-

grated to this country' in 1922 from
Europe, where seven of her twelve
brothers and sisters remained-and were
killed in the Holocaust. We had been
very close while 1 was growing up. 1 had
great admiration for the courage and
strength with which she faced the
obstacles and tragedies in her life.
As my grandmother became confused
and disoriented in her seventies, I
assisted in her care at home. 1 helped her
with shopping and other household
chores. Because she could not under
stand or remember, 1 learned to commu
nicate with her through expressions and
gestures. It was then that I decided to
work with the elderly. 1 wanted to
provide support to families faced with
difficult decisions regarding their older
relatives. Eventually, my own grand
mother required nursing-home care.
It is the memory of my relationship with
my grandmother that helps me to support
people who are confronting a similar
experience. Although I hear about the
sadness and suffering in people's lives, 1
find the work satisfying as well as chal
lenging.
The elderly in this country make up
about 14 percent of the total population.
Over the next fifty years, this number is
expected to double. Despite the limited
resources that exist for the elderly and
the anxiety that caregivers face, there is
still much that can be done to help an
older person remain active and feel
useful.
People like the Josephs and Mr. Wilson
who find themselves in difficult situations
can receive assistance from a geriatric
assessment center. There are many such
centers throughout the United States
that use the team approach to examine a
person's medical as well as social circum
stances. Each one of these programs is
unique; each follows its own philosophy.
In addition to the assessment centers,
help can be found through support
groups, adult day-care centers, and
counseling agencies.
What 1 think of most when I am trying
to resolve problems for people such as the
Josephs is that one day I may be facing
similar obstacles. Every older person was
a younger person once, too.
Joan Saslaw, a Russian studies major at
Kenyon-and an Owl Creek Singer-went on
to earn a master's degree in scx:ial adminis
tration at Case Western Reserve University.
She now serves as a geriatric social-work
specialist at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation
in Cleveland, Ohio.
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A look at the psychology and politics
of drug use in mainstream America
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Bigotry, coercion, and
II
If
twisted science
/?}Tom Bigelow

T

rue story: It's late evening. A
man is atop a ladder trying to
install a basketball hoop.
Rather than stopping because
of darkness, he gets a flashlight. He's
now teetering on a ladder, holding a
flashlight, trying to mount a backboard.
A mosquito lands on his shoulder. He
swings at the mosquito, whacks himself
with the flashlight, and falls off the
ladder. Not seriously injured, he curses
the flashlight and angrily heaves it far
afield. The wife calls her brother-in-law,
the psychologist, and asks, "What do you
think?"
A long pause. "Well," says the psy
chologist, "when you have an inanimate
object and a human being, and something
stupid happens, don't blame the inani
mate object."
Yet, says Art Leccese, the consulting
psychologist, when it comes to drug use in
the United States, that's exactly what
society tends to do. "When you have a
situation involving drug use, and some
body does something stupid, don't blame
the drug, don't blame this inanimate
object. Blame the human being." But
we don't. We blame the drug. In the
case of illicit drug use, we go so far as to
proclaim a war on drugs. That, says
Leccese, is a mistake.
Anyone who knows Leccese, associate
professor of psychology at Kenyon, knows
he has strong views on issues related to
dnjgs and human behavior. And he
shares those views freely-whether the
subject is treatment of mental illness,
illicit drug use, or the establishment of
drug policy. Some people say he's too
liberal. Others say he advocates drug use
and thereby promotes drug abuse. Some
simply say he doesn't know what he's
talking about.
Fact of the matter is, he does know
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what he's talking about. And that makes
a lot of people uncomfortable.
Leccese has been studying chronic drug
use, llrug-induced psychoses, and the
pharmacological treatment of drug use
since receiving his doctorate from the
University of Louisville in 1982. Postdoc
toral positions at the Tarbox Parkinson's
Disease Research Institute, part of the
Texas Tech University Health Sciences
Center, and at the University of Mary
land's Baltimore School of Pharmacy
provided valuable research experience
that complements his first love of teach
ing. To date, Leccese has published more
than thirty scientific articles and ab
stracts, as well as a book entitled Drugs
and Society: Behavioral Medicines and
Abusahle Drugs. Two more books, one on
marijuana-induced psychoses and the
other on drug-induced psychoses, are also
in the works.
Still, some people overlook his creden
tials, particularly on the subject of illicit
drug use; they can't get past his looks and
liberal viewpoint without typecasting him
as a misguided product of the 1960s.
He has shoulder-length hair, writes
controversial rock-and-roll music, and
speaks rapidly. He's not the fast-talking
salesman type, but synapses in his brain
are obviously firing rapidly as thoughts
emerge like revelations in science: one
idea building on another until conclusions
present themselves. "There is a stigma
associated with doing research with illicit
drugs or having any interest in illicit
drugs, no doubt about it," says Leccese.
But he doesn't let this deter him; rather,
it strengthens his conviction to push for a
new understanding about the nature of
drug use in America.
The message, the philosophy-for that
matter, the very being of Art Leccese-is
the result of interdisciplinary study. And

he'll be the first to stress its importance.
"Before I came to Kenyon [in 1986J,"
says Leccese, "interdisciplinary meant
working with someone who played with a
different PCP [phencyclidinej analog
than 1 did. It wasn't until I got here and
became interested in human psychopharmacology that I began to study the most
complex social organisms, humans, as
opposed to the rats and other animals I
had been working with, and realized,
much to my disgust, that I would have to
learn about economics and politics and
sociology and history and all the rest of
those things that make up a liberal-arts
education-that they were all relevant."
Just how relevant becomes increasingly
obvious with each new class of students,
with each new published study.
Consider, for example, a few of the
courses that Leccese is teaching this
year: Psychopharmacology examines the
efficacy and side effects of drugs used in
treating psychiatric conditions such as
schizophrenia, anxiety, and attentiondeficit disorder; Physiological Psychology
investigates the relationships among the
brain, the body, and behavior by examin
ing the linkages between neuroanatomy
and psychological processes such as
motivation and thought; Psychobiology of
Abnormal Behavior, taught with Associ
ate Professor of Psychology Michael
Levine, explores the interplay of biologi
cal, psychological, and sociocultural
factors in development and treatment of
psychopathology, with emphasis on
"mental illness"; and Human Neuropsy
chology examines recent advances in
understanding brain mechanisms and
dysfunctions.
Together, teacher and student explore
the continuum from public attitudes and
anatomy to politics and paranoia. And,
along the way, learning takes place.
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That, for Leccese, is all important.
Teaching at a liberal-arts college "was
my main interest all along," he recalls.
"When I was a grad student, that's what I
liked the best. Teaching came very easy
to me, and I liked it a lot." The class
room remains the place that Leccese
feels most comfortable.
The laboratory, however, has presented
plenty of lessons that underscore the
importance of an interdisciplinary ap
proach. Case in point: For years, Leccese
has been working on the question of druginduced psychoses. One study examined
whether chronic use of PCP had the
potential to drive people crazy. "I would
have liked for that to he a straightforward

properties of a drug.'" He explains that
"in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the
predominant theory about the cause of
insanity was masturbation. Now every
body rejects that; matter of fact, mastur
bation is almost mandatory in terms of
ordinary sexual development ... it used
to be seen as something that would drive
people crazy." In other words, reasoned
Leccese, "If you want to stop people from
doing something, one good way is to tell
them that it'll kill you. And if they've
seen a bunch of people who have done it
and aren't dead, then you can say, 'Well,
it'll drive you crazy."'
That, he said, called into question the
role of politics, sociology, history, and
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chance of heart disease. Any proposed
medicinal use of marijuana or LSD
(lysergic acid diethylamide] or PCP or
cocaine or anything like that, and people
just freak out," he says. "They're not
interested in these data; they know that
these are 'had' drugs and the others are
'good' drugs." Continues Leccese: "Tom
Szasz [author of Ceremonial Chemistry,
Our Right to Drugs, and other works] says
the difference between good drugs and
bad drugs is the same as the difference
between holy water and ordinary waterthat there is no difference; it's all the
ceremonial kind of thing that people put
on the outside." Basically, it's a societal
bias against certain chemical compounds.
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relationship between the structure of a
molecule and the way it interacts with
the central nervous system," he says.
"But it's not that easy. You have to take
into account the side effects of these
drugs. You have to take into account
societal definitions of normalcy."
So Leccese read extensively about
connections between societal expecta
tions and individuals' behavior. "The
minute I discovered the old idea of
masturbation-induced insanity," he says,
"I realized that, 'Oh my god, ]the specter
of a] drug-induced psychosis is a means of
social control as well as a straightforward
pharmacological statement about the
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numerous other influences. It also
provided answers to a few complex
questions. Not surprisingly, what science
says is actually happening between a drug
and the human body doesn't always
count for much. How the general public
and lawmakers perceive the situation
matters more.
Enter sociology and politics. "The
general population will freely accept any
scientific evidence that suggests alcohol,
nicotine, or caffeine may have benefits
for you," says Leccese. "Look at the way
they jumped all over the data that
suggests having two drinks a day may
improve your heart, might decrease your

Consider heroin, for example. The
U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA)
has it listed as a Schedule 1 (nonmedicinal-use) drug, along with LSD, marijuana,
and others. "In Canada, heroin has a
medicinal use," notes Leccese. "In
Mexico, it does. In all of Europe, it does.
But for some reason, in the United
States, heroin has no medicinal use."
Marijuana is another example. "Our
government says there is no medicinal
use for marijuana. We know that's not
true," says Leccese. "I have whole books
that talk about medicinal uses of mari
juana."
Leccese has studied marinol, an active
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ingredient in marijuana, as well as
amphetamines, cocaine, PCP, and other
neurochemical compounds. He has a
DEA license to do so. But he can't study
marijuana itself or other Schedule 1 drugs
without government approval of the study
protocol. Still, there's scientific literature
aplenty.
"Marijuana is a remarkably benignprobably the most benign-psychoactive
substance that we've ever run across,"
says Leccese. "It has the largest margin
of safety. It would be a remarkably safe
therapeutic drug, and the DEA judge
acknowledges that, hut the DEA won't."
DEA has its own judges who rule on how
drugs should be categorized and classi
fied; however, at times there are discrep
ancies between judicial opinions and
government practice.
"The government doesn't want people
to smoke marijuana because it's bad for
their health, and then they pass para
phernalia laws so people can't get bongs
anymore, water pipes," explains Leccese.
"Yet the vast majority of the carcinogens
in marijuana are water soluble, and if
you're going to smoke pot, you're much
better off smoking it out of a bong, much
better off. Here's a case where the
government could make marijuana use
safer, but they won't."
The Europeans take a different
approach. They have a program of harm
reduction. "Europeans recognize that
there are negative consequences to drug
use-they don't deny that-but they want
to reduce the harm," says Leccese. So
they distribute clean needles to addicts,
provide untainted drugs to people who
want to reduce their dependency, and
educate users about the safest ways to
use various drugs-all in an effort to
minimize the risks associated with drug
use. "That's their goal, not a moral
crusade for some sort of drug-free
existence," comments Leccese.
But in the United States, science
increasingly takes a back seat to a
political ideology of "Just Say No." "The
relationship between scientific evidence
and the way people respond is very
weak," he says. "Scientists exist within a
cultural setting as well-they watch
television, they see the drug-free
America commercials, they see people
like Ron and Nancy Reagan saying that if
you use the phrase 'recreational drug use'
you are contributing to the drug-abuse
problem in America. And they buy that
stuff. They just don't stop to think about
it as scientists.
"So there is no avoiding the interdisci
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plinary aspects. And it distresses me to
no end when I look back on people I know
and people who do physiological psychol
ogy work who ignore the role of social
factors, especially in drug use. There's so
much bad science going on, so much
science that is being influenced by the
war on drugs, that is being motivated by a
particular ideological view, that the
science is really getting bastardized."
Continues Leccese: "As for policy
implications, I would prefer not to have to
deal with that, but as long as science is
being twisted, I think I have more than a
right, I have an obligation to make sure
that the work I do isn't misrepresented."
And so politics makes its mark. But
external influences don't stop there.
History teaches us a lesson as well -and
bigotry is no small part. "If you look at
the history of drug laws in this country,"
says-Leccese, "they were initially devel
oped to enable people to oppress minori
ties." Possibly the first prohibitionarytype drug law was a California state law
that banned the importation of opium for
Asians. "You could import smokahle
opium for white people but not for
Orientals," he says. "Some of the initial
laws against marijuana were developed
because of fears of crazed Mexicans. The
reason they made laws against cocaine
was because it was used by black people.
In almost all cases, you can associate the
fact that a drug was made illegal with the
fact that it was done by a particularly
reviled minority," notes Leccese.
Drug users are one of the few remain
ing oppressable minorities that people can
openly hate, he says. "To tell them that
they are vermin on the wrong side of the
war on drugs, to dehumanize them, is
very wrong and very dangerous." Their
self-esteem plummets. Self-hate results,
"and then we wonder why drug users
have a higher rate of psychopathology
than the normal population."
And simply to throw drug users into
treatment centers is not the answer. To
force them to change their behavior
against their will is akin to using a
prisoner as a "volunteer" in an experi
ment, says Leccese. "People can't really
consent in that kind of coercive environ
ment." A person's motivation to change
his or her lifestyle must be given primary
importance-it directly affects the likelihtxxl of a treatment's success.
If, however, a person does want to
overcome a drug dependency, if there's a
high degree of self-motivation to do so,
then every effort should he made to help
(Continued on page 53)

BOOKSHELF
When asked about recent books on
drug use and abuse, Leccese lifts a
shopping bag from the floor of his office
with no fewer than a dozen works in
side. "Most of these have been pub
lished in the past two years," he says.
Leccese recommends the following
combination of books and journals:
Ceremonial Chemistry, by Thomas Szasz.
Learning Publications, 1985 edition.
This hook, writes the author, addresses
"the approval and disapproval, promo
tion and prohibition, use and avoidance
of symbolically significant substances."
Breaking the Impasse on the War on
Drugs, by Steven Wisotsky. Green
wood Press, 1986. This work examines
the rationale behind and international
ramifications of U.S. drug policy.
Drug Prohibition and the Conscience of
Nations, edited by Arnold Trebach and
Kevin Zeese. The Drug Policy Founda
tion, 1990. As stated in the preface,
"This book sheds some calm light on
the emotional, chaotic drug situation in
America and around the world."
Our Right to Drugs: The Case for a Free
Market, by Thomas Szasz. Praeger,
1992. This book examines pharmaceu
tical policy in the United States as well
as the moral and ethical aspects of
controlling narcotics in this country.
The Crisis in Drug Prohibitum, edited by
David Boaz. Cato Institute, 1990. This
collection of essays features works by
more than two dozen contributors.
The Great Issues of Drug Policy, edited
by Arnold Trebach and Kevin Zeese.
This work is a compilation of papers
presented at the Fourth International
Conference on Drug Policy Reform,
held in Washington, D.C., in Novem
ber 1990.
In addition, Daedalus, the journal of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, dedicated its Summer 1992
issue to "Political Pharmacology:
Thinking about Drugs" (Volume 121,
Number 3).
For additional information, Leccese
recommends writing or calling the
Drug Policy Foundation, 4801 Massa
chusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 400,
Washington, D.C. 20016-2087 (tele
phone 202-895-1634).
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The Botanizers: Amateur
Scientists in NineteenthCentury America
by Elizabeth B. Keeney
University of North Carolina Press
In The Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in Nine
teenth-Century America, Elizabeth B. Keeney,
dean for academic advising at Kenyon, offers a
revisionist history of nineteenth-century
American botany with an especial focus on the
evolution of the distinction between "amateur"
and "professional" botanists. She avoids the
usual bias of such studies by not assessing the
amateur botanizer from the perspective of the
professional botanist for the simple and com
pelling reason that the amateurs pursued
botany for very different reasons. By so doing,
Keeney recovers the voices of those whose
"death" had been declared by previous his
tories that evaluate and interpret from the
"professional" point of view.
This succinct, tightly organized work
actually offers more than its title promises.
Part of the success of its revisionist reading lies
in the reclamation of the cultural context that
both produced and reflected the division
between the amateur and the professional. As
Keeney traces the evolution of botany from its
focus as natural history to a biologically
oriented science, from being celebrated as a
natural theology to being valued simply
because it increases knowledge, she does so by
situating her argument in an analysis of how
these shifts are seen in things as varied as
textbooks, fiction,clothing, reform movements,
and education. The effect is to provide a
context in which a history of botany from the
amateur's perspective becomes a cultural
history of nineteenth-century America. The
irony is wonderful: the voices of those pre
viously devalued amateurs give a sense of
inclusion and completion to this history.
Keeney organizes this history into three
distinct periods: 1800 to 1848, when profession
als and amateurs were virtual equals and col
leagues; 1848 to 1890, when their separation
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became more clear as the professionals estab
lished their autonomy by redefining botany as a
science of biology rather than an exercise in
natural history; and 1890 to the twentieth cen
tury, where their division is virtually complete
and signaled by the founding of the Botanical
Society of America, whose admission standards
of scholarly publication all but excluded
amateurs.
What makes the argument successful is the
care with which Keeney offers broad-based
support for her theories and the circumspec
tion with which she draws her inferences. The
shift from amateur to professional, from a
science practiced by many to one known to a
few, is but one example of a shift seen in many
other nineteenth-century sciences, astronomy
and agriculture among them. To establish
further that the change in botany parallels and
illustrates other and repeated shifts in our
cultural history, she carefully and thoroughly
locates them in historical movements such as
the women's movement and in cultural
documents such as school curricula.
For example, Keeney draws a provocative
analogy between notions about botany and the
role of women. In the first phase, the study of
botany and its attendant cultivation of virtues
fit well into notions about the proper role of
woman as pious, pure, submissive. In a per
ceptive and provocative analysis, Keeney
acknowledges, however, that botanizing both
allowed women to stay in that role and to
challenge it; the genteel exercise of speci men
collecting could become a vehicle for unsuper
vised and dangerously vigorous activity!
Therefore, in order to maintain proscribed
roles, men usually collected and women
pressed and catalogued the specimens. By the
second phase, however, as the appropriate
sphere of women enlarged, the autonomy of
female collectors grew as genteel propriety was
challenged.
Keeney likewise finds the first period
reflected in school textbooks, which, in good
Linnean fashion, extolled the virtues of botany
for its training value: its study produced obser
vation, orderly thinking, and love of God. The
middle phase, epitomized by Asa Gray's works,
combined the Linnean and Darwinian classi
fication systems, and while Gray appreciated
botany's training value, he also introduced the
notion of the intrinsic value of knowledge.
The third phase is seen graphically, as the
botanical curricula of schools is rent into two
distinct and incompatible areas: nature study
(with its amateur emphasis on taxonomy) for
grade schoolers and the new botany (with its
professional emphasison physiology) for
secondary and postsecondary students.
It is here that Keeney reclaims fully her
subject. Previous studies had declared the
virtual disappearance of amateur botanizers;

Keeney's study declares them alive and well.
Far from being written out of existence by a
system and definition not of their own making,
they met this century flourishing on terms of
their own design. Botanizing became a "firstclass hobby" of nature study, an antidote, as it
were, to professionalism. As Keeney notes,
botanizing continued as an active and
powerful social organization that existed
virtually "outside the view of science" and,
until now, virtually outside the view of science
historians. Keeney corrects that limited and
limiting perspective and offers us a fuller and
richer notion of the story.
-Judy R. Smith, associate professor of English
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The Golfer's Companion
by James A. Frank '76
Key Porter Books
The phrase "big things come in small pack
ages" comes to mind when considering James
Frank's The Golfer's Companion. Frank, editor
of Golf magazine, has compiled an eclectic
sampling of information on the great players,
courses, and stories of golf in a neat little onehundred-nineteen-page package. Devotees of
the game will find interesting facts throughout
the course of Frank's work, from the evolution
of golf equipment to the first winner of the
Australian Open (M. Scott).
Representative of the type of historical data
presented in the book is the assertion that
perhaps Mary, Queen of Scots, may have been
the first female golfer. According to Frank,
"In 1567, she was spotted on the course a few
days after the mysterious death of her husband,
Lord Darnley. This indiscretion cost Mary her
chance to play-as well as her crown, and
eventually her head." Frank, however, failed
to draw the conclusion that this interesting
turn of events perhaps led to the coining of the
phrase "golf widow."
Frank's accounts of the evolution of golf
equipment certainly make one ponder the con
siderable skill with which our ancestors must
have played the game. Without the high-tech
advances that today's golfers enjoy, players
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such as Harry Vardon, Bobby Jones, Walter
Hagen, Gene Sarazen, and Sam Snead carved
out remarkable scores and records. No cavitybacked, perimeter-weighted, graphite-shafted,
jumbo-headed clubs for those gentlemen;
rather, hickory-shafted niblicks, mashies,
brassies, and spoons, hitting decidedly lowtech golf balls off tees made of dirt mounds.
The illustrations offer a historian's view into
the game in early times, with players frequently
resplendent in elegant garb, deemed appropri
ate for play in those days. It is difficult to
believe that our golfing ancestors could feel
comfortable dressed that way, which makes
their outstanding playing performances all the
more remarkable. It is also unlikely that Var
don and his peers enjoyed the benefits of com
puter-generated low-fat diets, weight training,
or aerobic exercise classes. From golf s roots in
Scotland to today's ultramodern made-fortelevision business, Frank's book carefully
chronicles the progress that has been made.
Besides Frank's brief thumbnail sketches on
some twenty-nine "Players of Note," the author
has chosen eighteen holes, from courses
around the world, as his favorites. Frank's
criteria for selecting the holes dealt with "a
touch of beauty, a nuance of design, or the
capacity to bring out the best in those who play
it." This always-controversial practice of pick
ing one's favorite eighteen holes is entertain
ing, in the same way that picking one's all-time
all-star baseball team is entertaining.
(I've had the privilege of seeing five of
Frank's eighteen holes in person and have in
fact played two of them. This past summer, I
had the golf experience of my life when I was
invited to play two rounds at Pine Valley Golf
Club in New Jersey, regarded by some as the
number-one golf test in the world. Frank's
characterization of Pine Valley as exhibiting
"penal" architecture is most accurate, and he
continues to suggest that at Pine Valley one
experiences "golf as might be designed by the
Marquis de Sade." After my two-round test at
Pine Valley, I recall telling my friends that I
felt as though I had been kidnapped by golf
terrorists and forced to play their course of
evil. I was told that one's goal at Pine Valley
is to escape with your sanity, all of your clubs
intact, and at least one last golf ball. And, oh,
by the way, you'll be lucky to break 100. My
report card? Barely grasping the outer fringe of
sanity, with one less sand wedge (broken shaft)
but plenty of golf balls (I took three dozen for
two rounds), I had rounds of ninety-six and
ninety-four, thanks to some generously imposed
restrictions on maximum scores on any hole. It
is particularly interesting to note that in my
first round at Pine Valley, I managed a par on
only one hole—the par four, 446-yard thir
teenth, the hole that Frank has included in his
"great eighteen." I hit one of my few accurate
drives out about two hundred forty yards, took
the coward's way out and laid up short,
chipped onto the green, and knocked in my
eight-footer for a very routine par. However,
that was to be my only shining moment that
round, as I quickly reverted to giving my
caddie an opportunity to win a merit badge for
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orienteering while trying to find my errant
shots in the golf hell that is Pine Valley.)
Frank's interesting listing of the winners of
the major tournaments from their inception
reveals that there were a lot fewer people
playing golf many years ago, as there were
many repeat winners, unlike today's weekly
changes atop the leader board. The addition
of a section called "Personal Rounds," where
book owners can record their own scores,
courses, weather conditions, and comments is
a nice touch, but it seems a bit out of place in
a book of this type. Additionally, I would have
liked more panoramic photographs of Frank's
favorite eighteen holes, rather than the onedimensional diagrams and small photos that
are included. However, these two criticisms
detracted very little from my overall enjoyment
of this very pleasant and worthwhile work.
-Robert D. Bunnell, director of physical
education and athletics
72

Clifton C Crate

1
White Supremacy and Black
Resistance in Pre-Industrial
South Africa: The Making of
the Colonial Order in the
Eastern Cape, 1770-1865
by Clifton Crais
Cambridge University Press
In 1770, the Eastern Cape was a colonial
frontier of the Dutch East Indies Company.
The first Europeans who ventured there,
"small numbers of people with a pale complex
ion and somewhat unusual clothing," built
small reed huts and borrowed technological
expertise from the Khoikhoi and Xhosa, the
region's residents. A century later, the Eastern
Cape had been transformed into British
Kafraria, an agricultural hinterland of the
Cape Colony, and the Africans, who had once
been cultivators and pastoralists with their
own fat-tailed sheep and cattle, worked for
wages on European farms producing wool for
export.
In recounting this transformation, Kenyon
Assistant Professor of History Clifton Crais
focuses on the ways Europeans exerted power
over Africans and on the ways Africans, in
turn, resisted. The powers of the rugged
Dutch frontiersmen rested unambiguously in
guns and whips, but also in the fact that

slavery was taken quite for granted. Organiz
ing themselves in "commandos," the Dutch
retaliated against theft by stealing the
livestock of free Africans, sometimes thousands
of animals at a time.
Although the British took over the region in
1795, and in 1834 legally abolished slavery,
other forms of "unfreedom" persisted, pro
tected now by a civilized "Rule of Law" as
much as by brute force. Debts could lead to a
lifetime of servitude and peonage. Servants
and peons might themselves own property,
however, and they could now take their
masters to court for beatings or for withholding
wages. But Europeans retained the upper
hand: they wrote the ruling laws, and they had
the guns and prisons to enforce them.
Vagrancy laws, forerunners of contemporary
pass regulations, limited the movements of
Africans, and a Masters and Servants Act
made desertion, laziness, and disobedience
subject to severe penalties.
African resistance took the tired old forms of
petty theft and employee "go-slows," but more
fundamentally it t(x>k the form of widespread
unwillingness to work for Europeans at all.
Africans almost always preferred independent
farming and livestock raising, however small the
scale of production and poor the returns, over
working for wages. European producers
complained throughout this period about labor
shortages. Armed revolts with widespread
plundering and the destruction of European
property-the most terrifying and costly forms of
resistance-broke out in the 1790s, just before
the British took over the region, and again in
1834-35. Although this last revolt leveled
many European farms, colonial troops re
sponded brutally, and the government sold the
rebels' land to new European settlers. A
similar sequence of revolt and dispossession
happened again in the 1850s.
More than an economic history, and more
than a litany of revolts and retaliations, Crais's
history pries open the sources of racism on the
one hand and the emergence of ethnic,
national, and class identities on the other.
The initially positive and liberal view the
British had of Africans increasingly gave way
to accusations of indolence, thievishness, and
depravity. Europeans came to see Africans as
a symbolic inversion of their own best qualities,
a human mirror that reflected all that they
found most repugnant in themselves.
A revolt of massive proportions in the years
1851 to 1853 confirmed for the Europeans their
worst suspicions, and when the Africans were
finally outgunned and defeated, and manyrenegades had taken refuge in mountains to
the east, the government settled six thousand
German immigrants in the region to take their
place. Colonial leaders expressed a new
resolve to "save" the Africans by controlling
them and abolishing their barbaric customs.
Regulations mandated square, not round,
houses, for example, and the amounts of land
and cattle that Africans were permitted to
own were further reduced to levels below
subsistence. Dispossessed of much of their
(Continued on page 53)
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Almanac
Snowden Multicultural Center embraces
a multitude of heritages
The September opening ceremony for the
Snowden Multicultural Center was a time for
cutting ribbons and strengthening ties at
Kenyon. "The fundamental purpose of the
center is to support and celebrate cultural
diversity in the community,"commented
President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
Since September, the center has sponsored
many events celebrating a wide variety of
cultures, from dinners to discussion groups,
from poetry readings to storytelling. The
stated mission of the center is "to educate the
Kenyon community through student-focused
programs in order to increase understanding
and mutual respect for people of diverse
backgrounds and cultures."
Diversity in this case means everyone, not
just those with non-European ancestors, Jordan
stressed at the opening festivities, calling the
center "an inclusive place."
Edward E. Curtis IV, a senior from Mount
Vernon, Illinois, who serves as the student
manager of Snowden, emphasizes inclusivity as
well. "White Americans with nx)ts in England
and France are just as 'cultural' as someone
with roots in Africa." A culture is also
broadly defined by Curtis; it's about more than
race. A culture could also be defined by the
ethnicity, gender, or sexuality of its members.
A culture, according to Curtis, is "any group
with commonality."
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The center's advisory board meets weekly to
discuss ideas for programs and to plan upcom
ing events. The meetings also provide a forum
for members of the community to give their
suggestions about the center and the activities
it sponsors. The Snowden Salon, an informal
lecture and discussion group, also meets regu
larly to address issues of culture and ethnicity.
Located in a college-owned house on the
north end of campus, at the intersection of
Chase Avenue and Kokosing Drive, the center
furnishes lounge space, room to hold meetings,
quiet study areas, and a kitchen. There is also
a television and videocassette recorder, so
students can watch and discuss films. Already
receiving a variety of periodicals, the center
hopes to add a small library when funds allow.
The building was refurbished using funds from
the capital reserves of the Board of Trustees.
The center's homelike atmosphere "pro
motes intimate contact" between people from
many cultures, according to Curtis. It's a
"cozy, warm space," where students can both
"engage in informal discussions .. . and
'celebrate' a tradition without talking it to
death." The center can be the site both for
conducting a debate and for sharing a meal in
a sukkah erected on the lawn.
To add to the center's welcoming appear
ance, a housewarming party was held this fall.
Those who attended brought posters, plants,
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Students, as well as members of the faculty, administratis, and staff gathered to celebrate the September
opening of the Snowden Multicultural Center.
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Center takes its name
from a notable family
The Snowden Multicultural Center is
named for a family of Knox County African
Americans who were famous as a perform
ing musical band from the 1850s until the
early 1920s.
Thomas and Ellen Snowden, whose
marriage was the earliest recorded of black
people in Knox County, came to Ohio in
the 1820s in the first wave of black migra
tion to the western frontier. Illiterate
former slaves, the couple became landown
ers and farmers in the community of Clin
ton, north of Mount Vernon. Their seven
children attended school, learned to read
and write, and played in the family band.
The only Snowdens to survive into the
twentieth century, brothers Benjamin and
Lewis, gave concerts on fiddle and banjo
from the second-story gable of the family
home (see photograph above).
Many Knox Countians, particularly
African Americans, believed that the
Snowden family was the source of the song
"Dixie," although it is credited to Daniel
Decatur Emmett (also of Mount Vernon).
This belief about the Snowdens' role in
creating an icon of American culture is so
strong that the common gravestone of
Benjamin and Lewis Snowden is engraved,
"They taught 'Dixie' to Dan Emmett."
The Snowdens faced many of the
challenges of multicultural contact that
continue to define the American experi
ence. By naming this building the
Snowden Multicultural Center, Kenyon
celebrates its historic link to Knox County
and commemorates a distinguished family's
struggles and successes.
-Howard L. Sacks, professor of sociology
Way Up North in Dixie by Howard and Judy
Sacks, to be published in fall 1993 by Smithsimian Institution Press, is a study of the Snou'den family and of the musical and cultural
interchange between black and white com
munities in nineteenth-century central Ohio.
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and other decorative items. An invitation for
donations of student artwork was also made.
What truly makes the center a comfortable
space, however, is the presence of students.
"Everyone is welcome at all events sponsored
by the program," says Curtis, "as well as to
study, watch TV, or just hang out."
The Snowden Center is only one part of a
growing network of Kenyon programs commit
ted to promoting cultural awareness and
understanding. The Office of Multicultural
Affairs annually sponsors several guest
lecturers, which this year include filmmaker
Christine Choy, clergyman and orator Rev.
Timothy Clark, journalist Barbara Reynolds,
and African-studies expert Ivan Van Sertima.
Groups devoted to the celebration of
particular cultures also flourish on campus.
For example, Asociacion de Estudiantes Latino
Americanos y de Naciones Tropicales Exoticas
(ADELANTE), Asian Students for Interna
tional Awareness (ASIA), and the Black
Student Union (BSU) preserve and affirm
ethnic heritages. The Racial Awareness
Program provides a forum for all-campus
discussions on issues of race and racism. The
Snowden Center provides a facility for use by
all these programs, as well as many others.
"We've begun to realize our goal of
providing a centralized place for many cultures
to meet," comments Curtis. The center is a
space for unity despite difference, for apprecia
tion that triumphs over bias. "Kenyon is
committed to creating a campus climate that is
conducive to a multicultural community,"
notes Mila Cooper, director of multicultural
affairs at Kenyon. The Snowden Center
provides programs and an inclusive atmosphere
that contribute to that climate, benefiting all
members of the community.
-JenniferS. Sampson '92

Ransom thoughts
Playing the "tuition game"
by John W. Anderson
Dean of Admissions

College costs are on
the minds of many
these days. Like
other parents, alumni
with children in
college or soon to go
think often about the
costs of higher educa
'i
tion. The recent
presidential campaign focused our attention on
the topic as then candidate, now President
elect Bill Clinton presented his plan to allow
students to borrow money for college that
would be paid back through national service.
The excellent article by Neal Mayer '63 in
the August issue of the Bulletin offered helpful
ideas on how to prepare for college expenses.
The ideas of Mayer's Funding Education
Committee could indeed lead to some
significant changes in the way families will
plan and save for college in the future.
Many students could not attend an inde
pendent college without the help of financial
aid. Providing aid to needy students is neces
sary if Kenyon and other independent colleges
wish to allow talented scholars from middleand lower-income families to attend. By so
doing, we are fulfilling our social contract in a
democratic society, as well as strengthening
the academic quality and economic diversity
within the student community.
Determining who is eligible for financial aid
—
is becoming an increasingly tricky businessand a business it is to some. An article in the
—
November 9, 1992, issue of Time entitled "The
Tuition Game" discusses ways some families
have tried to beat the system by hiding assets
N
N
or taking low-paying johs to appear less well-todo, strategies recommended by financial
advisors who, for a fee, purport to help families
qualify for financial aid.
Financial aid is a highly regulated industry.
The formula used to determine eligibility for
aid at nearly every college in the land is called
the Federal Methodology (FM), which has
been carefully worked out over the years by the
federal government. FM is an attempt to
provide a consistent and fair means of assessing
a family's ability to pay for college. It is a
complex formula, taking into account income
*and assets on the credit side and many factors
-such as family size, number of family members
y
in college, and how close parents are to
retirement age-on the debit side.
TA
This year, as part of the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act, Congress voted for
changes in the way the family financial contri
bution to a student's college expenses will be
Student manager Ed Curtis (right) with friends on
calculated. In addition, Congress voted to
the Snowden Center steps

n
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increase income limits for eligibility for certain
programs, to increase maximum Stafford loans
(government-subsidized, lower-than-marketinterest loans), and to create an entirely new,
unsubsidized Stafford loan program.
The two most significant changes regarding
the calculation of a family contribution are the
elimination of home equity as an asset and the
elimination of the mandatory contribution of
student earnings. For many families, particu
larly middle-class ones, home equity is their
largest single asset. Reducing family assets by
a significant amount and reducing or eliminat
ing the student contribution will create a
needier college population, from the middle
class on down.
Unfortunately, while the Congress voted for
changes that expand eligibility for aid, it did
not vote to increase spending to provide grant
monies to meet the new level of need. The
changes in loan programs mentioned earlier
will allow families to borrow more, but that is
not what families want. Although we do not
hear many complaints from our students about
the amount of debt they must assume, students
at many colleges and their families already feel
that they are taking on too large a debt to
attend college. And increasing debt is not
equivalent to making college affordable.
St) who is left holding the bag.7 The colleges,
of course. Most, including Kenyon, are not in
a position to increase financial-aid spending.
Director of Financial Aid Craig A. Daugherty
estimates that if the College were to follow the
new niles, Kenyon would need to increase its
aid budget by $2 million next year alone! That
is an increase of almost 40 percent.
College does cost more now than ten years
ago. In 1982, the average cost of a private,
four-year college was 27 percent of the median
family income; now it is 33 percent. We are
very concerned at the College about cost and
its effect on families who are deciding if their
offspring can attend Kenyon. So, we manage
our resources well and offer high quality for
the lowest cost possible. At the same time, we
offer significant aid for families who cannot
afford the full cost. Unfortunately, the latest
interventions of the federal government will
only frustrate many of those families.
The College will continue to provide
generous financial aid to as many students
with need as we can. We will, however, still
include home equity and student earnings in
the calculation of eligibility for Kenyon
financial aid. This we will do in part because
to do otherwise would be fiscally irresponsible
for us and in part because we think it is fair to
do so. And we will continue to ferret out the
manipulators of the system, who, with or
without the help of ethically questionable
advisors, play the "tuition game."
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Faculty news
Anthropology and Sociology
Nick Kardulias spent the summer conducting
field work in the eastern Mediterranean. In
May, he and three Kenyon students worked on
the excavation of the Roman bath in Isthmia;
the abandonment of this structure relates to
the end of pagan cults, a critical marker for
the transition from antiquity to the medieval
period. In June, with another group of three
Kenyon students, Kardulias codirected an
archaeological survey in central Cyprus, where
the team located six new sites, including one
that dates to 6000 B.C. Back at Isthmia in July
and August, he directed the excavation of an
ancient water-storage system, using a laser
theodolite, and the recording of a late
medieval fortified site. Computer graphics
generated from the medieval data will permit
reconstruction of the site's appearance in the
thirteenth to fourteenth centuries A.D.
Kardulias published an article, "The Ecology of
Bronze Age Flaked Stone Tool Production in
Southern Greece: Evidence from Agios
Stephanos and the Southern Argolid," in the
American Journal of Archaeology. He is
currently editing a volume entitled Beyond the
Site: Regional Studies in the Aegean, based on a
session he organized at the 1991 annual
meeting of the American Anthropological
Association. Rita Kipp spent the summer
working on a hook manuscript and an article.
In early December, she presented a paper
entitled "The Evangelical Uses of Leprosy" to
the American Anthropological Association in
San Francisco, California. George McCarthy
continues to work on his next book, Dialectics
and Decadence: Echoes of Antiquity in Marx and
Nietzsche. He will lead students and alumni
on a two-week tour of Greece this summer in
late May and early June. Anyone interested in
participating should contact McCarthy at the
department. Howard Sacks and his wife, Judy
Sacks, have completed their btx>k about black
life in nineteenth-century central Ohio, Way
Up North in Dixie, to be published by the
Smithsonian Institution Press in 1993. In
October, Howard Sacks directed the twentyfirst Gamhier Folk Festival; in November, he
attended a symposium on "The Black
Diaspora: The African Experience in the
Americas" at Ohio State University in
Columbus. In January, he will travel to
Chicago, Illinois, to participate in the 1992-93
Midwest Faculty Seminar, entitled "W.E.B.
DuBois: The Souls of Black Folk." Edward
Schortman and Patricia Urban directed the
Kenyon-Honduras program from January 5 to
June 30. They and nine undergraduates (six
from the College), along with three Kenyon
alumni, conducted research on Mesoamcrican
prehistory in the Naco Valley in northwestern
Honduras. The undergraduates will use the
data generated by their independent investiga
tions as bases for independent studies and
honors theses in the upcoming year. Thanks in
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large part to the efforts of these students,
according to Urban and Schortman, they now
have far too much data to analyze and write
up, so they do not plan to return to the field
until the spring of 1995 at the earliest. Their
Nxik on prehistoric intersocietal interaction
processes, Resources, Power, arid Interregional
Interaction, was published by Plenum Press
earlier this year. Shengming Tang joined the
department this fall as a visiting instructor of
sociology. He is a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Nebraska.

a new course on freshwater biology, is partici
pating in the planning for a new concentration
in environmental studies. Joan Slonczewski
was awarded an Eisenhower Grant from the
Ohio Board of Regents to organize Science
Month programs in the elementary schools of
Knox County (see the article in the next
Bulletin). Haruhiko Itagaki and Dorothy Jegla
will also participate in the program, which
involves numerous volunteers from Kenyon
and the community bringing hands-on science
experience into the local schools.

Art and Art History

Chemistry

Janis Bell has accepted a contract to write an
Over the summer, Russell Batt and Michael
essay on "Color and Chiaroscuro" for a book on
Asam '94, a Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Raphael's School of Athens, edited by Marcia
(HHMI) Summer Science Scholar, conducted
Hall for the "Masterworks in the History of
research on "Use of FTIR to investigate con
Art" series from Cambridge University Press.
formational disorder in site-specific deuterated
Her article "Zaccolini's Theory of Color
decane." In June, Batt attended the Project
Perspective" will appear in the Art Bulletin
Kaleidoscope Workshop, at Lake Forest Col
(March or June 1993 issue). Joyce Robinson,
lege in Illinois, on the design of undergraduate
who joined the department this fall, published
science facilities. In August, he presented a
"Next Generation: Southern Black Aesthetic
paper entitled "Computer Graphics Display of
at SECCA," in the December 1991 New Art
Molecular Orbital Surfaces" at the Twelfth
Examiner. Last April, she presented "Looking
Biennial Conference on Chemical Education
for Luxe in All the Wrong Places: Conservative at the University of California at Davis. Also
Criticism, Pastoral Landscapes, and the
during the summer, Cindy Beggs worked with
Origins of Matisse's Luxe, calme et volupte" at
Colin Burns '93 and Doug Rowland '94 (both
the Middle Atlantic Symposium held at the
HHMI Summer Science Scholars) on a project
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
entitled "Photodegradation of pesticides in
In October, Robinson presented '"Majestic
water using ultraviolet light and hydrogen
Tranquility': Nicolas Poussin and the Decora
peroxide." Beggs was also science director for
tive Landscape in Fin-de-Siecle France" at the
the summer School-College Articulation
Southeastern College Art Conference in
Program (SCAP) at Kenyon. As advisor to the
Birmingham, Alabama. A doctoral graduate
American Chemical Society (ACS) student
of the University of Virginia, she is currently
affiliates group, she is planning many activities,
writing "Thomas Jefferson's Cabinet of
including field trips to Ohio State University
Curit>sities: The Entrance Hall at Monticello." and Battelle Memorial Institute. In October,
In June, Robinson married Norman Spivey, an
the group repeated the "Chemistry: Is It
assistant professor of music at Pennsylvania
Magic.7" show for National Chemistry Week.
State University. The Eleventh Annual
Last year's show and associated activities at
Invitational at the Buffalo Bill Historical
the Center of Science and Industry contrib
Center in Cody, Wyoming, featured work by
uted to the Columbus section of the ACS's
Martin Garhart. A profile of Garhart appears
winning of the ACS Phoenix Award for media
in the 1993 edition of Artist's Market. Barry
coverage during National Chemistry Week.
Gunderson is working on a commission for the
Patrick O'Bannon, who earned a doctorate in
Capital Holding Center in Louisville, Ken
organic chemistry from the University of
tucky. The painted aluminum sculpture will
Pennsylvania and held a postdoctoral fellow
be installed on the third floor of the building,
ship at the Technical University of Berlin,
the corporate headquarters of Capital Holding
joined the department this fall as an assistant
Corporation. In September, Gregory Spaid
professor. And, because of the happy problem
mounted a one-person show at the Trumbull
of high enrollments in chemistry, the depart
Art Gallery in Warren, Ohio. The series,
ment has two more additions to the faculty,
which he calls "Fact and Fiction," combines
Robert Mouk and Susan Palmer. Mouk, a
large-scale black-and-white photographs with
part-time visiting assistant professor with a
commonplace objects. Kay Willens has been
doctorate in organic chemistry from Michigan
awarded an Ohio Arts Council Individual
State University, teaches organic laboratories.
Artists Fellowship. During the summer, she
He comes to the College from Ashland
exhibited an installation at the Zolla/
Chemical. Palmer, executive director of the
Lieberman Gallery in Chicago, Illinois.
Carolinas and Ohio Science Education
Network (COSEN), is again teaching
chemistry part-time. She was recently asked to
Biology
serve
on the Model Science Curriculum
Kathryn Van Alstyne has been studying
Advisory Committee for the State of Ohio.
chemical defenses in soft corals at the
University of Guam Marine Laboratory. She is
also studying subtidal kelps at the Friday
Dance and Drama
Harbor Laboratories in Friday Harbor,
Anna Leo joined the department this fall as a
Washington. Van Alstyne, who has developed visiting instructor of dance. She holds an
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M.F.A. from Ohio State University. Wendy
MacLeod and her husband, Read Baldwin '84,
announce the birth of a son, Foss Kinloch
Baldwin, in August. Baldwin is now serving as
assistant tennis coach at Kenyon.

English

James Carson has been commissioned to
contribute a chapter on the Gothic novel for
The Cambridge Companion to the EighteenthCentury Novel (forthcoming in 1994). He
presented a draft of this chapter as a Kenyon
Seminar in November; he is also preparing to
teach a course on the Gothic novel in the
second semester. In December, Carson will
deliver two papers on servants in eighteenthcentury literature and society at the Modern
Language Association (MLA) convention in
New York City. Jennifer Clarvoe will also be
active at the MLA convention, where she will
lead a special session on the poet Robert
Lowell '40. Clarvoe and her husband,
Anthony Clarvoe, announce the birth of a son,
Samuel Scott Clarvoe, on June 27. Adele
Davidson has received Kenyon's nomination
for a National Endowment for the Humanities
summer stipend to continue her work on
Shakespearean textual studies. Davidson is
analyzing strange textual features of King Lear
and Pericles. Former faculty member Jill
Frederick is now an assistant professor at
Moorhead State University in Minnesota.
Jeanne Griggs joined the department this fall
as a visiting assistant professor. Former
director of the College's Writing Center, she
holds a doctorate from the University of
Maryland. Deborah Laycock will publish an
article in the forthcoming Textual Bodies:
Changing Bodies of Literary Representation from
State University of New York (SUNY) Albany
Press, a volume edited by Lori Lefkovitz. In
April, Laycock commented on Aphra Behn
and other Restoration women writers in an
interview for National Public Radio. In
October, she presented a talk for the "Women
of Vision" series at the Public Library of Mount
Vernon. Lefkovitz has two articles forthcoming, "Antigone Anxiety: Manly Girls, Emascu
lated Boys" in the Southern Humanities Review
and "Made According to His Desire: The
Prayers of Women and the Fears of Man" in
Kerem, a new journal of Jewish studies. Her
edited collection of essays, Textual Bodies:
Changing Bodies of Literary Representation, will
be published by SUNY Albany Press. Perry
Lentz delivered the Founders' Day Address,
entitled "Philander Had Enough," which will
be printed in the April issue of the Bulletin.
Kristen Mahlis joined the department this fall
as a visiting instructor. She is a Ph.D.
candidate at the University of California at
Berkeley. Ted Mason presented two confer
ence papers and one public lecture during the
spring semester. At the Great Lakes Colleges
Association Black Studies Conference (held at
Kenyon), he delivered "Unpacking Black
Studies." For the annual meeting of the
International Society for the Study of Narra
tive, Mason spoke on "The Face of African-
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McCarthy and Rhodes consider
an "eclipse of justice"

"What is social justice when applied to an
analysis of an advanced capitalist society such
as the United States?" George McCarthy and
Royal Rhodes, associate professors respectively
of sociology and religion, ask this question as
they introduce their recent hook Eclipse of
Justice, a discussion of the American Catholic
bishops' 1986 pastoral letter entitled Economic
Justice for All. McCarthy and Rhodes find
that, while the bishops raise important issues
about the nature of social justice in America,
exploring medieval Christian theology,Greek
philosophy, and other sources along the way,
they nevertheless don't fully understand their
own traditions.
"Even in the American tradition, the earlier
bishops' statements, coming at the turn of the
centujy and immediately after World War II,
were more radical," McCarthy said in a recent
interview for the Bulletin, "dealing with the
need for a total reconstruction of society and
calling into question the whole foundation of
the political and economic system.
"On the other hand," McCarthy said, "I can
disagree with the document, even be ada
mantly opposed to the document, and respect
the intentions of the writers in raising issues
that may never be resolved but at least should
be brought out into the open."
The book is a product of nine years of team
teaching a course called "Ethics and Social
Justice," its present name having evolved from
"Marxism and Christianity" and other titles.
"Students call it 'Churchies and Lefties,"'
McCarthy says. "We call it 'Saints and
Sinners."' When Rhodes sent a copy of the
syllabus to a friend at Harvard University, the
document found its way to a publisher at Orbis
Books, who signed up the professors to write
thetxxik.
Both men grew up Catholic, Rhodes just
outside Boston, Massachusetts, McCarthy in
the Bronx, New York. McCarthy, the soci
ologist, rejected Catholicism as he moved into
the exploration of nineteenth- and twentiethcentury German political and social theory,
earning a bachelor's degree in philosophy from
Manhattan College and two Ph.D.s: in philoso
phy from Boston College and in sociology from
the New School for Social Research.
Rhodes, though, remains a practicing Cath
olic. Attending the Jesuit Fairfield University
and earning a divinity degree at Yale Univer
sity, he considered the priesthtxxl but even
tually realized what theologian Hans Kung
told him at Harvard University, where Rhixles
received his Ph.D.: the Church needs lay
theologians as well as priests-as Rhodes says, to
embody "the voice of the loyal opposition."
The men agree that the bishops' letter ap
propriately draws attention to economic issues
in American life, when, as Rhixles says, "the
whole range of debate on morality has become

fiKused on one band of a very wide spectrum,
so there are only questions of sexual morality,
individual choice." Morality in the Church,
he says, embodies "much wider and in some
respects older social questions about the poor
and the homeless, the role of religious people
in society to protect the most vulnerable."
Though McCarthy and Rhixles don't assign
Eclipse of Justice for the course, they intnxluce
the curriculum with a discussion of the
pastoral letter. They find that students are
surprised to learn about economic rather than
sexual themes within Christian morality. "1
think that shocks students, that conceptual
shift," says McCarthy.
Though the two approach their topic from
diverse perspectives, they insist the book took
shape without arguments about content or
language. But Rhixles explains, "We've
taught so long together, the debates came
along the way."
McCarthy adds, laughing, "We know
eninigh to know what each other's saying, but
nor enough to do any damage to each other's
arguments."
In addition to laying the groundwork for
another volume, which will compare state
ments by U.S., Irish, and German bishops on
social justice, Kith are pursuing other projects.
McCarthy is working on his fifth hook,
Dialectics and Decadence: Echoes of Antiquity in
Marx and Nietzsche, the second volume in a
series on modernity and the ancients.
Rhodes's new book, now under review, is The
Victorians and Early Christianity, about the
recreation of early Christianity within
Victorian literature.
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Mac McCarthy (left) and Roy Rhodes
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American Literary Theory: A Glimpse of the
Self, or the Look of the Other." He also
lectured tin "History and Morrison's Beloved"
as part of a four-lecture series sponsored by the
Ohio Humanities Council. Kim McMullen
will have an essay in a forthcoming issue of
Novel, "Culture as Colloquy: Flann O'Brien's
Postmodern Dialogue with Irish Tradition."
She will also deliver a paper in November at
the Midwest Modern Language Association
meeting, "Sexual/Textual Politics in A.S.
Byatt's Possession."

History
Kaushik Bagchi joined the department this
fall as a visiting instructor. He is a Ph.D.
candidate at Ohio State University. Joan
Cadden says she is happy to be back teaching
medieval history after a year of research. Her
fall schedule included giving a talk at Prince
ton University on the selling of science in the
Middle Ages and one in Rome, Italy, on sex
ual intercourse in the Middle Ages. Clifton
Crais, whose recent Kxik White Supremacy and
Black Resistance in Pre-Industrial South Africa:
The Making of the Cobnial Order in the Eastern
Cape, 1770-1865 is reviewed in this issue of
the Bulletin, published "Representation and the
Politics of Identity in South Africa: An Eastern
Cape Example" in the International Journal of
African Historical Studies 25, 1 (1992). His long
review article on "Slavery and Freedom in
South Africa" will appear in Slavery and
Abolition: A Journal of Comparative Studies. A
book by Crais and Nigel Worden, entitled
Breaking the Chains: Slavery and its Legacy in
Nineteenth-Century South Africa, is due to be
published in 1993. Two other book-length
projects, A Contested Path: Culture, Conscious
ness and the Production of History in South Africa
and "Not in a Distant Time": The Political
Imagination and African Nationalism in South
Africa, are nearing completion. He recently
delivered two series of lectures at the Univer
sity of Cape Town and at the University of
Fort Hare in South Africa. At Kenyon, Crais
is teaching two new courses, African Historythrough the Novel and Nationalism and the
Culture of Politics in the Colonial and PostColonial World, and heading the Kenyon
Seminar, now in its third year. In September,
he delivered a Common Hour talk entitled
"The Continuing Crisis in South Africa," and
he appeared on the "Coffee Cup" local radio
program to discuss his perceptions of the
current political situation in South Africa. In
November, Crais was on a panel he organized
at the annual meeting of the African Studies
Association in Seattle, Washington. His paper
for this panel was entitled "Race, the State,
and the Silence of History in the Making of
Modern South Africa." Clark Hultquist
joined the department this fall as a visiting
instructor. He is a Ph.D. candidate at Ohio
State University. Kai Schoenhals is currently
working on a short history and annotated
bibliography of Aruba and the Netherlands
Antilles. During the summer, he visited
Bonaire, Curacao, and Holland in connection
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with this project. Pamela Scully joined the
department this fall as a visiting instructor.
She is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Michigan. Roy Wortman, on leave this year,
spent the fall semester as a visiting research
professor at Saskatchewan Indian Federated
College. He studied Canadian native history,
which he will integrate into his Native Ameri
can history courses at Kenyon. Wortman was
named a fellow of the Canadian Plains
Research Center (CPRC), a joint endeavor
since 1973 of universities and governments in
the Canadian prairie provinces. Headquar
tered at the University of Regina, the CPRC
encourages and facilitates study of all aspects
of the region. His article entitled "Gender
Issues in the National Farmers Union in the
1930s" has been accepted for publication by
The Midwestern Review.

Integrated Program
in Humane Studies
Michael Brint joined 1PHS this fall as
director. Formerly a member of the faculty at
the University of Virginia, he holds a doctor
ate from Oxford University.

Mathematics
Thomas Ratliff and Janice Sklensky joined
the department this fall. Ratliff, a visiting
assistant professor, holds a doctorate from
Northwestern University, while Sklensky, a
visiting instructor, is a Ph.D. candidate there.

Modern Languages and
Literatures
Clara Roman-Odio and Etsuko Takahashi
joined the department this fall. Roman-Odio,
an instructor of Spanish, is a Ph.D. candidate
at the University of North Carolina. In
November, she gave a presentation at the
South Atlantic Modern Languages Association
professional conference in Knoxville, Tennes
see. Takahashi, a visiting instructor of
Japanese, holds a master's degree from the
University of Iowa.

Philosophy
Juan DePascuale, who was invited to be a
visiting professor at the Institute for Advanced
Philosophical Studies of the University of
Louvain in Belgium for 1991-92, taught a
graduate course there in the spring semester
on the philosophy of Kierkegaard and deliv
ered a series of four lectures under the general
title of "Kierkegaard on Being Human" during
February and March. He remained at the
Institute during the fall semester to continue
his research and writing projects. Joel
Richeimer joined the department this fall as
an assistant professor. He holds a doctorate
from the University of Michigan.

Physics
Over the summer, Benjamin Schumacher and
Yu Gu '94, a Howard Hughes Medical

Institute Summer Science Scholar, conducted
a joint research project on 2-D cellular
automata, a type of computer model used to
study physical systems ranging from fluid flow
to magnetic materials. Employing specialized
high-performance computer hardware, they
investigated why certain classes of cellular
automata models produce highly patterned
final states from random initial states. Paula
Turner joined the department this fall as an
instructor. She is a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Rochester.

Political Science
Brooke Harlowe joined the department this
fall as a visiting instructor. She is a Ph.D.
candidate at the University of Pittsburgh. In
September, Joseph Klesner served as chair of
a panel and gave a paper on that panel at the
annual meeting of the American Political
Science Association in Chicago, Illinois. The
panel and the paper concerned the teaching of
introductory comparative politics in the postCold War era. Klesner also has two forthcom
ing articles, one in Mexican Studies/Estudios
Mexicanos on "Modernization, Economic Crises
and Economic Restructuring: Consequences
for the Mexican Electoral System," as well as a
chapter on "Realignment or Dealignment: The
Consequences of Economic Restructuring in
Mexico" in a book to be jointly published in
English and Spanish by the Center for U.S.
Mexican Studies at the University of Califor
nia at San Diego and the National Autono
mous University of Mexico. He is completing
a book on political liberalization in Mexico
while on sabbatical this year. Robert
Goldberg and his wife, Theresa, announce the
birth of a son, Zachary Goldberg, on July 16.
Stephen Van Holde gave a paper, entitled
"The Potential Heteronomy of the State," at
the annual meeting of the American Political
Science Association in Chicago in September.
Michael Taxman joined the department this
fall as a visiting instructor. He is a Ph.D.
candidate at the University of Toronto.

Psychology
Former faculty member Susan Kennedy is now
an assistant professor at Denison University.
Ellen Stoltzfus joined the department this fall
as an assistant professor. She holds a doctorate
from Duke University.

Religion
Emeritus professors Richard Hettlinger and
Eugene Kullmann report they enjoyed visits
from alumni and other old friends during
Reunion Weekend.

Women's and Gender
Studies
Laurie Finke joined the program this fall as
director and associate professor. Formerly a
member of the faculty at Lewis and Clark
College in Oregon, she holds a doctorate from
the University of Pennsylvania.
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Regional news
Boston

The Union Club of Boston was the setting for
this year's annual gathering of alumni, parents,
and friends of the Boston Regional Association
on Friday, October 2. Under the leadership of
Peter Groustra '89, the event was a success
with great food, drink, and company. The
assembled throng stopped talking among them
selves long enough to hear from Professor of
Political Science John Elliott, who spoke on
the timely topic of "The News Media and the
Presidential Election." Also visiting from Kenyon were Jacqueline Elliott Robbins '73, direc
tor of research and records, and M. Douglas
Campbell '91, assistant director of alumni and
parent affairs, who were on hand to answer
questions from those present about current
events on the Hill. The range in age of alum
ni and the strong representation of parents
provided ample opportunity for discussion of a
variety of College concerns and issues.

Cleveland
Twenty-one golfers teed up on Saturday, July
25, a beautiful day at Orchard Hills Golf
Course, for the Second Greater Cleveland
Kenyon Golf Outing of the Cleveland
Regional Association. Since it had already
been the rainiest July in Cleveland history, the
sunshine itself was cause for celebration. The
two-man scramble was won for the second
straight year by the team of Gio DiLalla '76
and Dan Hricko. Although they won handily,
the battle for second was ferocious, with six
teams finishing within four strokes of each
other. Nancy Alspach '93 won a Kenyon golf
umbrella for best pin shot, and DiLalla won the
same prize for long drive. After the round, the
golfers retired to a scenic picnic area for prizes,
sandwiches, and a few frothy beverages. Every
golfer won a prize, and everyone observed the
only tournament rule: "Have fun!"

E.L. Doctorow reads in support
of Rice Scholarship Fund

The Century Club in New York City was the
setting for a benefit for the Rice Endowed
Scholarship Fund on Wednesday, October 21.
Nearly eighty alumni, parents, and friends
attended the event, where novelist E.L.
Doctorow '52 read from his works as a tribute
to the late Philip Blair Rice and his wife,
Kathryn "Kitty" Clark Rice.
At 6:00 p.m., participants and guests
gathered for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres prior
to the reading, which was cosponsored by the
New York City Regional Association. John A.
Goldsmith '42 and James D. Logan '42, who
spearheaded the scholarship effort, were in
attendance with their wives. Other guests of
honor included the Rices' children, Evan B.
Rice '66 and Elise Rice Payne, who was
accompanied by her husband, Tom Payne, and
their children, Alan and Jeff Payne. Helen
Doctorow was also present as her husband
read.
At 7:00 p.m., President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
introduced Doctorow, one of America's most
celebrated writers. Doctorow began with an
anecdote about Philip Rice, who was one of his
teachers at Kenyon, lining up on his desk the
cigarettes he would smoke during each class.
Then Doctorow began reading from Loon luike,
a novel, and from "A Writer in the Family" in
Lives of the Poets, a collection of his stories and
a novella. By the end of the hour, many in the
audience were moved to tears as Doctorow
closed the evening with this story of a young
writer who struggles with the need to please
his family and his desire to be honest to himself

and the memory of his father.
The Rice Endowed Scholarship Fund honors
the memories of both Philip and Kitty Rice,
long-time members of the Kenyon faculty and
friends to generations of students.
Philip Rice came to the College in 1938 as
managing editor of the new Kenyon Review and
chair of the philosophy department. Over the
next two decades, he distinguished himself in
both positions, winning recognition in Life
magazine in 1941 as a leading scholar who also
shined as a teacher. He died in an automobile
accident in 1956.
President Jordan has called the Rice
Scholarship fund "an opportunity to honor one
of Kenyon's legendary thinkers, writers, and
teachers. The mind and the talent of Philip
Rice set standards among faculty members that
are still evoked today, thirty-five years after his
death."
Kitty Rice served as an art instructor at
Kenyon from 1946 through 1961-and as a
friend to the many students who passed
through her living room. After leaving the
College, she taught at Mount Union College
from 1963 until her retirement in 1976. She
died in 1991.
Contributions to the Rice Endowed
Scholarship Fund may be sent to J. Thomas
Lockard, Director of Capital Funds, Office of
Development, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio
43022-9623. Checks should he made payable
to Kenyon College, noting that the funds
should be applied to the Rice Endowed
Scholarship Fund.

*

Minneapolis'St. Paul
.*

The reorganization of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Regional Association was launched on Friday,
October 2, by Nicholas Franco '87, new presi
dent of the association, who issued an invita
tion to the one hundred sixty area alumni,
parents, and friends to attend a reception at
Bocce's in Butler Square and to begin discus
sions about organizing a steering committee.
Lisa Dowd Schott '80, director of alumni and
parent affairs, and J. Thomas Lockard '67,
director of capital funds, joined the gathering
of twenty-five alumni, who ranged in age from
Kate Klein '92 to Harry Gregg '48.
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New Haven
Alumni, parents, friends, and beautiful fall
colors welcomed President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
and M. Douglas Campbell '91, assistant
director of alumni and parent affairs, to the
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Ed Doctorow (left) with John Goldsmith (center) and Jim Logan
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Noteworthy
Receiving "persons strangely
undistinguished ..."
by Lisa Dowd Schott
'80
Director of Alumni and
Parent Affairs

V.
^ 5- \\

guished at first as a student in the presence of
such a gifted professor. What were Rice's
"complicated reasons" for receiving students so
warmly and making such an impact in their
lives that they are moved to remember him in
such significant ways years later?
The history of this Gamhier hilltop is rich
with the legacies of those who have made a
lasting impression on Kenyon students.
Certain names come up in the conversations of
alumni over and over again, such names as
Denham Sutcliffe and Gerrit Roelofs, Paul
Titus and Sam Cummings. And always it is a
similar feeling being recounted, one of
gratitude and deep respect for the people who
took the time to care and who had a special
gift that they shared generously. We don't
forget those people.
John Kushan, director and dean of admissions at Kenyon from 1958 until his death in
1987, was my Philip Blair Rice. I can recall in
vivid detail my admissions interview with him;
he was truly like no one I had ever met. He
both mortified me with his sharp wit and, as 1
can clearly see now, delighted me by making it
clear that he genuinely cared about me.
During my four years as a student, 1 visited
him often at his office. My roommates and 1
treated him to his first McDonald's fast food in
Newark, complete with a tablecloth and wine
glasses. The Ronald McDonald doll we
bought him to mark the occasion remained in
his bookcase until his death.
If ever 1 felt undistinguished, it was during
the entire college admissions process and my
freshman year. But John Kushan in his own
way was the rich industrialist greeting gang
sters to his camp. He had his reasons, com
plicated ones I'm sure, that I'll never know.
But what a difference he made in my life.
May we all remember those who did receive
us when we were "strangely undistinguished."
And may we all be grateful for their lasting
gifts.

In late October, I
attended a reading
it*.
that E.L. Doctorow
'52 offered from two of
his works-Loon Lake
and "A Writer in the
9H
i tFamily" from Lives of
the Poets-at a fundraising event in New York
City for Kenyon's Rice Endowed Scholarship
Fund. Both the event and the scholarship are
the result of the efforts of two of Rice's
appreciative students, college roommates John
A. Goldsmith '42 and James D. Logan '42, who
sought to honor their professor and his wife,
Karhryn "Kitty" Rice, in a meaningful way by
establishing the scholarship.
One of the passages Doctorow selected from
Loon Lake describes the visit of a group of
gangsters who are warmly welcomed to a rich
old man's camp in the Adirondacks. Doctorow
portrays the old man as an "industrialist of
enormous wealth" who "occasionally for
complicated reasons .. . received persons
strangely undistinguished." The description
was a powerful one for me because it captured
part of what 1 was feeling that evening. As
undistinguished as I felt in E.L. Doctorow's
presence, his reading was deeply moving and a
true gift to all of us present.
Upon reflection, however, I concluded that
Doctorow's reading may most importantly have
been a gift from him to a professor who
touched his life in a lasting way. Philip Blair
Rice, a professor of philosophy from 1938 to
1956, was by all accounts a teacher of rare
talent. Doctorow recounted several memories
of Rice that revealed both his affection and
respect for the man.
I wondered whether Doctorow felt undisrin-
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* The late John D. Kushan with Lisa Dowd Schott
(left) and Amy E. Powell '80.
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New Haven Regional Association gathering on
Friday, September 18. The mix of alumni and
parents allowed for healthy debate about
academic and social concerns, as well as
fundraising issues. Emily Resnik '85 was
instrumental in arranging for this assembly of
the Kenyon community in Connecticut. Her
parents, Lillian and John Resnik, were kind
enough to open their home to the group for
creative food and "Secret Punch" while Jordan
spoke on the current state of the College.

Portland (Oregon)
An active group of alumni, parents, and
friends came out to welcome President Philip
H. Jordan Jr., Sheila G. Jordan, and M.
Douglas Campbell '91, assistant director of
alumni and parent affairs, at the restored
Heathman Hotel in downtown Portland on
Thursday, November 5. The historic location
and the impressive spread of food and drink
were arranged tor by Thomas Guilbert P'95, a
member of the Parents Advisory Council.
Jordan spoke to the group about the present
state of the College and took questions from
the inquisitive group, which stimulated
discussion about academic and social life at
Kenyon. The many parents (and one student)
in attendance provided helpful insights into
current activities and issues at the College.

Seattle
More than thirty alumni, parents, and friends
of the Seattle Regional Association joined
together on Wednesday, November 4, at the
home of Pierce Scranton Jr. '68 in Issaquah,
Washington, to eat, drink, reminisce, and hear
from President Philip H. Jordan Jr.. Jordan
held a miniseminar on what makes a gotxl
college. The mixed group did not shy away
from tackling tough issues of academic and
social life, scholarship and teaching, and much
more. Sheila G. Jordan, who works in Ken
yon's Career Development Center and directs
the Ohio Poetry Circuit, and Douglas Camp
bell '91, assistant director of alumni and parent
affairs, were also present to talk about current
activities on the Hill. Thanks to the services
of J and L Catering (Jane and Tate Egger '66),
the reception was a complete success.

Upcoming events
Regional association activities have been
scheduled for the coming months in the fol
lowing cities on the indicated dates: Balti
more, Maryland (January 14); San Diego,
California (March 5); Orange County, Cali
fornia (March 4); Los Angeles, California
(March 5); San Franciso, California (March
6); Washington, D.C. (March 11); Indianapo
lis, Indiana (March 18); Pittsburgh, Pennsylva
nia (March 25); Western Massachusetts (April
2); Hartford, Connecticut (April 21); South
ern Connecticut (April 22); Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (April 22); Cleveland, Ohio
(April 23); Akron-Canton, Ohio (April 26);
Columbus, Ohio (April 30); and Detroit,
Michigan (May 6).
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Guest column
Report from the Alumni
Council
- ~V

by Thomas E.
Davidson '51
President, Alumni
Council 1992-93

In October, your
elected representa
tives on Kenyon's
Alumni Council met
during Homecoming
Weekend in Gambier
SI
for our annual fall
meeting. In addition to attending the football
game and listening to a discussion of the
College's current state of affairs by members of
the senior administrative staff, we had a
working session in an effort to start to deter
mine how we, as your elected representatives,
can he more responsive, how we can listen and
communicate better. Alumni Council mem
bers threw themselves into their assignments
with energy and enthusiasm. You have every
reason to be proud of the people you have
elected to represent you.
The specific areas at issue are overall
communication, interaction with the student
btxiy, response to the growing number of
special-interest alumni constituencies, and the
lingering concern of some of the Greek alumni
relative to current and proposed housing
policy. On Saturday morning of Homecoming
Weekend, Alumni Council members broke
into groups to examine what is now being done
in these areas; what, if anything, now being
done should be eliminated; and what we
should be doing that we are not doing now.
When we meet in February, we will start to
refine ideas that have bubbled to the surface
in order to begin to focus on specific sugges
tions.
Council is a diverse group representing the
alumni in a variety of categories and on a
variety of issues; we do not and should not
agree on everything. However, 1 continue to
be impressed with the way individual Alumni
Council members work together for the support
and improvement of the institution we all love.
In February, we will ask you to vote for new
members of Council and for alumni trustees.
Council candidates are John Goldsmith '42,
Maria Muto '75, Alice Cornwell Straus '75,
Becky Robbins-Penniman '76, Ellen Turner '80,
Alyssa Salomon '82, Emily Resnik '85, and
Stephanie Abbajay '87. Alumni trustee
candidates are Richard Baehr '69, Thomas
Moore '72, Marylen Marty-Gentile '74, and
John "Jake" Layton '77.
We continue to solicit your comments,
whatever they may be. Any communication
regarding Alumni Council affairs should be
directed to Lisa Dowd Schott '80, director of
alumni and parent affairs.
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Career Information Day
helps build bridges
to professional life
The Career Development Center (CDC)
recently conducted what may become an
annual event-a bridging, of sorts, between
undergraduate life and post-Kenyon opportuni
ties. On Tuesday, November 10, the Gdlege
celebrated its first Career Information Day,
gathering representatives from approximately
thirty businesses, government agencies, and
graduate and professional schools in Peirce
Great Hall to discuss their employment
openings and educational programs with
students.
Kenyon's first Career Information Day
brought together approximately two hundred
students, mostly seniors, and a number of
prospective employers, including the American
Red Cross, Andersen Gmsulting, Chubb
Insurance Group, Deloitte and Touche, First
National Bank of Chicago, Medimetrix Group,
Merck Human Health Division, the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency, and
Warner Cable Communications.
"Career Information Day was organized in
response to numerous employers' requests," says
Vicki Anelick Carney, assistant director of the
CDC and coordinator of the event. "Many
employers have been asking about career days
since on-campus interviews have been cut
from their budgets."
The need for such an event was well
documented. Knowing also that some
students wanted to pursue advanced degrees,
CDC staff members invited professional schtx>ls
to join the event.
They were represented by institutions as
diverse as Bank Street College Graduate
Schtxil of Education, Case Western Reserve
University's Schixil of Dentistry and its
Weatherhead School of Management, DePaul
University's Accountancy Program, Harding
Hospital's Clinical Internship in Art Therapy,
Miami University's Department of Architec
ture, Washington University's Schtxil of Social
Work, and Xavier University's Master's in
Business Administration Program.
The response from students and non-Kenyon
participants alike was very favorable. "Many
students commented on how the day benefited
them in learning about careers they hadn't
even considered," Carney notes. "Others
appreciated the opportunity to gain experience
in talking with professionals."
That some representatives were also Kenyon
alumni was particularly appealing to students.
"A few students even received interviews from
Career Information Day," says Carney.
Organizations and institutions of higher
learning that are interested in participating in
next year's Career Information Day arc
encouraged to write or call the Career
Development Center, 105 G>llege-Park Street,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-962 3 (telephone 614427-5165).

Development news
Kenyon Fund celebrates
fiftieth anniversary
The 1992-93 academic year marks the fiftieth
anniversary of the Kenyon Fund. Founded in
1942, revived in 1950, and operating continu
ously since 1962 (when it was revived a second
time by the late Robert H. Legg '39), the
Kenyon Fund has provided generations of
alumni with an opportunity to be active par
ticipants in financing the College's high stan
dards of quality in liberal-arts education. The
words of President Gordon Keith Chalmers in
a 1950 fund solicitation (when the goal was
$20,000) still apply: "A Kenyon education is
expensive. While numerous economies are
practiced, the standard of excellence must in
the long run decline it the necessary money is
not annually available
Last year, the Kenyon Fund broke all
existing records with a final total of $1.21
million, representing gifts from 44 percent of
the College's alumni. At their meetings
during Homecoming Weekend in October,
members of the Kenyon Fund Executive
Committee decided to prepare for even greater
success during the fund's next half-century
and set ambitious goals of $1.5 million in gifts,
with 50 percent participation for the 1992-93
campaign.
"I know that Kenyon's alumni and alumnae
can achieve these goals," says Jack Au '73,
chair of the 1992-93 Kenyon Fund. "We have
an alumni body that cares deeply about the
Gillege's future and a committed, hard
working group of volunteers.
"I would like to encourage everyone to come
our to our regional phonathons, among our
best opportunities for volunteers to get
involved. They also provide one of the best
ways to help Kenyon-and to have a lot of fun
while doing so." Au also urges donors to he
aware of matching-gift opportunities.
The Parents Fund and Resource Committee
of the Parents Advisory Counc il is pleased to
announce a $360,000 goal for its 1992-93
campaign. This marks a 15 percent increase
over last year's Parents Fund record of
$312,080.
While she notes that the goal is ambitious,
especially given the economic times, Suzanne
LeCompte P'94, chair of the Parents Fund,
believes it is attainable. "The Gillege has very
strong parent volunteers on the Parents Fund
and Resource Committee who are helping in
an advising capacity as well as soliciting other
parents," she says.
LeGimpte also says that the strength of the
volunteer group, combined with the Senior
Parent Challenge (a new initiative that
provides matching funds for parent gifts made
during the 1992-93 fund year) "will bring
encouraging results to this year's Parents
Fund."
51
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Hodgkinson scholarship
fund established
Laura Cabot Hodgkinson H'68, who died on
May 16,1991, bequeathed the sum of $40,000
to Kenyon for the establishment of an endowed
scholarship in her name.
"The Laura Cabot Hodgkinson Scholarship
Fund is a fitting memorial for one who devoted
her life to promoting and improving educational opportunities for women," said President
Philip H. Jordan Jr. in announcing the
bequest. "The Hodgkinson Scholarship Fund
will support future generations of Kenyon
students and encourage them to follow her
example of service."
An alumna of Smith College and a Boston,
Massachusetts, civic leader, Hodgkinson
presented the address at Founders' Day in
1967, when Kenyon announced its plans to
open the Coordinate College for Women. In
1968, she became the second woman to be
elected to the Kenyon Board of Trustees.
In May of that same year, the College
awarded her an honorary doctor of laws
degree. In the citation, President William G.
Caples praised her as "one who exemplifies the
spirit of service and the ideals of liberal
education."

Pew program awards
$95,000 for information^
technology initiatives
Strengthening Teaching and Learning in the
First Two Years, a program sponsored by The
Pew Charitable Trusts, has awarded $95,000 to
Kenyon to support initiatives focusing on use of
new information technologies in teaching and
learning in the first two years of college.
One of only seventeen grant recipients, the
College was among one hundred liberal-arts
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colleges invited by the Pew program to submit
proposals for innovative projects that would
make the initial undergraduate experience
more coherent and intellectually fulfilling.
Awards began at $50,000; the College was one
of eight institutions receiving the maximum
$95,000.
"Our ambitions for computing and other
information technologies have developed
rapidly over the last few years," President
Philip H. Jordan Jr. said in announcing the
grant. "This generous award will allow us to
pursue some exciting initiatives, especially
involving first-year students and sophomores
but extending naturally to all undergraduates,
to faculty members, and, we hope, to other
liberal-arts institutions."
Information technologies in the Kenyon
program will involve not only computers and
computer networks but also the use of
telecommunications and audiovisual systems.
In the first of two initiatives to be under
taken by the College, a number of faculty
members, guided by library and Information
and Computing Services (ICS) staff members,
will attend summer institutes to learn how to
use information technology to enhance the
effectiveness of their teaching of first-year and
sophomore courses.
Then, over the three-year grant period,
twenty student-faculty teams will engage in
collaborative course-development opportunities. Each summer, these teams will spend
three weeks working with the library and ICS
staffs to develop new or improved courses using
the information technology now available.
By the end of the grant period, nearly half of
the faculty will have participated in these
programs, with others encouraged to follow
their lead in using information technology in
their classrooms. Individuals and groups will
be eligible to apply for support of similar
initiatives through discretionary faculty
awards, teaching initiative grants, and
academic computing awards. The program is
designed to establish a pattern of collaboration
among faculty members, librarians, members of
the computing staff, and students.

Fink bequest establishes
lecture endowment
A bequest from Ruth K. Fink, who died in
September, will initiate a lecture series to
honor the memory of her late husband, a
Kenyon classics professor from 1946 through
1966.
The $20,000 bequest will establish the
Robert O. Fink Memorial Classics Lecture
Fund, with income to support a series of
lectures or colloquia to be arranged by the
Department of Classics.
Fink's will also provides $10,000 for the
College's Church of the Holy Spirit in
Gambier, the College chapel, with an
additional percentage of her estate to be gi ven
to Kenyon after the payment of other bequests.
"Ruth Fink's generous gift to this College

and its church not only demonstrates her own
affection for Kenyon," President Philip H.
Jordan Jr. said, "but it also allows us to
recognize the contribution made by her
husband to the intellectual life of this
community, itself an invaluable legacy.
"Her bequests to the historic Church of the
Holy Spirit and to the general welfare of
Kenyoe will enhance significantly the life of
the College," Jordan said.
Robert Fink, an internationally recognized
authority on ancient Greek and Latin texts,
which he deciphered from papyrus, retired
from the State University of New York at
Albany in 1976, returning to Gambier for
retirement. He died in 1988.

Adopt a video!
The Office of Admissions is offering
alumni, parents, and friends an opportunity
to provide a copy of the admissions video
Teachers, Mentors, Friends to the high
school (or schools) of their choice.
If you would like to sponsor a video, send
$7 per tape and specify the name of the
school. The admissions office will then
send a copy to the school's guidance office,
naming you as the donor.
Please write to John W. Anderson, Dean
of Admissions, Ransom Hall, Kenyon
College, Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623, and
enclose a check for $7 per tape, payable to
Kenyon College.

Housing policy
(Continued from page 13)
equity is guaranteed. However, no one
believed that all the memorabilia in the
lounges should be removed. As Gerard said,
"The memorabilia are an historical part of
Kenyon, and you can't deny that."
In all, it seemed as if we had a productive
conversation. We roamed over the policy from
every direction. We all agreed that the new
changes are going to make both sides happy,
and that it is a good compromise from all sides.
We hope to see that Kenyon adheres to the
new moratorium, and we hope to see housing
become a dead issue.

retraining, you interact very closely with your
patients."
According to Marchetti, the physicaltherapy field is constantly looking at theories of
motor recovery and neurological plasticity.
"We're interested in how the brain works, how
it's organized, and what causes the different
problems we see when there is a brain injury.
There are different approaches to treating
patients that have had specific neurological
damage, and those are constantly changing."
Marchetti says the latest approach is a theory
of motor control combined with revised
techniques to retrain patients. She explains
that the focus has started to change from being
specific about where you place your hands to
being less hands-on and showing or teaching
the patients what you want them to do.
The struggles of physical therapy are not
enough to overshadow the successes, even
triumphs, for Marchetti, who remains enthusi
astic about her career choice. "You always
leave school feeling like you're going to change
the world. I don't necessarily still feel that
way, but I do think that what I'm doing makes
an impact on people's lives."

Shelley Wharton, a sophomore from East Berlin
Connecticut, serves as Student Council's vice
president for student life for the 1992-93 academic
year. An African-American Scholar at Kenyon,
she is a Merit List student and a participant in
track and field.
Marguerite Bruce
(Continued from page 20)
among several metropolitan areas and will
continue to work in OB/GYN; the Navy, she
says, has a particular need in that area.
And she expects never to lose her fascina
tion with the interior of the human body. "It's
beautiful," she says, gesturing emphatically.
"Every time we open up the abdomen, it's
amazing to me; I think it's gorgeous. I have
this attending who says, 'All right. Marguerite,
just stop admiring the beautiful structure and
let's get to surgery because I've got to get out
of here today.'
"I really think it has to do with the liberal
arts. I kxik at a lot of things in terms of artistic
values. I look at everything as a whole, people
as a whole, situations as a whole, I just have
this holistic view; it's almost like I went to an
osteopathic school for medicine, bur I didn't,
so it must have been my Kenyon background."

A political-science major at Kenyon, Jennifer
Neiderhouser Hedden recently married Christo
pher Hedden, who photographed Maria Marchetti
for this article. Jennifer, a freelance writer and a
member of the Contributing Writers Group, and
Christopher live in Fairfax, Virginia.
Faculty profile
(Continued from page 41)
that individual, says Leccese. There are a
number of proven and promising treatments
that can be adopted. And education is often a
critical step.
"There are some incredibly negative
consequences of drug use that people need to
be aware of. And people will reduce their
drug use once they become convinced that
their drug use is bad for them," he says,
pointing to the decline in the number of
people who smoke cigarettes, drink caffeine,
and abuse alcohol.

Maria Marchetti
(Continued from page 23)
outside of the hospital, including within their
own homes. "For the patients that are here at
NRH for long periods, especially the braininjury patients, you become a part of their
world. Because the whole focus is on
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So Leccese the teacher, Leccese the
researcher, Leccese the drug-policy reformer
sees his role as one of presenting scientific
facts. "I feel the way to keep people healthy is
to provide them with true facts and real
information, not misinformation."
And today's youth, in his opinion, are
receiving a steady flow of mixed messages and
filtered data. "They are poorly informed," he
says. "Like most people, what they know about
drugs is what they've heard on television. They
hear from Geraldo and Oprah and George
Bush and William Bennett, who are not
pharmacologists. Many of them question it,"
says Leccese. "Many of them have had their
own drug experiences or know of people who
have had drug experiences, and they didn't
turn into raving monsters .... They know
what they're being told by the government isn't
the truth, and they want to know the truth."
Leccese tries to present the truth as he see
it. "Kenyon is very supportive," he says, "and
I'm very happy about that. The College
realizes^that, whereas this may not be a popular
position, that 1 have a right to that position."
Outside the classroom, outside the labora
tory, Leccese is involved in drug-related issues
as well. He is on a mission, whether it's
participating in a national candlelight vigil to
draw attention to the issue of mental illness, as
he did earlier this year in cooperation with the
Alliance for the Mentally III of Knox County;
speaking before the Ohio branch of NORML
(National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws); writing lyrics for "Urine Test
Me.r and other songs; participating in meet
ings sponsored by the Drug Policy Foundation,
a national organization dedicated to drugpolicy reform; or advising approximately thirty
students who are members of the Kenyon AntiProhibition League about the political
significance of adopting a highway-beautifica-

tion program. Leccese is a messenger.
His message: There are no simple answers to
drug use, but it's time we stopped blaming the
inanimate object and get on with examining
the human being.
Book reviews
(Continued from page 43)
land and herds, and liable now for a variety of
taxes, Africans of the Eastern Cape had little
recourse but to work for Europeans, if not on
their farms, then in the cities.
Not long after the violence of the middle
1850s had subsided, drought and lung-sickness
ravaged African herds still further and
impoverished the region's peasantry. In this
climate of despair, prophets emerged, the most
famous of whom was a fifteen-year-old girl.
She foretold that the People of the River,
mythical creator-ancestors, would return soon
to destroy the Europeans. Those who believed
in her vision had to show their faith by
destroying their com and cattle, however, and
many believed.
Most of us know South Africa as images of
Soweto rioting or perhaps of the diamond
mines that have swallowed countless African
lives. Crais presents a richly textured history
that gives depth to these images. Agrarian
and mercantile fortunes made in the Eastern
Cape helped to finance the mineral and
industrial revolutions of the late nineteenth
century. Surely Soweto's roots begin here, too,
with the sordid progression of slavery, debt,
dispossession, and repressive regulations. In
the mundane and surreptitious resistance of
reluctant servants, in the rage of burning and
plundering, and in desperate dreams of the
millennium, Crais invites us to read the
beginnings of African nationalism and of a
class struggle cloaked in racial garb.
-Rita S. Kipp, professor of anthropology

Managing Editor
The Kenyon Review
The Kenyon Review seeks a managing editor for one of America's most respected-and
innovative-literary quarterlies. The managing editor is responsible for production,
operations, personnel management, planning, administration, circulation, and fiscal
management. He or she oversees and coordinates copy editors, typesetters, proofreaders,
printers, and fulfillment and negotiates with new contractors or renegotiates contracts for
all of the above. The managing editor also monitors grants and contracts, writes final
grant proposals and contracts, and compiles final grant reports. In addition, he or she
prepares yearly budgets and breakdowns for each month and works to keep operations
within budget. B.A. and three years minimum related experience preferred.
The salary is commensurate with experience and the geographic area. Attractive
benefits include availability of a family-tuition package. Send cover letter, resume, and
three references to Marilyn Hacker, Editor, Kenyon Review, Kenyon College, Gambier,
Ohio 43022-9623. Mark envelope "Managing Editor Search." Review of applications
began December 1, 1992. Please, no telephone calls, no faxes, and no drop-ins!
The Kenyon Review,
as part of Kenyon College,
is an equal opportunity employer.
Applications from women and minorities are encouraged.
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Class notes
Editor's note: Members of classes for which no
class agent is listed should send their class
notes to:
Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier,Ohio43022-9623

'25

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier,Ohio43022-9623

Robert L. Thebaud writes that, since his
retirement in 1971, he and his wife, Margaret,
have lived in KimberlingCity, Missouri, a
retirement community in the Ozarks. They are
about twelve miles from Branson, "now an
active center for the country-music industry."
Bob, who is pleased to report that he is healthy
and active in community affairs, says he finds
time "to go fishing on beautiful Table Rock
Lake." His granddaughter, Barbara E. Hauff
'95, is presently attending Kenyon.

'27

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier,Ohio43022-9623

Edmund W. Westland reports that he has now
passed his ninetieth birthday. "I am always
interested to hear from and about Kenyon and
to talk about my wonderful experience there,"
writes Ed, who is retired and living in Jack sonville, Florida. "I still rise to'The Thrill.'" (In
case you missed it, there is an advertisement,
featuring Ed, for planned-giving programs on
page 37 of the August 1992 Bulletin.)

'28

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-962 3

D. Eugene Stamm writes, "When one gets
into the late eighties, activities become a bit
circumscribed, but reading, especially the class
notes for '28, doing crossword puzzles, watch
ing the btxib tube, playing some bridge, and so
on can be made to occupy one's time. Retire
ment-home living is quite different from when
one is earning the bread and butter, and it
certainly requires revised thinking about life."
Gene and his wife, Gertrude, live in Ormond
Beach, Florida.
Edward Southworth
4141 Williams Road, Route 1
Monrix:ville,Ohio44847

J
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60thReunion
F. Merrill Lindsay
1810 West Wood Street
Decatur, Illinois62522
Co-Agent: James W. Newcomer

William T. Hatcher reports he and his wife,
Ginger, have a new address. They are now
living at Garden Villas of Lexena, 9705
Monrovia, Apt. 346, Lexena, Kansas 66215.

'34
'35

John B. Tritsch
547 Old Plantation Road
Jekyll Island, Georgia 31520
Benjamin A. Park
1785 Pelican Way
Vero Beach, Florida 32963

'36

Robert P. Doepke
1228 Edwards Road
Cincinnati, Ohio45208

'37

Edmund P. Dandridge Jr.
4316 Galax Drive
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612

F. Eugene Diehl and his wife, Janet, cel
ebrated their fiftieth anniversary on August 5.
They traveled from their home in Sun City
Center, Florida, to New York City to visit the
Church of the Ascension, where they were
married. Gene and Janet then continued their
journey through the Berkshires, repeating their
original honeymoon trip. Finally, they vaca
tioned with their children in Skaneateles, New
York, where they lived from 1960 to 1980.
Robert F. Stamm reports he is busy nurturing
about three hundred fifty bushes and trees at
his home and on an adjacent lot. Having
recently rewritten the restrictive covenants for
the development where he lives, he is now
working on a technical paper for publication.
Bob says he "accidentally became airborne" a
while back and landed on the outside of his
left knee, but damage was minimal and he is
recovering. He and his wife, Isabel, live in
Sedona, Arizona.
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Fortunately, there was a teacher who spoke
English and knew the local history well." Jim
and Libby live in Akron, New York.

HI

Richard H. Stevens
812 Clifton Hills Terrace
Cincinnati, Ohio45220
Co-Agent: George T. Lytle

H2

Arthur M. Cox Jr.
930-A Liverpool Circle
Leisure Village West
Lakehurst, New Jersey 08733

Rev. William R. Cook informs us he recently
retired as a priest of the Catholic Diocese of
Cleveland, Ohio, where he served as assistant
director of Catholic Charities. Bill is now cooperator of Opus Dei, a papal agency centered
in Rome. His current address and telephone
number are 5817 Archmere Drive, Cleveland,
Ohio44144,216-661-1802.

H3

Carl Djerassi returned to Kenyon in October
to speak about creativity in science and fiction
and his experience with careers in both fields.
He was accompanied by his wife, Diane WtxxJ
Middlebr(X)k, who is also a noted author and a
professor of English at Stanford University,
where Carl is a member of the chemistry
faculty. In addition to individual discussions
about their work, Carl and Diane held a joint
discussion on the topic of creativity. They live
in San Francisco, California.
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55 th Reunion

Jay C. Ehle

2 Windsor Court
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

'39

Mason H. Lytle Jr.
1212 Laurclwood Road
Dayton, Ohio 4 5409

HO

Lawrence G. Bell Jr.
10129 Ford Road
Pe rrysbu rg, Ohio 4 3 5 51

Theodore J. Wende writes that he and his
wife, Libby, cruised the Baltic Sea in June,
with stops in port cities of the countries of
Estonia, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
and Russia. Jim says they arrived in Estonia
the day it changed its currency from the ruble,
"affording us a rare opportunity to witness
history in the making." After the cruise, the
Wendes ventured by car into the former East
Germany in search of Jim's great-great
grandfather's castle in Gebelzig, forty miles
east of Dresden, and discovered it is now used
as a school. "The village people were as
excited to see us as we were to see them.

50th Reunion
Maier M. Driver
17896Captain'sCove
Lakewood, Ohio44107

Judson F. Chase
13726 Strathaven Drive
Matthews, North Carolina 28105

Richard H. Timberlake Jr. informs us he
recently finished a book that will be published
by the University of Chicago Press in 1993.
The work is entitled Monetary Policy in the
United States: An Institutional and Intellectual
History. Richard, who has retired from his
position as professor of economics at the
University of Georgia, is living with his wife,
Hildegard, in Bogart, Georgia.

H7

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Rev. George P. Timberlake reports he is
serving as full-time Protestant chaplain in the
historic U.S. Soldier's and Airmen's Home in
Washington, D.C. He works in the long-term
nursing facility, where he says his major
concerns are the chronically and critically ill,
bioethical issues, and alcoholism. "1 work in a
collegia! setting with health-care providers
and conduct worship and preach every week,"
writes George, who lives with his wife,
Patricia, in Germantown, Maryland.
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45 th Reunion
David Harbison
640 Dartmoor
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

Richard G. Taggart writes that he retired
from Avco Corporation on July 1. "1 now enjoy
loafing and spending time with our three
grandchildren." Richard, who currently lives
in Monroe, Connecticut, with his wife, Doris,
says they will probably move south within the
year. Domnern Garden reports he has opened
a new legal practice, Pacific Legal Group,
along with Paul G. Russell '50, in Bangkok,
Thailand. The firm of lawyers and consultants
will practice and counsel in the area of
international investment, as well as in
commercial, environmental, and financial law.
Domnern and Paul believe it is the only firm in
Thailand (and possibly all of Asia) with two
Kenyon graduates affiliated. They note that
any travelers to Bangkok are encouraged to
visit.

'49

Donald W. Ropa
4960 Sentinel Drive, Apt. 101
Bethesda, Maryland 20816

Rev. Canon James C. Wattley reports he
retired in January 1991 and returned to
Mandeville, Louisiana. Jim and his wife,
Patricia, also live part-time in the Cayman
Islands, where Jim continues to enjoy scuba
diving. Charles D. Williams III tells us he is
retired "for the second time," although he still
maintains a small consulting firm. He and his
wife, Barbara Hobbis, divide their time among
Indiana, Florida, and Bermuda. Chuck says he
has gotten involved in wildlife photography,
which has taken him and Barbara to Africa
several times and around the world five times.
"Our daughter lives in Asia, which gives us a
good reason to head there every year."

^Q

Louis S. Whitaker
Principio Recess
Route 1, Box 338
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

Paul G. Russell informs us he has opened a
new legal practice, Pacific Legal Group, along
with Domnern Garden '48, in Bangkok,
Thailand. The new firm of lawyers and
consultants will practice and counsel in the
area of international investment, as well as
commercial, environmental, and financial law.
Paul and Domnern believe it is the only firm in
Thailand (and possibly all of Asia) with two
Kenyon graduates affiliated. Travelers to
Bangkok are invited to visit.
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Will Pilcher
1248 North Street
Santa Rosa, California 95404

Lewis E. Weingard and his wife, Paula, led an
expedition down the Allegheny, Ohio, and
Mississippi rivers from their home in Tionesta,
Pennsylvania, to New Orleans, Louisiana,
during the spring and early summer. They
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traveled the twenty-one hundred miles on a
flatboat, which they built, and a houseboat,
which they bought. "We are now engaged in
making short videos and writing about the
experience, which traced routes my nine
teenth-century ancestors used to trade on the
rivers," writes Lewis, who welcomes any infor
mation about similar trips. The Weingards
can be contacted at Starr Route 1, Box 20,
Tionesta 16353.
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William W. Wenner
1316 Petersville Road
Brunswick, Maryland 21716
Co-Agent: Robert L. Hesse

F. Reed Andrews Jr. reports he is getting close
to retiring from Butcher and Singer, but he is
still racing sports cars and playing tennis.
Reed, who lives in Moreland Hills, Ohio, with
his wife, Barbara, says he has recently begun to
play golf, too. George A. Tbeophanis informs
us he has recently retired from Avco Corpora
tion's research laboratories, where he worked
for thirty-four years. "I'm now doing consult
ing work (when I can get it), sailing, and
enjoying life with my two grandchildren, ages
seven and eight." George and his wife, Susan,
now live at 86 West Street, Reading, Massachusetts01867.
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40th Reunion
R.S. (Dick) Harrison
422 Wards Corner Road
Loveland, Ohio 45140

James F. Hoyle represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Sandra Packard as president of
Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan,
on November 13. Jim, who is a professor of
English at Oakland, and his wife, Jane, live in
Rochester. Jerome D. Reese and his wife,
Claire, have moved from their Long Beach
residence to 1391 Avenue West J4, Apt. 204,
Lancaster, California 93534. Their new
telephone number is 805-723-7458. Capt.
Lawrence H. Taylor Jr., who retired from the
U.S. Navy in 1984, writes that he has been
working at a Portsmouth, Virginia, ship-repair
firm as chief engineer and program manager.
He and his wife, Ann, are grandparents of one
grandson and three granddaughters. The
Taylors live in Chesapeake, Virginia.
Marshall N. Terry Jr. informs us he is writing
a seven-novel family-historical series called
Northway. So far he has published Tom
Northway (1991), My Father's Hands (1992),
and New Creations (due out in spring 1993).
Marshall is also the president-elect of the
faculty senate at Southern Methodist Univer
sity in Dallas, Texas, where he lives with his
wife, Toni.
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Richard R. Tryon
2 Moraine Court
Champaign, Illinois 61821

'55

Lewis C. Leach
3908 Versailles Drive
Tampa, Florida 33634

Edward T. Rhodes writes that he retired from
Washington Metro in February and started a
service company, WMR Services, "which
provides consultation support for government
contractors, manages facilities, and provides a
full range of administrative services." Ed lives
in Silver Spring, Mary land. Alan R. Spievack
reports he is still practicing and teaching
surgery in Boston and at Harvard University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. He and his wife,
Joanne Watson, whom he married in June
1987, announce the birth of a daughter,
Julianna Spievack, in March. Alan notes that
his older daughter, Bowen, will be ready for
college in a year-"Maybe Kenyon T Alan and
Joanne live in Watertown, Massachusetts.
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E. Christian Schoenleb
519 Cloverleaf Court
Naperville, Illinois60565

Paulen A. Smith represented Kenyon at the
Second Century Convocation at Ithaca
College in New York on September 18.
Paulen, who is a professor of physics at the
college, lives with his wife, Gwen, in Ithaca.
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Donald A. Fischman
450 East 63rd Street, Apt. 11L
New York, New York 10021

According to an article in In These Times,
James D. Morgan, vice chair of International
Architects, Designers, and Planners for Social
Responsibility (Arc Peace), was in attendance
at the Earth Summit last June in Brazil as the
result of an arrest and community-service
sentence for protesting a new naval base slated
for Staten Island, New York. Throughout the
summit-planning process, he worked to see
that militarism and military spending would be
on the agenda. "You can't solve environmen
tal problems if you don't stop spending money
on weapons," Jim says. His focus at the
summit, however, was meeting with interna
tional environmentalists rather than politi
cians. "I'm not terribly worried about going to
the official proceedings .... I just want them
to know that there are some architects and
planners who care for decency and the
equitable distribution of world resources." Jim,
who lives and works in Brooklyn, New York,
teaches at Pratt Institute. Henry J. Steck
reports he attended the thirty-fifth reunion
and found it "rewarding, thought-provoking,
and complex in the inner reactions 1 had."
Henry, a professor of political science at the
State University of New York at Cortland, lives
in Cortland with his wife, Janet. Vernon
Powell Woodward tells us he is enjoying his
work as a consultant to nonprofit organizations
in the fields of education, environment, and
historic preservation. Powell lives in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts.
j ** Q
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35th Reunion
Jon P. Barsanti
12743 North Yvonne Drive
Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
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Homecoming visit awakens memories
of "Bean Dailey"

59

On September 26,1 returned to campus
precisely what he said, but it was both
for Homecoming Weekend 1992. As 1 sat firm and effective. It was also very
before majestic Old Kenyon, an abun
complimentary of me. I very quickly
dance of thoughts drifted through my
received a letter of acceptance from the
mind, like the random leaves tumbling
University of Wisconsin.
across the south lawn. It seemed incon
I stopped by the dean's office to express
ceivable that it had been thirty-five years
my gratitude for his intercession on my
since I matriculated at Kenyon. So much
behalf. He was more than gracious.
had happened in the interim! And yet
Playing down his own part in the matter,
there were memories of my college years
he smiled and said: "Nothing more than
that seemed as sharp, as vivid, as the
simple justice!"
weather vanes etched against the blue
I recognize we live in an age of antihesky behind Old Kenyon. One of those
roes. Yet through my memory strides a
memories has a special significance to
giant, a man of great compassion, of
me-one I would like to share with others
unyielding commitment to all of us who
who did not have the good fortune to
chose to labor with him in the vineyards
know the gentleman we students rather
of the mind. Frank Bailey never thought
irreverently called "Bean Dailey."
of himself. He lived a life in service to
Frank Edgar Bailey was dean of the
others and to the institution he loved
College during my years at Kenyon. In
with a fierce devotion that none of us
fact, he had served as acting president in
who knew him will every forget. As I
the interim between the presidencies of
write this, I am moved to great sadness by
Gordon Keith Chalmers and F. Edward
the recognition that there are many
Lund. Dean Bailey was an imposing man
people who, in the course of their
-white hair, very tall. He stormed about
individual lives, never come to know a
campus with a ground-eating gait that
"Bean Dailey!"
was only slightly impeded by a noticeable
-Daniel O. HoUand '61
limp. In my naivete, I asked an upperclassman the reason for the dean's obvi
Daniel Holland, who holds a doctorate from
ous affliction. "He had a broken leg, but,
American University, is founder and
when the fire broke out in Old Kenyon,
president of Holland and Associates of
he ignored his injury and pulled boys from
Chelsea, Michigan. He lives in Grass Lake,
the fire. It left him with a permanent
Michigan.
limp." In that instant, Dean Bailey
im
became a larger-than-life figure to me. I
remember how in awe I always was of the
man, despite his obvious efforts to make
me feel comfortable in his presence.
Then one day I needed his help. I was
JI
more than a little apprehensive about
asking for it. But I had no choice. It
seems that the University of Wisconsin,
in considering my application to graduate
school, chose to play some kind of
senseless academic game with my GPAone which left me slightly short of their
!
admission requirement. I was denied
admission.
I was ushered into the dean's richly
paneled office. I explained my situation
to Dean Bailey and asked timorously "is
there something that you can do to ... T'
He enveloped the telephone with a
gigantic hand and engaged the dean of
the University of Wisconsin Graduate
School in an animated and largely one
sided conversation. I don't recall
Frank Bailey

w
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Howard N. Stevenson Jr.
^14 Beverly Road
Circleville, Ohio 43113

Richard A. Dickey was recently elected to the
board of directors of the American Association
of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE). A staff
member at Frye Regional Medical Center and
Catawba Memorial Hospital in North Carolina,
he serves as an instructor in endocrinology and
metabolism at the Bowman Gray School of
Medicine of Wake Forest University. Richard
was a member of the steering committee that
organized the AACE, with the goal of
improving care for endocrine patients and
advocating wider utilization of endocrinolo
gists, physicians who treat hormonal disorders
and diseases of metabolism. He and his wife,
Margaret, live in Statesville, North Carolina.
Robert F. Neff was chosen as an outstanding
teacher in a Tandy Technology competition
that makes awards to one hundred outstanding
computer-science, mathematics, and science
teachers across the country. Bob teaches
physics at Suffern High School in Suffern, New
York, where he lives with his wife, Zsuzsanna.
His daughter, Amanda K. Neff '93, will
graduate from Kenyon in May.

'60

Lamar M. Hill
5066 Berean Lane
Irvine, California 92715

John M. Anderson was invested as a Knight of
Honour and Merit by his Royal and Imperial
Prince Highness Robert, Seventy-fourth Prince
Grand Master of the Imperial Russian Order of
St. John. The investiture rook place at the
Grand Chancellery of the Imperial Russian
Order of St. John of Jerusalem Ecumenical
Foundation, Knights of Malta. A senior
partner of Peck, Shaffer, and Williams law firm
of Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, John also
raises Highland cattle in Owen County,
Kentucky, and Licking County, Ohio. He is
currently developing a program to assist the
Adolph Meyer Center for Neurological Disease
at Johns Hopkins University. John lives in
Cincinnati. J. Thomas Moore writes that he
and his wife, Carol, are retiring to work on
photography, writing, and selling antiques and
paper collectibles. "It's wonderful!" "TTieir
new address is Route 3, Box 350, Perkins,
Oklahoma 74059.
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Patterson H. Travis
4791 Pinehurst Drive
Naperville, Illinois60563

According to the Idaho Press-Tribune, Philip S.
Hanni recently began his pastoral ministry with
the United Methodist Church of Caldwell,
Idaho. He previously served churches in Ohio
and Oregon. Phil and his wife, Erin, are living
in Caldwell. Patterson "Pete" Travis reports
Timothy Fuller has been promoted to college
dean at Colorado College. He will continue in
his position as chair of the political science
department there. Tim, who received an
honorary doctorate from Kenyon in 1983, and
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his wife, Kalah, live in Colorado Springs. Pete
also reports that John W. Snow is now chair,
chief executive officer, and president of CSX
Corporation. CSX is the parent holding
company for the American Commercial Lines,
the C&.O Railway, and Sea-Land. John and
his wife, Carolyn, live in Richmond, Virginia.
^2
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James G. Carr
4525 Wedgewood Court
Toledo, Ohio 43615
Co-Agent: Paul C. Heintz
30th Reunion
Neal M. Mayer
8305 Burdette Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

Lester D. Alford informs us he became the
Northwest regional director of Habitat for
Humanity International, the ecumenical hous
ing ministry that helps low-income families
build their own homes. He is responsible for
the work of all habitat affiliates in Alaska,
Idaho, Montana, and Washington. Les writes,
"This is quite a change from flying fighters in
the U.S. Air Force, but it's equally exciting!"
He and his wife, Judith, live in Bend, Oregon.
Graham D. Gund was featured in a Septem
ber 27 article in The Providence Sunday Journal
commenting on the design of Capital Center in
Providence, Rhode Island, where he spent the
1963-64 academic year as a student. The
article also mentioned his work for "This Old
House" on the Public Broadcasting System, for
which he redesigned a 1958 ranch house in
Lexington, Massachusetts, into a two-storv
dwelling. Graham and his wife, Ann, live in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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David A. Schmid
237 Brigantine Circle
Norwell, Massachusetts 02061

John J. Camper and his wife, Mary Galligan,
announce the birth of their son, Joseph
Galligan Camper, on August 10, 1992. John
reports his other child, Sarah (eighteen), is a
_• - sophomore at the University of Illinois. John
adds, "Mary and I are starting a new organiza
tion called 'Parents Too Late.'" The Campers
live in River Forest, Illinois. P. Frederick
Kluge has won the Paul Cowan Nonfiction
Award for 1991 from the Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers Writers and Readers for his
book The Edge of Paradise: America in
Micronesia. The work, which was reviewed in
the August 1991 Bulletin, "brings the islands to
life in a book of travel, politics, and people." A
Peace Corps volunteer in Micronesia from 1968
to 1969, Fred now lives in Evanston, Illinois,
with his wife, Pamela Hollie. He also teaches
literature and writing courses at Kenyon.
Martin McKerrow reports he has moved from
New Jersey to Paris, France, after assuming the
position of chief executive officer of a jointventure company of Neuherger and Berman
(with whom he is a partner) and Banque
Nationale de Paris. He and his wife, Toni, are
making the most of their weekend opportuniKCAB

ties to travel Europe, and he finds it an
exciting time to be there, "with the rapid pace
of political change overshadowed by the
difficult economic environment and turbulent
politics." Martin notes that he and Toni spent
a "wonderful week" with David E. Schon and
his wife, Martha, at their summer home in
Nantucket before heading for France. The
McKerrows' new address is 26 Rue de Martignac, 75007 Paris, France. Henry S. Pool
informs us he married Linda Acheson this year.
His oldest child, Laura, a Colgate University
graduate, is working in the marketing
department of a San Francisco, California,
publishing house; Heather, his middle child, is
a senior at Smith College; and Russell, his
youngest child, is a first-year student at Lehigh
University. Henry is still practicing law in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, as president of
Tucker Arensberg, a fifty-plus-lawyer firm. He
and Linda live in Mount Lebanon, Pennsylva
nia. According to a news release from the San
Francisco Film Society, Peter Scarlet has
received one of France's highest civilian
honors, the Chevalier of the Order of Arts and
Letters. The award is given to people who
have distinguished themselves "by their
creations in the artistic or literary domain or by
the contributions they have brought to the
spread of arts and letters in France and the
world." Peter, who lives in San Francisco, is
director of the San Francisco International
Film Festival. Raymond W. Sposet reports
he has been appointed administrative director
of secondary instruction for the Parma City
School District, the tenth largest in Ohio. Ray
lives with his wife, Barbara, and son, Michael
(fifteen), in Seven Hills, Ohio. Michael H.
Terry writes that his restaurant, Elizabeth on
37th, was recently named one of the top
twenty-five restaurants in America by Food and
Wine magazine. Michael, his wife, Elizabeth,
and their daughters, Alexis (nineteen) and
Celeste (twelve), live in Savannah, Georgia.
^35

Edward W. Pettigrew
8425 S.E. 82nd Street
Mercer Island, Washington
98040

Gene E. Little was recently named vice
president of finance at the Timken Company
in Canton, Ohio. After earning a master's
degree at Dartmouth College, he joined the
company in 1967 as a sales administration
trainee, rising to become treasurer and an
elected company officer in 1990. Gene
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Richard J. Mucowski as president of Walsh
College in Canton on October 17. Gene and
his wife, Sally, live in Canton. Douglas F.
Mayer represented Kenyon at the inaugura
tion of Richard A. Detweiler as president of
Hartwick College in Oneonta, New York, on
October 3. Doug, who is professor of manage
ment at Hartwick, lives with his wife, Susan,
in Oneonta. Alexander A. Valchuk reports
he was recently elected chair of the Tampa
Bay group of the Sierra Club. Alex and his
wife, Karen, live in Tampa, Florida.
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Denis B. Pierce
1231 Oak Avenue
Evanston, Illinois60202
Co-Agent: Carl S. Mankowitz
John W. Stewart Jr.
2525 Brookwood Drive
Flossmoor, Illinois60422

David H. Bradford represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Jerry Sue Owens as president
of the Cuyahoga Community College District
on October 1. Accompanying him was his
father, William Bradford *43. David, presi
dent of Iron Works Corporation, lives in
Chagrin Falls, Ohio. James W. Ceaser has
been named the Henry Salvatori Professor of
Political Philosophy and American Constitu
tionalism at Claremont McKenna College
(CMC), Claremont, California. Before accept
ing the CMC position, he had served on the
faculty of the University of Virginia since 1975.
His publications include Liberal Democracy and
Political Science; American Government: Origins,
Institutions, and Public Policy; and Reforming the
Reformers. Last summer, Jim visited South
Africa, where he advised officials writing the
country's constitution.
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25 th Reunion
Howard B. Edelstein
48 Lyman Circle
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
Co-Agent: William E. Bennett

It seems the administrative staff of the
Pennington School is monopolized by Kenyon
alumni. Working alongside Headmaster
Stephen L. Bowers is Assistant Director of
Development Sarah D. Van Oosterhout '85,
who took over from Julia Lyon Borden '83.
Pennington is an independent school in
Pennington, New Jersey. Androgyne Books is
publishing Azrael, the second collection of
poems by artist, poet, and translator Geoffrey
A. Cook. Geoffrey lives in Berkeley, Califor
nia. Thomas A. Doepkin was one of three
artists whose work was displayed at the
Oglebay Institute Stifel Fine Arts Center in
Wheeling, West Virginia, in August as part of
an exhibit entitled "The Object of Invention."
Curator Michael Zallar explained, '"The
Object of Invention' is a play on words.
'Object' may refer to the actual physical
structural art object, or it can mean the
reasoning purpose behind the physical piece."
Tom is an instructor of art at Ohio University
at Belmont. According to the Sioux City
Sunday Journal, John H. Greller has been
named vice president of development at
Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa, a
position he assumed in August. Since 1988,
John had worked as director of development at
Words of Hope in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Ronald Long informs us of the recent
publication of his first book, AIDS, God, and
Faith. In addition, he was scheduled to be the
respondent for papers delivered before the Gay
Men's Issues in Religion Group of the
American Academy of Religion at itsconven57

tion in San Francisco, California, in November.
Ron continues to serve as an adjunct assistant
professor at Hunter College in New York City,
where he also works as a personal trainer in a
gym and tends bar a bit. Mark E. Sullivan
writes that he served a two-week tour of active
duty in the U.S. Army Reserve in June at the
Pentagon and in Charlottesville, Virginia,
working on a software program for wills and
separation agreements. With a completed
videotape on separation and divorce for the
Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, he is now
working on tapes on military pension division
and child support. Mark, his wife, Teresa, and
their children, Greg and Anne, live in
Raleigh, North Carolina. Jack D. Train
reports: "For the next year, 1 am on assignment
to Midtown Manhattan, completing the most
magnificent hotel to be built there since the
Waldorf. The Regent (soon to be called the
Four Seasons) is between Park and Madison on
57th Street." Jack, who is a real-estate
developer, lives in Great Falls, Virginia, but he
can currently be reached in New York City at
212-955-9330.
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Barry P. Goode
^15 Cypress Point Road
Richmond, California 94801
Co-Agent: Gerald B. Ellsworth

John J. Pallet represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Susan Resneck Parr as
president of the University of Puget Sound on
September 11. Jack lives in Tacoma, Washing
ton. Stephen R. Sant has been named
president and chief executive officer of Beaver
Trust Company in Beaver, Pennsylvania. He
formerly served as president and chief
executive officer at First Federal of Western
Pennsylvania. Stephen, who lives in Hermit
age, Pennsylvania, is a director of both Penn
Northwest Development and the Mercer
County Division of the Pennsylvania Economy
League. Thomas E. Ulrich reports he retired
from the Pentagon in July after twenty-one
years in the U.S. Air Force. He and his wife,
Susan, who enjoyed a "wonderful" trip to
Maine revisiting their first assignment, are now
settling into civilian life in the Washington,
D.C., area. Tom has joined the staff of the
Defense Manpower Data Center, where he will
direct manpower research and data analysis in
support of the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Congressional committees, and other
agencies.
J rn
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Stephen T. Scott
6310DarbyWay
Spring, Texas 77389
Co-Agent: Janrfts E. Nininger

Neil S. Hackworth, mayor of Shelbyville,
Kentucky, since 1982, was the subject of a
recent article in Business First, a weekly
newspaper from Louisville, Kentucky. He is
credited with stimulating economic develop
ment in the area, both as mayor and as one of
three founders, in 1985, of the Shelhyville
Development Corporation. Formerly a lawyer,
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Neil gave up his practice the same year he was
elected in order to take over the family
insurance business. Murray Horwitz
delivered the address at Kenyon's Commence
ment in May, where he was awarded an
honorary doctorate (see the 1991-92 Annual
Report). Currently director for cultural
programming at National Public Radio in
Washington, D.C., he is best known as the
originator, coauthor, and associate director of
the award-winning Ain't Misbehavin,one of
the longest-running musicals in Broadway
history. In 1990, Murray presented his oneman show, An Evening with Sholom Aleichem, at
the College. Robert A. Strong reports he was
recently named William Lyne Wilson Professor
of Politics at Washington and Lee University
in Lexington, Virginia. His new book,
Decisions and Dilemmas: Case Studies in
Presidential Foreign Policy Making, was recently
published by Prentice Hall. Bob lives with his
wife, Elaine, and their daughter, Emily
(eighteen months), in Lexington.

Granville. Douglas B. Thomson and Lucinda
Neff Thomson report they recently completed
an extensive rebuilding of an old farmhouse
now surrounded hy a suburban subdivision. "A
recent weekend in New York with Bray S.
Ficken, Robert Horowitz, and Peter M.
Bloomfield was bizarre-and most enjoyable."
Doug, Lucinda, and their sons Duncan and
Spencer live in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Betsy I. Upton-Stover writes, "I'm looking
forward to returning for our twentieth reunion
next spring! Meanwhile, I'm husy with my
husband, George 'Woody' Stover, and our four
growing children, Hallie (ten), Beckley
(eight), Bo (six), and Upton (two). I'm also
the president of Ele's Place, a children's center
for embracing loss effectively-named for our
daughter, Ele, who died in 1989." Ele's Place,
a nonprofit group providing peer support for
grieving children and their families following
the death of a family member or important
friend, welcomes donations at Box 225, East
Lansing, Michigan 48826.
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Cynthia A. Cole
209 Warwick Road
Haddonfield, New Jersey 08033
Co-Agents: Chester E. Blackey
III, Kim Mayhew Blackey
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James C. Price
104 Hunter Drive
Newfield, New Jersey 08344
Thomas R. Moore
5814 Wayne Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206

Robert S. Schine represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of John McCardell Jr. as presi
dent of Middlebury College in Vermont on
September 20. Bob, a professor of religion at
the college, lives in Middlebury. Jeffrey A.
Wolin reports he has received a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in photog
raphy for 1992-93. He will use the award to
continue his project of photographic portraits,
with text, of Holocaust survivors. Jeff is asso
ciate professor of photography at the Indiana
University School of Fine Arts in Bloomington,
where he and his family make their home.
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20th Reunion
Steven A. Fineberg
8 Primrose Lane
West Long Branch, New Jersey
07764
Co-Agents: Marcia Barr Abbott, Thomas P.
Stamp
Gregory Andorfer was back in the cosmos
this fall as executive producer of Space Age, a
six-part Public Broadcasting System (PBS)
documentary about the exploration of the
universe by earthlings. The series is produced
by WQED in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where
Greg is vice president for national program
ming. Among his other production credentials
for PBS are Cosmos, Planet Earth, and Infinite
Voyage. Kay Koeninger, formerly curator of
the galleries of the Claremonr Colleges in
California, has been named an assistant pro
fessor of art at Denison University in Gran
ville, Ohio. Kay's husband, Scott Warren, is
the university's new dean of students. Kay,
Scott, and their son, David, are living in
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Allan D. Lauer has been elected to fellowship
in the American College of Physicians (ACP),
the professional organization of internists.
Fellowship in ACP is an honorary designation
that recognizes scholarly and professional
achievements in internal medicine. Allan is a
member of the Brockton (Massachusetts)
Hospital medical staff, co-medical director of
the Brockton Regional Dialysis Center and a
partner with associates in Nephrology of
Brockton, a private practice. He and his
family live in Wellesley, Massachusetts.
Stephen C. Thompson writes that he has won
the B.G. Lamme Scholarship for the 1992-93
academic year to study biomedical engineering
at Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio. Steve lives in Chagrin Falls,
Ohio, with his wife, Jo Anne, and their sons,
Douglas (nine) and Mark (six). Lawrence A.
Towers reports he has left teaching at
Marquette University to start his own lawpractice in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Lawrence
says his practice will be "devoted exclusively
to civil litigation." Vickery Trinkaus-Randall
writes that she has been promoted to associate
professor of biochemistry at Boston University.
She has been invited to lecture in both Paris
and the United States on her work on
synthetic corneas. Her children, Jennifer
(eight) and Christopher (four), "love skiing
and are really into sports." Vickery, her
husband, Gregor, and the kids live in
Maynard, Massachusetts.
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Donna Bertolet Poseidon
4986 Walther Circle
Kettering, Ohio45429
Co-Agents: S. Blake Axtell,
Linda Dickinan Findlay, Deborah A. Jansen,
Mary Kay Karzas, William D. Lindenmuth
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Daryl Anne Gernert, also known as Anne
Catteil, married Luis Encarnacion Campos at
the Rainbow Room in New York City on July 2.
Mary Kay Karzas was in attendance. The
bride, who will now be known as D. Anne
Campos, is director of policy studies and
funded research for the Faculty of Arts and
Science at New York University. The groom is
a freelance artist involved in housing preserva
tion and development for the City of New
York. Anne and Luis are living in Manhattan.
Jeffrey Longcope married Beth Ann Mooney
(Middlebury College, Columbia Teachers
College) in Greenwich, Connecticut, on
February 7. Jeff is a managing editor at
Executive Enterprises Publications in New
York City, while Beth Ann is the education
manager at Sports Illustrated for Kids there.
They are living in Manhattan. Avis I. Minger
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Mary Alice Muellerleile as president of Holy
Names College in Oakland, California, on
October 1. Avis lives in Oakland. Artwork by
J. Matthew Schley was displayed on Septem
ber 20 at the Downtown Jersey City Artists'
Studio Tour. More than one hundred artists
opened their homes or studios or hung work in
galleries for the free tour, in which just about
every visual medium and style could be found,
according to the Jersey Journal. Matthew, who
teaches at Bronx Community College and lives
in Jersey City, exhibited narrative watercolors.
Sara A. Washam reports she is now in her
sixteenth year of teaching Latin at Thornton
Academy in Saco, Maine. "My most recent
adventure was traveling almost ten thousand
miles around the country by motorcycle." Sally
lives in Portland, Maine. Thomas W. Wilson
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Francis E. Hazard as president of Urbana
University in Ohio on October 29. Tom is a
lawyer in Springfield, Ohio, where he makes
his home.
^
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The political cartoons of Pulitzer Prize-winner
James M. Borgman were on display from late
September until November 15 at the Southern
Ohio Museum in Portsmouth. In an article in
the Portsmouth Daily News, Jim says of political
cartooning, "The difficult part isn't drawing,
it's keeping up with the news and staring at
that blank piece of paper." Gregory W.
Kirkpatrick, executive director of the Food
Bank of North Carolina in Raleigh, was named
"Tar Heel of the Week" by the News and
Observer for his work at the collection center
in the wake of Hurricane Andrew. He has
been executive director of the bank since
1985. Greg, his wife, Lauren A. Reeve '79,
and their children live in Raleigh. Deborah
Boone Tepper reports, "Going to medical
school at the University of Washington with a
family in progress is the toughest, but also one
of the most fun things I've ever done."
Deborah, formerly a nurse practitioner, lives in
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Tom McAdams finds satisfaction
in an uncommon profession
Touring the Oregon Burn Center at
Emanuel Hospital in Portland is one of
those head-turning experiences, like a
field trip to a home for the severely
retarded or a drive through the obliter
ated gut of any big American city. It
makes you think twice. It makes you
thank your lucky stars.
Tom Mc Adams '71 has worked as a
nurse in this regional burn center for
eleven years, serving here first as an aide
while attending nursing school at Oregon
Health Services University. Dressed in
surgical blues, he confers at the front
desk with his colleagues about a young
man admitted earlier that morning,
following a flaming car crash. McAdams
had been called in at 3:00 a.m. to help
attend the patient, who barely made it
out of surgery for severe head injuries.
Unconscious to the work going on around
him, the patient's young, muscular
physique is thinly outlined by the bright
red and pink of his skin scorched from
the waist up.
"You have to have a bit of a gallows
humor to work here," McAdams points
out, as we wander through the twelvebed unit. Like other critical-care
divisions of a hospital, the burn center is
an intense and stressful place to work.
There is a lot of pain, a lot of family
counseling, lots of hours on the clock.
McAdams works twelve-hour shifts—
although today he will work sixteen-and
every other weekend. Still, the comrade
ship of the medical team is obvious; quite
a few members of the three-doctor,
twenty-nurse group have been together
for many years.
Patients' stories are varied. A young
woman in one room was an arson victim
in a hate crime. Another woman, hoping
to rid her head of lice, had poured
kerosene on her hair and then gotten
close to a wood stove. One man, his body
wrapped in gauze, is in his sixth month at
the center after an electrical transformer
he was working on blew up.
McAdams moved to Portland in 1977
from Connecticut, where he had been
working at a psychiatric hospital in
Hartford. A religion major at Kenyon, he
says he was "wide open to possibilities"
when he graduated, but he drifted toward
the medical profession because he knew
it well-his father is a doctor-and because

the political tenor of the day stressed the
importance of helping others.
"Nineteen sixty-seven to 1971 was a
really dynamic time," he remembers of
Gambier. "You were in this niche,
isolated. 1 got radicalized there." In a
way, Mc Adams notes, working in the
burn center evokes the same kind of
solitary togetherness. He and his peers
focus on less conventional medical roles.
There is also a great deal less hierarchy in
the burn center than in other hospital
wards.
"We flourish, being in a 'backwater'
pond, and we have lots of autonomy," he
says.
Dressings are changed twice a day in
the unit; cadaver and pig skin are kept on
dry ice for grafts. The challenges and
rewards in this job are all people related,
McAdams says. The magic that is
worked in this unit is personal.
As a male nurse, McAdams points out,
he is still the exception, although as
women have infiltrated the traditionally
male world of doctoring, so, too, have
men come to nursing.
"What's important is seeing people
through a bad injury and working in a
specialized niche. A lot of us have been
working together for quite a while. The
staff makes a big difference."
-Mieke H. Bomann '77
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Tom McAdams
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Bellevue, Washington, with her husband,
Stewart Tepper, and their sons, Clinton (six)
and Samuel (four). Wallace M. Tice writes,
"While on a business trip to Madison, Wiscon
sin, I made a side-trip to Wilmette, Illinois,
where 1 caught up with Jonathan Rothschild,
his wife, Piper, and their flock of four. Ask Jon
who prevailed in the latest grudge match on
the tennis court!" Wally, who practices law in
San Francisco, California, lives with his wife,
Josephine Supple Tice, and their daughter,
Malia (four), in Mill Valley, California.
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John R. Layton
152 Grove Street
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
Co-Agent: Patrick J. Edwards

Susan Barker Forsling has been named
county attorney of Fulton County, Georgia.
Susan, a graduate of the University of
Georgia's law school, has represented the
county part- or full-time since 1980. Diana
Goldfarb and Donald "Pond" Sharp an
nounce the birth of their twins, David and Eli,
who are now two and a half years old. They
live, with their dog, in Cambridge, Massachu
setts. David W. Munves tells us he and his
wife, Sarah, have been living in England for
the past two years. "I am director of European
business development for Standard and Poor's,
responsible for building up our debt-rating
business in the United Kingdom and on the
Continent. I'd love to hear from any Kenyon
friends living in London or passing through."
David can be contacted at 18 Finsbury Circus,
London EC2M 7BP, England, telephone 44-71826-3500. John P. Powell has joined the staff
of Grand View Hospital in Souderton,
Pennsylvania. A member of the American
Psychiatric Association, he earned his medical
degree from the University of Pennsylvania.
John, his wife, Carla, and their daughter live
in Perkasie, Pennsylvania. Jeffrey D. Sharp
writes, "I moved to Seattle in 1981 to study
architecture at the University of Washington,
after which I lived and worked in Italy for two
years. In 1986,1 began working in health-care
development. In 1990,1 started Sharp Design
and Development and married Jennifer
Antupit Sharp." Jeff and Jennifer live in
Seattle. Frederick G. Tiffany reports that, in
June, he received tenure at Wittenberg
University, where he is an assistant professor of
economics. Fred lives in Springfield, Ohio.
Thomas W. Toch and his wife, Ann,
announce the birth of a son, Matthew Toch,
on December 10, 1991. The Tochs live in
Washington, D.C., where Tom is a writer for
U.S. News and World Report.
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15 th Reunion
Peter J. Bianchi, Reunion Chair
1010 Henrietta Street
Birmingham, Michigan 48009

Vicki A. Barker returned to the United States
from England in May to participate in a
journalism panel discussion at Rumson-Fair
Haven Regional High School in New Jersey,
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which she attended before Kenyon. The chief
Rosenn, Jenkins, and Greenwald in Wilkesoverseas correspondent for the NBC/Mutual
Barre, Pennsylvania. A graduate of Cleve
Radio Networks, she is stationed in London.
land-Marshall College of Law, where he edited
Also a writer for major newspapers, Vicki
the law review, he works with the firm's
received the Headliner Award for her
commercial litigation and environmental law
coverage of the Gulf War and its aftermath.
practice groups. Tom was formerly with a firm
Katherine Grimm Golden is pursuing a
in New York City. Mary Anne Gorman
master's degree in education, with a specialty
married Donald Cunningham Jr. (Youngstown
in elementary and early-childhood education,
State University) in Millersburg, Ohio, on
at Antioch New England Graduate School.
October 24. Mary Anne is director of resident
Katherine lives in Seattle, Washington, where
services at the Renaissance Retirement
she is active in local theater as an administra
Community in Olmsted Township, Ohio, while
tor and performer. Mary Buress Koehler and
Donald is an electronics engineer at the
her husband, Mark Koehler, announce the
Federal Aviation Administration in Oberlin,
birth of their second child, Elisabeth
Ohio. They are living at 1508 Crossings
Stevenson Koehler, on December 7, 1991.
Parkway, Westlake, Ohio 44145. Andrew M.
"Her brother, Alex, is enjoying showing her all Johnston and Lucile Jones Johnston an
the fun things life has to offer," writes Mary,
nounce the birth of their second child, Patricia
who also solicits news from "The Panel." Mary
Austin Johnston, on August 25. "Her older
and her family live in Glencoe, Maryland.
brother, Neil (six), absolutely adores herJonathan Lee Kronstadt married Margaret
thank goodness!" In May, Lu graduated from
Louise Sand (Cornell University, George
Bryn Mawr College's Graduate School of
Washington University) at the Marie Trainer
Social Work and Social Research with a
Gallery in Washington, D.C., on October 3.
master's degree in social service. "It's been a
Jonathan is the editor of The Nation's Health,
rough two years for the whole family, but we
the newspaper of the American Public Health
did it!" The Johnstons live in Wilmington,
Association, while Margaret is a planner of
Delaware, where Andy works as a lawyer.
affordable housing at the Metropolitan
John C. Porter II was recently appointed to
Washington Council of Governments. Bruce
the Franklin County (Ohio) Children Services
V. Thomas and his wife, Julia Heldman
Board. John, who lives in the Clintonville
Thomas '80, announce the birth of a daugh
section of Columbus, Ohio, is president of
ter, Charlotte Heldman Thomas, on March 27. Warner Cable Columbus Division. Howard R.
The family, which also includes Maggie (two),
Sutherland married Alexandra E. Payne
lives in Richmond, Virginia. In May, Bruce
(University of Delaware) in Wilmington,
was promoted to the position of vice president,
Delaware, on May 30. Howard is a law
general counsel, and secretary of Cadmus
student at Southern Methodist University, in
Communications. Michelle A. Werner writes, addition to serving as a captain in the U.S. Air
"I live two minutes from downtown Lyon,
Force Reserve, while Alexandra was manager
France, and I welcome Kenyonites romping
of special events at the Museum of the City of
through the wine country." She was recently
New York. They are living at 3443 Rankin,
appointed international programs coordinator
Dallas, Texas 75205. Mark L. Thomay and
at France's newest culinary arts and hotel
his wife, Joan, announce the birth of a son, Cal
management school, Ecole des Arts Culinaires
David Thomay, on November 8. The Thomay
at de l'Hotellerie. "France's most famous chef, family, which also includes four-year-old twin
Paul Bocuse, is our president." Michelle
daughters, lives in Middleburg Heights, Ohio.
would like to hear from John Ferguson,
Jonathan C. Garrison, and Matthew C.
William S. Lipscomb II
Freedman, although "my fold-out bed is open
11432 Cedar Glen Parkway, Apt.
to others as well." From Seoul, Korea, Robert
A3
E. Willis reports, "I have enjoyed covering the
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
last front line of the Cold War for the last five
Co-Agent: Kenneth J. Patsey
years. I try to get to Korea's majestic, jagged
mountains as often as possible." Before moving Sallie B. Cosgrove was the host on July 24
to Korea, Bob and his wife, Ruby, lived in
when Mrs. George W. Merck Jr. visited
Hong Kong for two years, where their son
Branchburg Farm, a research facility of Merck
Bobby was born.
and Company, where Sallie is a research
veterinarian. In the photographs of the event,
Allison L. Gould
published in a newsletter distributed to all
§ Zf
217 East College Street, Apt. 10
Merck employees, Sallie is sporting a Kenyon
Oberlin, Ohio 44074
sweatshirt. Roger O. Fillion married Joanne
Co-Agents: M. Phoebe Brown,
Elizabeth Kelley (Wells College, Northwestern
Peter A. Hoagland
University) in Salisbury, Connecticut, on
September 26. Roger and Joanne both work
Frank H. Dicopoulos represented Kenyon as
for the Reuters News Agency in Washington,
he spun for gold on "Wheel of Fortune's"
D.C., where he reports on economics and she
College Soap Challenge on November 11.
reports on energy and the environment. They
Frank, who lives in New York City, appears
are living at 2720 Poplar Street, N.W.,
daily on CBS's "The Guiding Light" as
Washington, D.C. 20007. Eric G. Gaskins
Detective Frank Cooper. Thomas F. Ford has
was featured in the July 13 issue of Newsweek
been named an associate in the law firm of
in a story that highlighted a new generation of
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black designers who are making their mark on
Seventh Avenue in New York City. Accord
ing to the article, Eric's upscale clothing
designs sell well at Bergdorf Goodman, where
he signed an exclusive contract for the sale of
his spring collection. Heather Thomas
Lazare, and her husband, Fred Lazare,
announce the birth of a daughter, Frances
McVey Lazare, on June 5. The Lazares live in
Houston, Texas. Julia Heldman Thomas and
her husband, Bruce V. Thomas '78, announce
the birth of a daughter, Charlotte Heldman
Thomas, on March 27. The family, which also
includes Maggie (two), lives in Richmond,
Virginia. Julia reports she was recently
promoted to market director of the Commer
cial Division of William Byrd Press. Robert
W. Thomas represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Esther L. Barazzone as
president of Chatham College in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, on October 16. Rob lives in
Sewickley, Pennsylvania. Ellen C. Turner
writes that she is in her fifth year at Northfield
Mount Hermon School in Massachusetts. "1
have just been appointed to a new position as
director of college counseling. Western
Massachusetts is beautiful, and Kenyon folks
are welcome for a visit if they are traveling
through this part of the world." Ellen can be
contacted at Box 2682, Northfield 01360.
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Susan Jones Oakes
45 Ash Street
Denver, Colorado 80220
Co-Agent: Luke J. Feely

Robin L. Bennett reports she has been
nominated to be a regional representative to
the National Society of Genetic Counselors,
"which was quite an honor." In addition, the
results of work she and a physician recently
completed regarding the location of a gene for
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus will be
published in Nature Genetics. Robin and her
husband, Scott, live in Seattle, Washington.
Lorie E. Davie married John M. Price
(University of Wisconsin) in Cooperstown,
New York, on June 6. Lorie is a freelance
writer-researcher in Washington, D.C., while
John is entertainment and travel editor for the
Knight-Ridder/Tribune News Service there.
They are living at 1901 Columbia Road, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Parker "Kerry"
Hall and his wife, Shauna, announce the birth
of a daughter, Marissa Hall, on June 1. "She
has long legs like her daddy," writes Kerry.
The Halls live in Wilmette, Illinois. Dorothy
C. Lenard reports she has begun a new job as
a counselor for the Office of Disability Services
at Sinclair Community College in Dayton,
Ohio. "I would love to hear from Kenyon
friends," Dorothy writes, at 6830 C Brandt
Pike, Huber Heights, Ohio 45424. Stephanie
Resnick has been elected a partner in the law
firm of Fox, Rothschild, O'Brien, and Frankel
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Stephanie, a
graduate of Villanova University's law school,
practices in the areas of commercial and
insurance litigation, health care, and profes
sional liability defense. Peter White Jr. and
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his wife, Susan, announce the birth of a son,
Peter Ross White, on June 29. The Ross
family, which also includes Allyson (four),
lives in Baltimore, Maryland.
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Thomas C. Keene
3121 Adams Mill Road
Washington, D.C. 20010
Co-Agents: James G. Allen,
Bruce A. Berlin, Peter S. Resnik, Hilary Q.
Sparks-Roberts, Brian K. Wilbert
Myles H. Alderman Jr. and his wife, Linda,
announce the birth of a son, Myles H.
Alderman III, on April 17. "M.H. has just
discovered our chocolate labrador and golden
retriever-so much for reading the Sunday
Times." Making the year additionally special
for Myles was the formation of Alderman and
Alderman, a law firm concentrating on
environmental, commercial, and bankruptcy
law. The Alderman family lives in West
Hartford, Connecticut. Anna B. Grimes
married Thomas E. Noser (Vanderbilt Univer
sity) in Nashville, Tennessee, on September 5.
Anna is an account executive with Atkinson
Public Relations in Nashville, while Thomas is
a freelance writer there. They are living at
423 Page Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37205.
Catherine A. Kemmerer writes that she
completed her master's degree in education in
December 1991. She is now teaching fourth
grade at Dedham G>untry Day School in
Dedham, Massachusetts. Catherine lives in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Allison P. Shipley
married Ernesto Granados (Kean College,
Seton Hall University) in Summit, New Jersey,
on September 26. Allison, who earned an
M.B.A. at the University of Virginia, is a
senior associate in the personal-financialconsulting division of Coopers and Lybrand.
She and Ernesto are living at 45 Elm Street,
Apt. 1A, Morristown, New Jersey 07960.
Mark Wiltshire writes, "To those of you who
have been wondering, yes, 1 am alive and well.
I'm presently in private practice (family
medicine) in Anniston, Alabama, where I
have been for four years now after finishing a
residency in Huntsville, Alabama. 1 was
recently appointed chief of family medicine at
N.E. Regional Hospital in Anniston, so time
off has become scarce, but I hope to get back
for a reunion soon." According to an article in
the Danbury, Gmnecticut, News-Times,
Edward W. Witkin is currently constructing a
home in Bridgewater, G>nnecticut, powered
entirely by solar energy. He and his wife,
Ellen Schrader, and their daughters, Amelia
and Chloe, moved from Atlanta, Georgia, a
year ago to begin building. A part-time
musician, Ed says of his prospective home, "I
figured I'd do something that would work to
show people there are alternatives."
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10th Reunion
Reid W. Click
5502 Stearns Hill Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
GvAgents: Anne Opre Carroll,
George H. Carroll, Ian B. Lane

Jennifer Dunning Baker and her husband,
Brad Baker, announce the birth of a daughter,
Rachel Baker, on January 23. Rachel joins her
sister, Claire (two). Jennifer writes, "Brad ran
for Congress and lost in a close and nasty run
off. What an education! Despite never taking
a political science class, I loved politicking.
Next time, we won't lose." The Bakers live in
Nokomis, Florida. Julia Lyon Borden recently
resigned from the Pennington School's
administrative staff. Julie, who is on maternity
leave, has been replaced by Sarah D. Van
Oosterhout *85 as assistant director of
development at the college-preparatory school,
whose headmaster is Stephen L. Bowers '68.
Keith C. DeAngelis married Jennifer Gay
(Denison University, Fordham University) in
Cold Spring Harbor, New York, on July 18.
Keith, who holds an M.B.A. from the Univer
sity of Rochester, is a senior program analyst
with the ESPN cable television network in
Bristol, Connecticut, while Jennifer is an
elementary teacher at the John Paterson
Schixd in Newington, Connecticut. They are
living at 20 East Gate Road, Huntington, New
York 11743. David E. Long and friends
request that some games be organized for the
tenth reunion. "Bob Orlin, it's your turn to
bring the basketball!" Having completed eight
months of fieldwork in Argentina, Nancy R.
Powers reports, she is back in Columbus,
Ohio, with her husband, John Duffey, and her
"politically incorrect" cats, Isabel and
Ferdinand. She writes, "One more year of
writing and then I may be able to send in news
about having a job someplace teaching
politics!" Nancy is a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Notre Dame. Margaret E. Riley
married John R. Mahoney 111 (Pennsylvania
State University, Lesley College) in Wayne,
Pennsylvania, on July 5. Barbara Cauffman
Hartman '86 was a bridesmaid. Margaret,
who has a master's degree from Lesley College,
teaches at St. Mary's School, Denver,
Gdorado, while John teaches at Grayland
Country Day School there. They are living at
8555 Fairmount Dive, B204, Dnver 80231.
Pamela J. Slotsky tells us she still has her
Montessori school but that she relocated it to
Schenectady, New York, just three miles from
her home in Niskayuna. Pamela writes, "See
you all at the reunion; if I don't make it, it'll be
because I'll be watching my mother receive her
Ph.D. from Yale!" Lt. William S. Spann
reports, "Life as an 'ex-patriot' in Japan is both
difficult and fascinating, with many opportuni
ties for adventure providing a good balance to
missing the U.S.A. I never realized how much
I liked living in America until my wife, Judi,
and I moved overseas." William, who is
stationed in Japan, is a deputy public affairs
officer in the U.S. Navy. Margaret "Peggy"
Brown Verniero is a correspondent for the
Daily Progress in Charlottesville, Virginia, for
which she writes book reviews. She recently
reviewed a rather unusual collection of poetry
entitled / Will Sing Life, a compilation of poetry
written by seven members of the Hole in the
Wall Camp. The camp, sponsored by Paul
Newman '49, is for children who battle cancer
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Susan Weil-Kazzaz draws conclusions
about art and anatomy
During anatomy class at Case Western
Weil-Kazzaz, a studio-art major at
Reserve University, other students would
Kenyon, attended law school for a year
come over to examine the cadaver that
after college and did very well, "but it
Susan Weil-Kazzaz '82 and her group
didn't thrill me, it wasn't something I
were dissecting. "We did prettier
thought I wanted to spend my whole life
dissections," she explains. "We had more doing. Maybe I was caught up in the
of an eye for the aesthetics. We didn't
whole aura of being an attorney-the
just want to say, There's the whatever
yellow power tie kind of mentality and
nerve'; we really wanted to pick it out
meeting those kinds of people, and finally
and say, 'Look at this.'"
I realized it wasn't for me." She began to
Now, at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
understand her grandfather's opinion
Cancer Center in New York City, Weilthat "the study of law was a dead study,"
Kazzaz and the group she supervises,
too much in the past, whereas "in
Medical Illustration and Graphics, are
medicine things are constantly changing,
the artistic nerve center of one of the
there's always something new, and there's
nation's foremost medical institutions.
growth. You're not always looking at
And, still, an eye for detail and a demand
these old musty law books and regurgitat
for clarity sit at the heart of her work.
ing Benjamin Cardozo."
"I'm not going to say that my line
At Kenyon, Weil-Kazzaz developed her
technique is anything outstanding, or I'm
aptitude for detail under Martin Garhart,
any great shakes at color," admits Weilnow professor of art. "He was probably
Kazzaz. But the job, she says "is not so
the most influential," she says. "He was
much to have a great style or anything
more interested in precise drawing and
outstanding, it's to make things clear and
intricate details and line qualities and the
get the blood and guts out of the way so
kind of things I find are very important to
the doctor can see just what he needs to
me now.
get from the surgery or the procedure."
"[Visiting Assistant Professor of ArtJ
Medical illustrators at Sloan-Kettering
Joyce Parr was always trying to get me to
take their cameras or sketch pads into
loosen up, which is very telling, consider
surgery so they can create illustrations for
ing the kind of work a medical illustrator
textbooks and medical journals, but they
does."
also produce posters and exhibits. For
In the medical-illustration program at
the hospital's breast service, for example,
(Continued on page 67)
the group recently made educational
illustrations for women having radical
b
mastectomies, with instructions on caring
1
for their surgical wounds.
Pc
Medical illustration for a hospital is
%
"probably the least glamorous" area of
the profession, says the artist, comparing
her own job with those of friends in, say,
V
medical advertising, "but it's probably one
~
:v!
of the more important in terms of the
.
learning potential for medical students
_
H
and doctors.
1
I„
"It's also probably the least well-paying |
*
r - —
of them all," she adds with a smile, "but
ii
you get the benefits of the hospital."
As supervisor, Weil-Kazzaz carries
administrative as well as artistic duties,
and she enjoys the mix. "I'm not the kind
O*
of artist that's down in Greenwich Village
ttoughing it out," she says. "I think I've
s
VJ
got more of the mentality to be supervi
'i
r.
sory, but I've gotten to the point where I
„
f
•».
can't go any further without losing the
option of doing artwork."
Susan Weil-Kazzaz
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and sickle-cell anemia. Peggy comments both
on the courageousness of the children and the
value of the camp itself: "Everyone at the camp
is sick, so sickness is normal."
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Megan O'Donnell
2021 Teal Trace
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237
Co-Agents: Beverly S. Balger,
Lyn S. Crozier, Peter W. Loomis, Susan M.
Miller, Zali Win

Julia G. Allan recently joined the law offices
of Andrew M. Hochherg in Pittsfield, Massa
chusetts. She received her master of studies in
law degree with honors from Vermont Law
School. Julia interned with Maine Supreme
Court Justice David Roberts. Susan Opatrny
Althans tells us she has been named director
of development and alumni affairs for the
School of Dentistry at Case Western Reserve
University. Susan, her husband, Gregory, and
their son, Arthur (eighteen months), live in
Pepper Pike, Ohio. James H. Buck joined the
faculty of the University of Pittsburgh at
Bradford as an English composition instructor.
Jim earned a master's degree in comparative
literature at Ohio University. David R.
Edwards married Diane Mattioli (Eastern
Connecticut State University) in Hartford,
Connecticut, on May 9. Douglas L. Fisher
served as an usher. David, who holds a degree
from the Washington University Graduate
School of Architecture, is an architectural
designer with Geddis Partnership in Stamford,
Connecticut, while Diane is a vice president
with Mintz and Hoke Advertising and Public
Relations in Avon, Connecticut. They are
living in West Hartford. Mark R. Isabel
married Nancy J. Fredrick (Rhode Island
College) in Riverside, Rhode Island, on
September 5. Mark, who earned an M.B.A. at
Emory University, works for the Interchurch
Center in New York City, where Nancy works
at the New York Public Library. They are
living in Norwalk, Connecticut. Michelle
Samaha Kennedy reports she and her
husband, Shaun, moved to Osaka, Japan, last
year. Michelle is conducting research in the
Department of Pediatric Surgery at the
University of Osaka, while Shaun is working
for Procter and Gamble. She writes, "We are
also managing to do a lot of traveling around
Japan and the Far East. Visitors are welcome."
They are living at 8-5 Shinnozuka-cho Ashiyashi 659Japan, telephone 0797-38-0982. Diane
C. Simpson writes, "I've just returned from an
amazing, wonder-filled, eleven-month trip
around the world, having taken a leave of
absence from my job in advertising in San
Francisco, California." She is eager to hear
from Kenyon friends living in the San
Francisco area or passing through. Diane can
he reached at 1923 Greenwich Street, San
Francisco 94123, telephone 415-346-0557.
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John U. Durant
434C Woods of North Bend
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609
Co-Agents: Sarah Ostrander
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Anders, Susan B. Berger, Scott D. Garson,
Deborah Johnson Reeder
Craig E. Adams reports he graduated from
nursing school and worked as a registered
nurse in intensive care for three years. He
now works as a medical sales representative for
Marquette Electronics in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Craig, his wife, Laura, and their
five-year-old son, Chad, live in Mount Gilead,
Ohio. David H. Breg received his master's
degree in international studies from the
University of Denver in August. David is
working at the Library of Congress, section of
international affairs, in Washington, D.C.
Anne P. Downey writes that she and her
husband, Glenn King, have moved to New
Haven, Connecticut. Anne is studying
industrial environmental management at the
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
at Yale University. Their new address is 623
Whitney Avenue, Apt. 1, New Haven,
Connecticut 05611, telephone 203-789-1690.
James S. Ennis married Jacquelyn Draper
(Canisius College) in Buffalo, New York, on
May 23. Jim is vice president of Continental
Paper and Plastic Converting; Jacquelyn is a
certified public accountant with BBDO
Seidman. They are living at 47 Park Place,
Orchard Park, New York 14127. Elizabeth A.
Markham married Morgan Clarke McLanahan
(University of Vermont) in Southampton, NewYork, on June 13. Elizabeth is a public
information assistant at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City, w-here
Morgan is a candidate for an M.B.A. at
Fordham University. They are living at 40
West 77th Street, New York 10024. Sarah D.
Van Oosterhout recently replaced Julia Lyon
Borden '83 as assistant director of develop
ment at the Pennington School in New Jersey.
Stephen L. Bowers '68 serves as headmaster
of the college-preparatory school. Sarah was
previously a marketing account executive with
ESPN. John W. Pinkston married Julia C.
Tindall (University of North Carolina) in
Cashiers, North Carolina, on August 22.
Members of the wedding party included John
P. Callinan, Matthew F. Rhoa, and Frank R.
Virnelli Jr. John, who earned an M.B.A. from
Georgia State University, is employed by the
Federal Reserve System in Atlanta, Georgia;
Julia is program director of Camp Illahee in
Brevard, North Carolina. They are living at
3176 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia
30305. Peter A. Propp married Suzanne
Sherman (Colgate University, Columbia
University) on June 27. Following a cross
country trip, Peter and Suzanne planned to
spend a year working at the Alta Lodge in
Alta, Utah. According to an article in Long
Island Newsday, Patrick A. Shields is the
founder-owner of Shields Window Cleaning
Corporation in New York City. The business,
now six years old, has taken him to some of the
city's more interesting households, including
those of Kevin Kline and Dolly Parton.
Patrick comments that he sees quite a lot of
interesting people (and interesting people
watching people), but that the Milan
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Kundera-inspired assumption that windowwashers are routinely seduced by clients is "a
myth." Susan A. Smith debated the issue of
abortion with Dawn Johnsen, the legal director
of the National Abortion Rights Action
League, at Bucknell University in Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania, in September. A member of the
national committee of the Right to Life
Society, Susan has appeared on "Donahue,"
"Face the Nation," "The MacNeil/Lehrer
NewsHour," and "This Week with David
Brinkley." William W. Taylor and Jennifer
Luce Taylor announce the birth of a daugh
ter, Allyson Tally Taylor, in March. She joins
her brother, Wilson Luce Taylor (three), at
the Taylor home in Pawling, New York. Bill
continues to work at Trinity-Pawling School,
where he recently assumed the position of
assistant headmaster. Elizabeth Cavano
Terhune has been hired as an account execu
tive in the high-technology division of the
Weber Group of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
the largest marketing-communications and
public-relations firm in New England. Liz, who
holds a master's degree from Columbia Uni
versity Teachers College, previously worked at
Bridgeman Communications. James W. Tull
writes, "1 guess I could say that four years on
the Hill, followed by four years in the New
York City subways, prepared me for three years
in war-torn Nicaragua, where I'm building
houses with Habitat for Humanity. It anyone
wants an action-packed vacation, come on
down!" Jim can be reached at Apartado Postal
44, Jinotega, Nicaragua, Central America.
Stephen T. Webster reports he has finished
his residency at Northwestern University.
Steve will begin a gastroenterology fellowship
at the University of Michigan in June 1993.
j
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Douglas R. Vahey
18 Rutland Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02118

Mary C. Carson was ordained an Episcopal
priest in Rochester, New York, on June 13.
She received her master of divinity degree
with distinction from Bcxley Hall, formerly at
Kenyon but now in Rochester. Mary is nowone of three clergy staff persons at Trinity
Church in Newport, Rhode Island. Frank S.
Crane married Caroline R. Stirn '87 on
Staten Island, New York, on July 25. Frank, a
history teacher at Staten Island Academy, is
pursuing a master's degree in private-schcx)!
administration at Columbia University;
Caroline is an English teacher at Staten Island
Academy. They are living at 496 Van Duzer
Street, Staten Island, New York 10304. Anne
Fox Dulske represented Kenyon at the
celebration of Lewis Nobles' twenty-fifth
anniversary as president of Mississippi College
in Clinton on October 19. Anne and her
husband, Michael G. Dulske, live in
Ridgeland, Mississippi. Bradley D. Hazelrigg
tells us he has been promoted to account
executive for the Pacific Bell and City of San
Francisco business at BBDO Advertising.
Brad lives in San Francisco, California.
Matthew Sail has been promoted to managing

director of Julien J. Studley, Inc., a New York
City-based national commercial real-estate
firm. Matthew, currently enrolled in the
M.B.A. program at Temple University, works
for the firm's Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
office. Geoffrey W. Schmidt married Nicola
J. Williams (Wesleyan University, University
of Alabama) in Wellesley, Massachusetts, on
June 13. Geoff and Nicola are both instruc
tors of English at the University of Alabama.
They are living in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Margaret M. Silver married Harry van
Baaren (Colgate University) in Bovina, New
York, on July 11. E. Elizabeth Walker '87
was a member of the wedding party. In
September, the couple traveled to Holland
for a second wedding celebration with Harry's
parents. Margaret, who is a master teacher at
the Astoria Blue Feather Preschool for
special-needs preschoolers, says she had a
great time with Jill A. Kalish in Greenwich
Village recently, listening to Big Fish
Ensemble, the Atlanta, Georgia, band Jill
manages. Peter R. Terhune writes, "I've
decided to step off the fast-track, hairwhitening carous-hell that is public relations
to become a freelance writer." His wife,
Elizabeth Cavano Terhune '85, carries on,
working at a public-relations firm in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts. To date, Peter has
had writing assignments in the areas of health
care, politics, travel-and beer. "The latter is
a carry-over from my other job as manager of
a store that sells equipment for home-brewed
beer and wine. Interested brewers and
brewsters can call me at The Modern Brewer,
1-800-SEND-ALE." Eileen Shaver Tuttle
reports she and her husband, Franklin Tuttle
'88, bought a home in Columbus, Ohio. They
invite Kenyon friends to come and stay with
them at 2432 Edgevale Road, Upper Arling
ton, Ohio 43221, telephone 614-459-6832.
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Stephanie L. Abbajay
1816 Kalorama Road, N.W.,
Apt. 402
Washington, D.C. 20009
Co-Agents: Lilly J. Goren, Amy F. Guy,
Robert G. Ix, David A. Rosenthal
Stephanie L. Abbajay tells us she has been
appointed special assistant to the director of
Worldnet, the U.S. Information Agency's
television and film service. Stephanie says
Worldnet broadcasts worldwide via satellite.
R. Kirk Anderson reports that Faber and
Faber just published his English translation of
Patty Diphusa and Other Writings by Spanish
filmmaker Pedro Almodovar. According to a
story in the October 5 issue of The New
Yorker, the first half of the book is "a novella
culled from a magazine serial that Almodovar
wrote from 1983 to 1984, recounting the
adventures of his alter ego, a porno actress
and 'international sex symbol' who spends
most of her nights in disco bathrooms with
strange men and lots of cocaine. The actress
(her name is a play on patidifusa, which means
'flabbergasted' in Spanish) treats drugs,
casual sex, and other hot-button topics with a
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blitheness that seems almost antediluvianand, in a censorious age, refreshingly subver
sive." Kirk and his wife, Virginia Navarro, live
in Boston, Massachusetts. Liza F. Cohen
married Steven Moss on May 24. She and
Steven are both lawyers in Cleveland, Ohio.
Liza also recently started Ohio Essay Busters, a
bar-review course she will be teaching in th roe
Ohio cities. Michael R. Coltman has been
named director of business development at
Wolfberg/Alvarez and Associates, an architec
tural, engineering, and interior-design firm in
South Miami, Florida. Mike was previously
promotions coordinator in the New York City
office of Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill.
Charles R. Cowap V married Rachel L.
Rawson in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on June
13. Charlie is a graduate student in philosophy
at New York University, while Rachel, who
holds a law degree from Columbia University,
is an associate with the New York City law firm
of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher, and Flom.
They are living at 125 Fifth Avenue, Apt. 12G,
Pelham, New York 10803. Susan G. Flinn
married Vincent E. Fultz in Lakeside,
Michigan, on September 12. Susan is an
account manager at Goble and Associates, a
Chicago, Illinois, advertising agency, while
Vincent is a floor clerk for Quantum Financial
Services, a commodities firm at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange. Florence "Fawn" Lewis
reports she graduated from the University of
Texas Medical Schixd at Houston in June.
She is now a surgery resident at Tulane
University School of Medicine in New
Orleans, Louisiana. Fawn writes, "New
Orleans is a great town, but I haven't seen
much of it so far-l'm too busy!" James B.
Norton is the new mathematics specialist in
the Learning Center at Tilton School in New
Hampshire. The Tilton Learning Center
complements regular academic instruction by
identifying individual students' needs and
helping to devise strategies that will enable
them to achieve academic success. Jamie can
still be contacted at his address in Vineyard
Haven, Massachusetts. Alison T. Roche
writes that she has been awarded the Bronze
Medal, for outstanding professional of the year
in international trade administration, by the
U.S. Department of Commerce. The award
recognized her work in automotive-related
issues with Japan. Alison lives in Washington,
D.C. Lynne E. Rowe recently joined the staff
of Oxford Hills High School in South Paris,
Maine, as a Spanish teacher. Lynne received
her master's degree in education from the
University of Michigan in August. Associate
Professor of Physics John D. Idoine reports
Kelly E. Statham, an engineer with Audio
Technica, designed the sound systems for all
three presidential debates and for C-Span
broadcasts from the U.S. Congress. Kelly and
his wife, Amy, live in Cleveland Heights,
Ohio. Caroline R. Stirn married Frank S.
Crane *86 on Staten Island, New York, on July
25. Caroline is an English teacher at Staten
Island Academy, where she also coaches
varsity tennis and counsels students preparing
for college. Frank, a history teacher at the
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academy, is pursuing a master's degree in
private-school administration at Columbia
University. Caroline writes, "Same students,
married teachers, report cards over dinner-it
could be fun!" They are living at 496 Van
Duzer Street, Staten Island, New York 10304.
Pamela DeMeritt Tan and her husband,
Andrew M.C. Tan, announce the birth of a
daughter, Joanna Michelle Tan, on May 30.
The Tans live in Amherst, Massachusetts.
James E. Trinnaman III informs us he is cur
rently an assistant manager at the American
Bankers' Association. Jim, who is also attend
ing George Washington University's School of
Business and Public Management, is living in
Washington, D.C. Timothy S. Troiano
reports he is in his second year of residency in
oral maxillofacial surgery at Mount Sinai
Hospital in New York City. Tim is a graduate
of the Ohio State University School of
Dentistry. Laura A. VanGinkel married
Kevin Dunworth (University of Tennessee) on
June 20. Laura and Kevin have begun an
international distribution and consulting
company that caters to health-care facilities in
the Middle East. They are living at 407
Western Avenue, Terrace Park, Ohio 45174.
Douglas L. Webb is a fourth-grade teacher at
Newmarket Elementary School in Dover, New
Hampshire. Douglas recently completed his
master's degree in elementary education at the
University of New Hampshire.
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5 th Reunion
Patricia A. Rossman
Box 1921
Gambier,Ohio4 3022-9623

Christopher E. Bonacci recently received his
doctor of dental surgery degree from the
Columbia University School of Dental and
Oral Surgery. He was the 1991 winner of the
Frederick Birnberg Clinical Research Award
and a recipient of the Clinical Scholars
Award. Chris is now a resident in a six-year
combined oral and maxillofacial surgery resi
dency training and M.D. program at Colum
bia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New York
City. Anne M. Burke married Stephen M.
Manella in Watch Hill, Rhode Island, on July
18. Anne, who holds a master's degree from
the Bank Street College of Education, is a
first-grade teacher at the Convent of the
Sacred Heart in New York City, while Stephen
is an assistant director of admissions at New
York University, where he earned a master's
degree. They are living at 339 East 81st
Street, Apt. 17, New York, New York 10028.
Melissa J. Henderson married Paul Koenig in
Door County, Wisconsin, on January 4. A
reception was held in Chicago, Illinois, in
March. Melissa works as a research assistant
in the library at the John G. Shedd Aquarium
in Chicago (where she reports she has learned
much about the "fishier" side of life), while
Paul teaches high-school social studies in Oak
Lawn, Illinois. Melissa is also attending the
University of Illinois, working toward a
master's degree in library science. Jennifer
Walker Hess and her husband, Ronald M.

Hess, announce the birth of a son, Alexander
Thomas Hess, on April 1. The Hess family
lives in Whitehouse Station, New Jersey.
Allison E. Joseph married Jon Trihhle in
December 1991. Allison, an assistant professor
of English at the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock, has been selected by the editors of
Ploughshares magazine to receive the John C.
Zacharis Book Award for her poetry collection,
What Keeps Us Here (look for a review in the
next issue of the Bulletin). The collection also
won the Ampersand Press's 1992 Women Poets
Series Competition, a $1,500 prize awarded
jointly by Ploughshares and Emerson College.
Allison and Jon can be reached at Box 45233,
Little Rock 72214- Lynne K. Mecum is
conducting a survey of breeding birds in the
Mantodan wetlands. The survey will deter
mine the status of vulnerable and threatened
species that use the wetlands north of Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. Lynne's research is part of
her graduate studies in animal behavior at
Bucknell University. Class agent Patricia A.
Rossman reports the following: N. Noel
Chappelear, who received her master's degree
from Columbia University Teachers College in
1990, teaches third grade near Toledo, Ohio;
Amanda L. Foster, who has been acting in
Washington D.C. (most recently as Olivia in
Twelfth Night), will be moving to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, to attend Temple University's
M.F.A. program. Elizabeth A. Smith married
Patrick J. Schmitz on September 5. Members
of the wedding party included Lynne A.
Schneebeck. Elizabeth is a trust officer with
Banc Ohio National Bank in Columbus, while
Patrick is an attorney with the Court of
Appeals there. They are living at 4794 B
Archdale Lane, Columbus 43214. Ann K.
Taylor spent the month of July studying the
Brontes at Connecticut College after receiving
a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities for her project. Ann writes, "I
returned to Chicago (via Cleveland, where I
stayed with Laura Mills Waldeck) in August
to a new apartment and new job at Riverside
Brookfield High School." Laura Jill Tibbe
reports she graduated from the Wright State
University School of Medicine on June 13. Jill
is currently a resident in family practice at St.
Elizabeth Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio. J.
Wolfe Tone reports he should finish his
master's degree at the Yale University School
of Forestry and Environmental Studies in May.
His concentration is in hydrology and waterresource management. Margaret L. White
informs us she continues to work at Roger
Williams Park Zoo in Providence, Rhode
Island, as an outreach coordinator and
summer-camp director. She also volunteers at
a wildlife-rehabilitation center in Massachu
setts. Margaret, who plans to begin attending
night school to obtain her M.B.A., is living in
Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Victoria M.
Wright married Peter Morton in Hamilton,
Massachusetts, on June 20. Members of the
wedding party included Amanda W. Coues
'87, Jennifer Gooch Hummer *87, and
Camilla M. Mellon. Victoria is an assistant
account executive with Cyrk International.
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Victoria and Peter are living at 161 Cabot
Street, Apt. 5, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915.
Scott M. Beggs
2 East Oak Street, Apt. 2904
Chicago, Illinois60611
Co-Agents: Lisa A. Betson, Anil
P. Mammen, J. Alexander Maurer, Joan D.
O'Hanlon, Margaret S. Tuttle
Ann E. Cunningham married Finian J.
O'Driscoll in Lower Slaughter,
Gloucestershire, England, on September 12.
They are living at Flat 8, 10 Palace Gate,
London W8 5NF, England. Matthew R. Dall
has enrolled at Antioch New England
Graduate School in Keene, New Hampshire.
Matt, who lives in New York City, will pursue
a master's degree in elementary and earlychildhood education. Peter A. Groustra
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Dale Rogers Marshall as president of Wheaton
College in Norton, Massachusetts, on October
3. Peter lives in Boston, Massachusetts. Peter
S. Hall writes that he left his job at the
Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C., in May to
spend the summer "taking advantage of those
cheap airfares." Peter reports there is a "good
group here on Capitol Hill, including my
roommate, Brian K. Theil, who is working for
the American Chemical Society, Kevin M.
Anderson, who is working for Nations Bank,
and C. Scott Butler, who is working on the
Hill." Charles F. Jacobs has joined TRZ
Sports Services, which operates "Teamline," a
cable radio network in Akron, Ohio. Charley
is rights-holder relations specialist for
Teamline, a service by which fans can
telephone and listen to the live broadcast of
their favorite team's games. Charley was
previously assistant information director with
the East Coast Conference. Richard F.
Kleinfeldt married Paula Anderson (Bryn
Mawr College) in Dedham, Massachusetts, on
July 18. Paul B. Singer '88, Anthony E.
Ziselberger '88, and Andrew D. Pollack
"served on the marital politburo," Amy B.
Malkoff '88 sang, and Marti M. Kunst '90
read. Rik reports he is now "deeply immersed
in the coffee biz in Providence, Rhode Island"
with graduate school a "distant memory." He
and Paul are living at 23 Poplar Street,
Providence 02906. Eric B. Masters tells us he
has returned from Japan to take up residence
in Chicago, Illinois. His new address is 500
West Belmont Avenue, Apt. 8A, Chicago
60657, telephone 312-665-2023. Christina E.
Mullins writes that she is teaching third grade
at Crownpoint Community School on the
Navajo Reservation in northwestern New
Mexico. Tina's new address is Box 1759,
Crownpoint, New Mexico 87313. Sharon
Thompson Peet reports she and her husband,
Maitland Peet, have moved from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, "to the desert of central Oregon
to work at an environmental-education facility
operated through the Oregon Museum of
Science and Industry. We were up for an
adventure and decided to live in the middle of
nowhere for a while and teach kids about the
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Amy Guy steps
through the looking glass
From her second-floor office window,
Amy F. Guy '87 can see students and
visitors walking down Middle Path. Six
short years ago, as an English major, she
was walking that familiar route from
residence hall to classroom. Now she's on
the other side of the looking glass: she is
Kenyon's assistant director for capital
funds, helping to improve campus life for
today's students.
"It's different now because 1 don't
know as many people; I used to recognize
about every face on campus," she says.
"But in so many ways, it's the same place
-and that makes me happy."
For Guy, coming back to Kenyon was
something she welcomed. Unlike some
students who are ready to leave after four
years, she transferred here as a junior and
"never got tired of the place. I never felt
isolated, never felt bored," she says.
After spending two years at Southern
Methodist University (SMU) in Dallas,
Texas, majoring in international business,
she realized what she enjoyed most was
not economics and statistics but English
and writing. She transferred to Kenyon
and quickly learned that "academics
were emphasized more here than at
SMU." She received Cs on the first two
papers she submitted at the College,
while at SMU and in high school she was
getting As. "1 had been spoon fed
information before," she explains, "and
here the teaching was much more
interactive. 1 was asked to think about
what authors were saying and what the
texts meant."
Guy went on to excel academically,
being named to Kenyon's Merit List in
1985-86, and became involved in several
College activities; she was appointed to
the President's Advisory Council on the
Status of Women at Kenyon, she was a
member of a student-advisory group on
admissions, a transfer upperclass coun
selor, and a campus tour guide. After
graduation, Guy became a class agent
and was instrumental in raising annual
gifts for the Kenyon Fund.
She also planned to go to law school,
but first she wanted to take a little time
off. Guy moved to California and
accepted a writing job with a publicrelations agency. A few months later,
however, the appeal of the Midwest and
the draw of her family pulled her back to

Ohio. Returning to Columbus, she
became a legal secretary with the law
firm of Price, Berry, and Shoemaker.
After a year and a half, Guy decided that
the field of law was not her calling. "So
much of the contact with clients is
negative contact," she says. "They're
having trouble or they're angry about
something, and you have to deal with
that anger." Constant opposition in and
out of the courtroom made Guy less
enthusiastic about her career choice.
Meanwhile, her love of writing grew
and she began to miss academia and the
college atmosphere. A stint as a writer
with OCLC (the Online Computer
Library Center), where she developed
promotional materials about computer
ized library resources, convinced her that
a college or university environment was
where she should be.
To get there, her first step would be to
earn a master's degree in higher educa
tion in the Educational Policy and
Leadership Program at Ohio State
University. She enrolled and in July of
this year, only three courses short of
completing the degree, accepted her
current position at Kenyon. On the wall
of her office hangs her bachelor's degree
from Kenyon and a writing award from
SMU, the third element in the arrange (Continued on page 67)
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natural wonders that surround us out here."
Sharon and Maitland are living at Hancock
Field Station, Fossil, Oregon 97830, telephone
503-763-4691. Amy C. Pospesel informs us
she survived Hurricane Andrew. She spent
many weeks volunteering in south Dade
Gmnty relief efforts while awaiting the open
ing of Princeton Christian School, where she
teaches. Amy adds, "The only way to describe
it here is that it looks like a bomb went off."
Prior to Hurricane Andrew, Amy worked for
the summer with underprivileged youth at the
Christian Appalachian Project in Kentucky.
Margaret Tuttle Robinson writes that she is
"still working long hours for Andersen
Consulting in Columbus, Ohio, and enjoying
married life." She works with Dudley R. Irvin
'83 and Anthony T. Kopyar '90. Rebecca J.
Szekely says that, after a three-year break, she
is going back to school. Rebecca will study
fine arts at the Corcoran School of Art in
Washington, D.C., where she lives. Martha
A. Taylor reports she is living in Washington,
D.C., where she works for the U.S. Depart
ment of Commerce as a management analyst in
the International Trade Administration. "I
miss New York City, hut D.C. has many great
qualities, not the least of which is cleanliness—
I don't miss the New York City grime." Marty
invites Kenyon friends to visit her at 1930
Gilumbia Road, N.W., Apt. 515, Washington,
D.C. 20009, telephone 202-462-6923. Christo
pher M. Toomey tells us he is a general
manager for Staples in Baltimore, Maryland.
He has also been playing soccer for Division 11
of the Maryland Amateur leagues. Chris lives
in Gilumbia, Maryland. Sarah Wilsman
married Mark Bartell (Cleveland State
University) in Shaker Heights, Ohio, on May
23. Members of the wedding party included
maid of honor Elizabeth M. Phipps, Ann D.
Charlton. Bridget P. Love, and Polly Foster
Perkins. Sarah is currently pursuing a master's
degree in English at Case Western Reserve
University and reaching a writing class to firstyear students; Mark is director of marketing for
The Whitmer Company in Cleveland. They
are living at 3211 East Yorkshire Road, 303,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118.
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Leslie Douglas Frye
735 Fourth Street
Marietta, Ohio 45750
G>-Agents: Elizabeth Bell, Robert
P. Bonacci, Brix>k D. Jennings, John D. L>ud,
William J. O'Hearn Jr.

Daryl H. Alexandre married William B.
Whitmoyer in Gdumhus, Ohio, on June 13.
Daryl is an interior designer with Brewster and
Stroud, while William is pursuing an M.B.A.
at Case Western Reserve University's
Weatherhead School of Management. They
are living at 828Smithfield Drive, Apt. 1108,
Sagamore Hills, Ohio 44067. Jon R. Babylon
reports he is enrolled in a master's degree
program in special education at Loyola Gdlege
in Maryland. Jon's new address is 11 York
Court, Baltimore, Maryland 21218. Charles C.
Beneke 2d married Sarah E. Watts in New
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York City on June 6. Charles is the assistant
art director at Daniel Weiss Associates, while
Sarah is a teacher at the Collegiate School.
They are living at 600 Hudson Street, Apt.
2D, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030. Wendy K.
Castiglia recently graduated from the
University of Buffalo with a master's degree in
social work. She was awarded the Dena P.
Gold Memorial Award for a student who has
demonstrated outstanding work with children
and families. Wendy lives in West Falls, New
York. Jennifer Reynolds Corbett has been
promoted to vice president and general
manager of Flex-Force Employment Services in
Cleveland, Ohio. Jennifer will he responsible
for running day-to-day operations of all FlexForce's Ohio and Michigan offices. According
to the Stark Jewish News, Alyssa J. Frank has
been appointed director of the Hillel Founda
tion at Kent State University. She moved to
Kent from Columbus, Ohio, where she served
as graduate-program and outreach director at
the Hillel Foundation of Ohio State Univer
sity. Alyssa's new address is 1953 Courtland
Drive, Kent, Ohio 44240. Susan T.
Greenberg was recently featured in an article
in the Stamford, Connecticut, Advocate. She
has a studio at the Loft Artist Association in
Stamford, where she "enjoys the dormitory-like
feel of the place ... it's very important for me
to bounce ideas around" with other artists.
Susan creates three-dimensional sculptures of
people using fabrics and stuffing. One of her
works, a woman covered with small men and
standing in a shower stall, is entitled, "I'm
going to wash that man right out of my hair."
Scott A. Michael married Greer Nolen in East
Lansing, Michigan, on June 20. Scott is an
underwriter at Auto Insurance Company,
while Greer is a loan processor at Great Lakes
Bancorp. They are living in DeWitt, Michi
gan. Syed Ali Nasaer reports he finished
fourth in the nation in the Pakistan Civil
Service Examination. Syed, who lives in
Lahore, is now an assistant commissioner with
the government of Pakistan. Jennifer A.
Neiderhouser married Christopher Hedden
(George Mason University) in Reston, Vir
ginia, on October 3. Sonya D. Dudgeon was
the maid of honor and Stephanie L. Dudgeon
'85 was a bridesmaid. Jenny and Chris are
living at 10450 Malone Gmrt, Fairfax, Vir
ginia 22032. Megan B. Pomeroy married
Peter J. Whitcopf in Gladwync, Pennsylvania,
on June 21. Megan is a first-year law student
at Villanova University Law School, while
Pete is a third-year student at the Medical
College of Pennsylvania. They are living at
4314D>bson Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
nia 19129. Roll Call announces that Fred S.
Richardson has joined the staff of U.S.
Senator Joe Lieherman of Connecticut. Before
joining Lieherman's staff, Fred was an intern
for U.S. Representative Barbara Kennelly of
Connecticut. Timothy X. Staley writes that
he has been in Prague, Czechoslovakia, writing
for the English-language newspaper, acting in
the American theater, and playing tennis.
Tim returned to his home in Austin, Texas,
this fall. Mark H. Stearns tells us he recently

completed an internship at Premiere magazine.
Mark, who lives in New York City, is now
spending his time working on a screenplay and
participating in a writer's workshop. Jeffrey S.
Theis reports he has begun a master's degree
program in English at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. Jeff shares an apartment with
Peter A. Vanable. John L. Thurber tells us
he was chosen administrative director of the
Moot Court Board at the University of Detroit
Law School. He is also working as a law clerk
in the Appellate Division of the Wayne
County, Michigan, prosecutor's office. John
lives in Birmingham, Michigan. Tad N.
Troilo writes that his play, The Chronicle of
Mary, was produced by Impulse Theater in
Vancouver, British Columbia. Tad lives in
Beach Haven, New Jersey. Michael A.
Ueland reports he has recently moved to San
Diego, California, to run the Princeton
Review's office there. Mike was previously
director of the Princeton Review in Beachwood, Ohio. Brian T. Uhlinger tells us he
earned a master's degree in political science
from the University of Toronto in 1991. He
now works as an assistant planner with Delta
Development Group in Camp Hill, Pennsylva
nia. Brian lives in New Cumberland, Pennsyl
vania. Peter A. Vanable writes, "I've finished
a year of graduate school in clinical psychology
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Only
four more years to go!" Todd P. Van Fossen
tells us he is "thoroughly enjoying" his first
year of marriage. "My career as a speech
writer and public-information officer with the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation is
also going very well, taking me into a variety of
economic and environmental issues." Todd
notes that he is hoping for more involvement
with Kenyon as an alumnus, "so I can bring its
great rewards to others."
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Edward C. Benyon
Box 1955
Gamhier, Ohio43022
Co-Agents: Matthew R. Brokaw,
Paula J. Cush, Janet C. Myers, Jennifer L.
Pryor, Ritchie H. Yu

Sarah E. Abbott reports she is a publicrelations and editorial assistant in the news
bureau of the Rhode Island Schtxil of Design
(RISD) in Providence. Among other responsi
bilities, she writes the "Class Notes" section of
RISD's alumni magazine. Sarah would like to
hear from classmates at 125 Prospect Street,
Apt. 10, Providence 02906, telephone 401-7517929. Andrew B. Art writes that he is an
environmental-policy research analyst for the
Gnter for Resource Economics in Washing
ton, D.C. Andrew is living in Arlington,
Virginia. Whitney L. Balliett Jr. tells us he is
working as a behavior therapist for Amego in
Quincy, Massachusetts. His duties include
"teaching basic educational skills, including
sign languag to autistic adolescents and
young adults, and implementing behaviormanagement programs in both educational and
residential settings." Whitney is living in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Tondelaya L.
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Dumas reports she is working as an editorial
assistant at John Wiley and Sons in New York
City. Tondelaya's new address is 82 16th
Street, Apt. 2, Brooklyn, New York 11215.
Mary E. McGary writes that she is teaching
on the Mexican border in Rio Grande City,
Texas, through the Teach for America
program. Mary teaches seventh- and eighthgrade English classes. Mary C. Scharfenkamp
tells us she spent the year after graduation
taking courses in German literature at
Universitat Konstanz in Germany. Mary, who
lives in Clarkston, Michigan, recently
accepted a fellowship to pursue a Ph.D. in
German literature at Stanford University.
Scott P. Simpson informs us he is living in
Poland, teaching English to Polish engineers;
he also works part-time at the American
Schtxd of Warsaw, teaching computer science
to international students. He writes, "I spent
the summer at a sailing camp on Lake
Masurian, Poland's largest and most beautiful
lake, where I taught English to the children of
employees from the factory where I work
during the winter." Scott welcomes mail from
friends at his home address, 108 Walnut Ridge
Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15283. Jeffrey
E. Skiby reports he is "finishing up" a graduate
degree at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.
Jeff is studying technical communication.
Theodore C. Taggart recently started his own
business-marketing discount cards that offer
savings within a neighborhood area. He
writes, "In this way, I hope to utilize civic
allegiance, which I enforce by making a
donation to the local school system." Ted,
who is living in Bexley, Ohio, started the
business in June. Kimberly A. Thompson
recently married Andrew Halter. Amy Mayer
'92 and Stacey Myers-Sheridan '92 partici
pated in the wedding, and many other alumni
attended. Kim, who graduated from the
master of arts in teaching program at Tufts
University last summer, is "frantically jobsearching"; Andy is a musician and audio
engineer. Kim says she hopes to relocate to
Atlanta, Georgia, and she looks forward to
meeting alumni in the area. Melissa A. Wiley
reports she is attending the University of
Virginia as a first-year graduate student in
English. Melissa's new address is Box 924,
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902. Dean B.
Williamson writes that he is working as an
account executive for F.N. Wolf and Company. He was recently promoted to help open
the Charlotte, North Carolina, branch of the
investment-banking company. Dean is living
at 1524 Beacon Ridge Road, Apt. 807,
Charlotte 28210. According to an article in
the Post-Journal of Jamestown, New York,
Matthew S. Young spent the year after
graduation in China with a Christian organiza
tion teaching English to graduate students and
faculty members. He also was involved,
surreptitiously, in missionary work. Matt, who
hopes to participate in more short-term
missionary work in China, India, and South
east Asia, says the year in China gave him a
greater appreciation of the freedoms Americans enjoy.
KCAB
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Heather Ahlburn
36 Woodbury Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
Co-Agents: Frank Staley, Kate
Evans, Andy Cope, Melissa Del Bene
Roll Call announces that Andrea L. Hopewell
is the new staff assistant for U.S. Representa
tive Bob Matsui of California in Washington,
D.C. Andrea is living in King George,
Virginia. Jennifer L. Lightsey is teaching at
Wyoming Seminary College Preparatory School
in Kingston, Pennsylvania. Jennifer, an art
instnictor, also assists the field hockey team
and serves as assistant girls' swimming coach.
According to the Bucks County Courier, Jeffrey
K. Mann doesn't plan to give up his martial
arts avocation even though he is entering
Concordia Theological Seminary' in Fort
Wayne, Indiana. In August, Jeff participated
in the heavyweight division in the 1992 Fight
For Cancer Karate Championships at the
Trump Taj Mahal in Atlantic City, New
Jersey, winning a first prize in the brown-belt
class. Bryan A. Olson recently completed
basic training at the U.S. Navy Recruit
Training Command in Orlando, Horida.
Bryan's studies there included naval history
and seamanship. The Zanesville, Ohio, Times
Recorder reported on the trip of J. Rob Sharrer
II and the North Coast Atlantic Conference
(NCAC) All-Star American football team
(which also included other Kenyon players) to
Moscow, Russia. The NCAC team practiced
with and then beat the Moscow Bears (50-0),
the first professional football team in Russia.
Rob and his fellow team members were able to
visit the sights, including the Kremlin, Lenin's
tomb, and the Moscow Circus.
Susan Weil-Kazzaz
(Continued from page 62)
Case Western Reserve, one of a handful
nationwide, students attend two years' worth
of classroom medical school, including
anatomy class with its dissection project. At
Kenyon, Weil-Kazzaz had taken no science
except for psychology, and she regretted the
lack of a biology background. But she learned
the science along the way, and the pn»gram
proved fascinating. Unfortunately, though,
jobs in her field are hard to find, and, after
completing Case, Weil-Kazzaz found herself
designing giftwrap for the American Greetings
company in Cleveland.
It wasn't fun, she recalls. "You get
pigeonholed. If you're good at doing flowers,
the rest of your life you're doing flowers for
them. It was awful."
Eventually, Weil-Kazzaz moved to New York
City with her husband, took a job as a tele
phone interviewer, then as a computer super
visor for a small textbook studio. In 1990, she
answered an ad for her present position as
supervisor. Arriving at Sloan-Kettering, WeilKazzaz discovered, along with a Macintosh
that no one knew how to use, a mandate to
bring the department into the computer age.
The technologies have changed, never so
much as recently. As an art form, medical

illustration probably started with Leonardo da
Vinci, says Weil-Kazzaz, and she describes
other practitioners along the way, including
the German artists of the "Pernkopf series."
"They are the most beautiful illustrations
you've ever seen, but they were done by five
artists who were actually Nazis," she explains.
"This is controversial, and no one knows for
sure, but the dissections were probably done
on concentration-camp victims. They weren't
medical illustrators, they were just artists, and
they did the dissections themselves. They
actually marked swastikas on their names next
to the plates."
Weil-Kazzaz also mentions the late Frank
Netter, a physician and artist who rendered
illustrations for the Ciba-Geigy pharmaceutical
company. "Lawyers use them, every medical
student lix>ks to the series to study from;
they're probably the most famous of them all."
Today, though they're no less artists,
medical illustrators tend to spend much of
their time at a computer screen. "It's fun,"
Weil-Kazzaz finds. "1 think the whole art
world is in a state of flux. Because of the
advent of computers everything's changing, so
many people are able to do desktop publishing,
but there's a real difference between an artist
doing it and somebody off the street learning
to use Pagemaker.
"I've been interviewing for two positions,
and I was getting resumes from people who
like to hack around on a computer and who
think they can do the job. But they don't have
the background for this kind of thing."
Pride of profession punctuates all of Susan
Weil-Kazzaz's conversation about her job.
"You're always learning new things, new
surgical techniques," she says, her voice rising.
"You're part of the growth of the medical
profession. You're learning and teaching, and
that's exciting."
-MM.
Amy Guy
(Continued from page 65)
ment is obviously missing. "The blank spot is a
reminder," she says. "I should have the master's
degree by June 1991."
For now, she's settling into her position as a
College administrator. Guy's duties include
corresponding and talking with alumni about
activities on campus, soliciting funds for
special projects, such as construction of the
Wtxxiland Cottages and Art Barn, and writing
a variety of development materials. All the
while she's having fun. "I can't believe I get
paid to do this," she says. "Most people are so
excited about Kenyon," says Guy, that the
actual work part comes easily.
The mtist challenging aspect of her job "is
overcoming perceptions of how Oillege life has
changed," says Guy. "No one wants the
College to be different than it was when they
were here." So sometimes people make false
assumptions about what life at Kenyon is like
today. "If these people would come back,
spend time on campus, go to the Nxikstore,
have a cup of coffee at the deli," she says,
(Continued on page 70)
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Deaths
Lawrence W. Keating 1922 on September 16,
1992. He was ninety-three and a resident of
Lima, Ohio.
As a student, Lawrence was a member of
Delta Tau Delta and, during World War I, the
Student Army Training Corps. From 1932 to
1972, Lawrence owned and operated Home
Service Laundry and Dry Cleaning. He was a
life member and trustee of Lima Elks Lodge 54.
Lawrence is survived by his wife of seventyone years, Agnes O'Neill Keating. Memorial
contributions may be made to Lima Elks Lodge
54, 302 West North Drive, Lima, Ohio 44053.
Frank M. Votaw '24 on June 23, 1992. He
was ninety-one and a resident of Tucson,
Arizona.
Frank, who was a member of Alpha Delta
Phi, received his bachelor's degree cum laude.
He went on to earn a law degree from Case
Western Reserve University and gain admit
tance to the Ohio Bar. Frank pursued a career
in banking, which was interrupted by World
War II, when he enlisted in the U.S. Navy.
He served for three years, leaving with the
rank of lieutenant commander. After the war,
Frank moved to Tucson, where he joined
Valley National Bank. He retired as a vice
president in 1965 but stayed on as a consultant
until 1970. Frank served on the board of
directors of the Amerind Foundation, the
University of Arizona Foundation, the Catalina
Council of the Boy Scouts of America, the
Downtown Rotary Club, and Tucson Medical
Center.
Frank is survived by his wife, Mildred
Cummings Votaw; a daughter, Barbara
Hartmann; and three grandchildren.
Charles L. Tuller 1925 on May 1 3, 1992. A
resident of Dublin, Ohio, he was eighty-nine.
At Kenyon, Charlie was a member of Beta
Theta Pi. At the time of his death, he was a
retired administrative officer of Bank One,
formerly City National Bank and Trust
Company.
Charlie is survived by his wife, Helen; a son,
Charles Y. Tuller; several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren; and a sister, Julia Parnell.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Columbus Cancer Clinic, 65 Ceramic Drive,
Columbus, Ohio 43214, or to the American
Heart Association, 5455 North High Street,
Columbus, Ohio 43214.
J. Braddock Sturges '29 on July 16, 1992. He
was eighty-five and a resident of East
Harpswell, Maine.
At Kenyon, Braddock majored in modern
languages, joined Alpha Delta Phi, and served
as an editor of the Collegian and Reveille. After
graduating summa cum laude, he studied at
the universities of Madrid and Nancy (France)
and earned a master's degree at the University
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of Paris. Following two years as an instructor
of French at Harvard University, Braddock
joined the faculty of Milton Academy in
Milton, Massachusetts, where for forty-one
years, beginning in 1931, he served as French
instructor, housemaster, and chair of the
modern-languages department. During his
years at Milton, he led many groups of students
on bicycle and camping trips through Europe.
Braddock was the author of Montesquieu en
Angleterre and a textbook edition of Cigalon by
Marcel Pagnol.
Braddock is survived by two sons, Hale
Sturges II and Sheldon B. Sturges; five
grandchildren; and one great-grandson.
Memorial contributions may be made to Milton
Academy, Milton, Massachusetts 02186.
William Neil '33 on August 7, 1989, as the
result of a fall while attending the sixtieth
reunion of the Class of 1929 of the Berkshire
School in Sheffield, Massachusetts. He was a
resident of Whittier, North Carolina.
At Kenyon, Bill was a member of Alpha
Delta Phi.
Bill is survived by his wife, Angileen
Graham Neil.
Robert L. Demaree 1936 on August 24, 1992.
He was seventy-seven and a resident of Largo,
Florida.
Bob was an independent oil man who did
legal and broker work for several major oil
companies during a forty-year career in the
industry.
Bob is survived by three daughters, Cumie
D. Richter, Joan C. Prichett, and Donna K.
Dunio; two sons, Robert B. Demaree II and
Rex W. Demaree; twelve grandchildren; and
two great-grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Employment Opportunity Training Center, 116
North Washington Street, Scranton, Pennsyl
vania 18517, or to the Women's Resource
Center, Box 975, Scranton, Pennsylvania
18501.
Wilbur J. Griffin '40 on August 3, 1992. A
resident of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, he
was seventy-four.
Bill, an economics major at Kenyon,
graduated cum laude. A member of Phi Kappa
Sigma, he was an All-American swimmer with
five individual Ohio Athletic Conference
(OAC) titles to his credit. In his first year of
competition, his sophomore year, the Lords
won their first OAC championship, marking
the start of the dynasty that has produced
record numbers of conference and National
Collegiate Athletic Association champion
ships. After graduation, Bill went on to
receive a master's degree from Case Institute
of Technology. He retired as a ceramic
engineer and vice president of manufacturing
with Du-Co Ceramics in Saxonburg, Pennsyl
vania.
Bill was inducted into the Kenyon Athletic
Association's inaugural Hall of Fame class in
1988.

Bill is survived by his wife, Betty Ferris
Griffin; a daughter, Peggy Bretz; four sons,
Thomas, John, Jeffrey, and Donald Griffin;
seven grandchildren; and a sister, Marian
Jurilich. Memorial contributions may be made
to Mercy Hospice of Horry County, Box 1409,
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29578; toJason's
House, Box 14386, Surfside Beach, South
Carolina 29587; or to the Wilbur Griffin Fund
Kenyon College, Office of Development,
Gambier,Ohio43022-9623.
Edwin D. Clarke '41 on August 31,1992, of
cancer. He was seventy-two and a resident of
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan.
Ed was a political science major and a
member of Alpha Delta Phi, serving as
treasurer during his junior year. He partici
pated in dramatics, golf (which became a
lifelong enthusiasm), polo, and riding and
served on the Reveille staff. Ed was a veteran
of World War II, during which he served in
the Signal Corps in the Pacific for two years.
After the war, he became president of
Crescent Electric Company for twenty years
and then worked as sales manager for Huron
Portland Cement Company before becoming an
account executive for Paine Webber.
Ed is survived by his wife, Sally Sullivan
Clarke; two daughters, Pamela N. Clarke and
Sally Clarke Spain; three sons, Thomas W.,
Jeffrey W., and Michael Clarke; and six
grandchildren. Memorial contributions may be
made to the Foundation for Exceptional
Children, 16 Lakeshore Road, Grosse Pointe
Farms, Michigan 48236.
Thomas H. Monaghan *41 on August 27,
1992. A resident of Columbus, Ohio, he was
seventy-five.
At Kenyon, Tom was a political science
major and a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
His entire career was devoted to sales. At his
retirement, Tom was a sales representative in
the cement industry.
Tom is survived by his wife, Mary
Eschenbrenner Monaghan; two daughters,
Sharon Monaghan Maul and Mary Louise
Monaghan Lisko; a son, Thomas Monaghan Jr.;
and eight grandchildren. Memorial contribu
tions may be made to Hospice of Mount
Carmel East, Mount Carmel Health Foundarion, 793 West State Street, Columbus, Ohio
43222.
James C. Rathslag 1949 on April 9, 1992. He
was sixty-four and a resident of Buffalo Grove,
Illinois.
Jim, who was a member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon at Kenyon, received his bachelor's
degree from the University of Illinois. He
served as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy during
the Korean War. At the time of his death, Jim
was an independent real-estate developer.
Jim is survived by his wife, Nancy; two
daughters, Janet Foster and Pamela Treacy;
and two grandchildren.
H. Taggert Basinger '49 on June 25, 1992. A
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resident of Dayton, Ohio, he was sixty-four.
A biology major at Kenyon, Tag played
varsity football for three years and joined Delta
Tau Delta. Following his graduation from
Kenyon, he completed a program in business
administration at Babson College. Tag served
in the U.S. Air Force and then pursued a
career in insurance. He obtain his Certified
Life Underwriter (CLU) designation in 1964
and taught CLU classes during the sixties. At
the time of his death, Tag was a retired sales
manager for Burns International Security.
Tag is survived by his wife, Linda; three
daughters, Gail Peters, Codie Pendleton, and
Paula Kingery; a son, Bruce T. Basinger; five
grandchildren; and a sister, Diana B. Laeufer.
Memorial contributions may be made to St.
Paul's Bcxrk of Remembrance, St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, 33 West Dixon Avenue,
Dayton, Ohio 45419, or to Hospice of Dayton,
324 Wilmington Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45420.
William P. Roessner '50 on December 13,
1991. He was sixty-six and a resident of Palm
Harbor, Florida.
At Kenyon, William was an English major.
He went on to earn a master's degree in
English at the University of Rochester.
No information regarding survivors was
available.
William L. Ostrander *55 on August 20, 1992.
A resident of Lake Forest, Illinois, he was fiftynine.
At Kenyon, Bill majored in political science
and played football and tennis, serving as
captain of the tennis team in his senior year.
President of his junior class, he was a member
of Alpha Delta Phi. From 1955 until 1990, Bill
was employed by First Boston Corporation in
Chicago, Illinois, where he rose to the position
of senior managing director. Following his
retirement from First Boston, he became a
partner in Graver, Bokhof, and Goodwin, an
investment management firm in Chicago. Bill
was a member and director of Kappa Beta Phi
investment-banking fraternity.
Bill is survived by his wife, Mimi; four
daughters, Sarah Ostrander Anders '85,
Whitney Bauer, Amy Holman, and Lindsey
Holman; a son, William Holman; two sisters; a
brother; and a grandchild.
Richard B. Block '56 on February 26,1992, of
a stroke. He was fifty-seven and a resident of
Foster City, California.
A physics major at Kenyon, Richard was a
member of Delta Tau Delta and the baseball,
basketball, and football teams. He went on to
earn a master's degree and doctorate in physics
and applied science from Case Institute of
Technology. After serving as an assistant
professor of engineering at Case from 1963 to
1967, Richard embarked on a career involving
research and its transfer to practical applica
tions in industry. At the time of his death, he
was managing principal of The Threshold
Group.
Richard is survived by his wife, Sylvia Travis
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Block, and four daughters, Katrin Block Doyle
and Robin, Heather, and Alison Block.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
National Stroke Foundation, 300 East
Hampden Avenue, Suite 240, Englewood,
Colorado 80110.
D. Perry Kelly II '64 on July 27,1992, of a
heart attack while sailing. A resident of
Walnut Creek, California, he was fifty.
While at Kenyon, Perry was a member of the
swimming team and an officer of Phi Kappa
Sigma. Following graduation, he served in the
U.S. Air Force as a first lieutenant. A
navigator, Perry saw service in Vietnam, where
he was wounded. He went on to receive a
master's degree in environmental management
from the University of San Francisco. Thereaf
ter, except for a six-year period when he
worked for the lan Garriques Insurance
Agency, Perry taught biology at De La Salle
High School in Concord, California, from 1968
until hj§ death. He was also the coach of the
school's water-polo team and principal of the
summer school.
Perry is survived by his wife, Lynne
Garriques Kelly; a daughter, Kimherly Kelly; a
son, Christopher Kelly; and a brother, Brian
Kelly. Memorial contributions may be made to
the Perry Kelly Aquatic Memorial Fund, Board
of Regents, De La Salle High School, 11 30
Winton Drive, Concord, California 94518.
W. David Mouat Jr. *67 on July 10, 1992. He
was forty-six and a resident of Gainesville,
Florida.
David, a biology major and a William
Cooper Procter Scholar, joined Delta Phi,
played lacrosse during his sophomore year, and
graduated cum laude. He went on to cam his
medical degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. In Gainesville, David opened a
private practice in neurology and served as a
clinical associate professor of neurology at the
University of Florida. He joined the U.S.
Navy in 1973 and served until 1975, when he
retired as a lieutenant commander.
David is survived by his wife, Jacqueline
Marie Smith Mouat; two daughters, Abigail
and Stephanie Mouat; a son, Alexander
Mouat; his mother, Ruth Mouat; and a sister,
Carol Dykstra.
Michael A. Carnighan '92 on September 23,
1992. A resident of Newport News, Virginia,
he was twenty-two.
At Kenyon, Mike was a chemistry major.
He was active in fraternity life, serving as
president of Delta Kappa Epsilon for 1991.
Mike was also a member of the lacrosse ream
in his sophomore and junior years.
Mike is survived by his parents, Janet
Carnighan and Robert H. Carnighan '59; a
sister, Kathryn A. Carnighan; and his
grandmother, Ellen G. Carnighan.
Mariette "Polly" Norton, widow of the late
Professor of Chemistry Bayes M. Norton, on
September8, 1992, after a brief illness. She

Former trustee Legg
dies at seventy four
Robert H. Legg '39, a former Kenyon
trustee, died on June 28, 1992. A
resident of Sun City West, Arizona,
where he moved in 1991 from Albuquer
que, New Mexico, he was seventy-four.
Boh, a Rhodes Scholar alternate and a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and Alpha
Delta Phi, graduated from Kenyon magna
cum laude with a major in mathematics.
In 1939, he was national intercollegiate
flying champion. Boh took a master's
degree from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a law degree from
Columbia University. During World War
II, he served in the U.S. Army Air Force,
attaining the rank of captain. After the
war, Boh worked as a lawyer with the firm
of Hammond, Kennedy, and Legg before
joining the Uris Buildings Corporation,
where he ultimately became chair of the
hoard and chief executive officer. In
addition, he was a hoard member and
trustee of several other companies. Bob
also served as a member of Alpha Delta
Phi's executive council in his postgradu
ate years and joined the Phi Delta Phi
legal fraternity.
Boh was an ardent Kenyon supporter,
serving the College in the capacity of
secretary-treasurer and president of the
New York City Alumni Association and
later as an alumni member of the Board
of Trustees. As a member of the Execu
tive Committee of the Alumni Council,
he was instrumental in reviving the
Kenyon Fund in the 1962-63 academic
year and leading it to record levels of
giving and participation in subsequent
years. In recognition of his achievements,
Kenyon alumni voted Boh the Gregg Cup
in 1966. "Throughout his life, Boh was an
ardent advocate of Kenyon's alumni and
development programs," said Douglas L.
Givens, vice president for development at
Kenyon.
Boh is survived by his wife, Jane
Elizabeth "Betty" Morris Legg; a daugh
ter, Judy Ann Legg; a son, Robert Austin
Legg '65; three grandchildren; one great
grandchild; one brother, Burton F. Legg
'42; and two sisters. Memorial contribu
tions may he made to the Robert H. Legg
Scholarship Fund, Kenyon College, Office
of Development, Gambier, Ohio 430229623, or to Sun Health Hospice, 13101
North 103rd Avenue, Box 1913, Sun City,
Arizona 85372.
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was eighty-six and a resident of Martha's
Vineyard, Massachusetts.
At a dance in East Chop on Martha's
Vineyard, where her grandparents had
established a family enclave, Polly met Bayes
Norton, an island native. They were married
in 1928, and she returned with him to England
for his final year of graduate studies at Oxford
University. Upon the completion of her
husband's doctoral studies in chemistry at Yale
University, Polly moved with him and their
two young sons in 1937 to Gamhier, where
Bayes remained a faculty member of the
College for thirty years. After Bayes died in
1967, Polly became a permanent resident of
Martha's Vineyard.
Polly is survived by a son, James H.K.
Norton; six grandchildren, including James B.
Norton '87 and Laura P. Norton, who
attended Kenyon from 1990 to 1992; and a
great-grandson. Memorial contributions may
be made to the Martha's Vineyard Hospital
Foundation, Box 1477, Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts 02 557.
Ruth K. Fink, widow of the late Professor of
Classics Robert O. Fink, on September 26,
1992, in Mount Vernon, Ohio. She was
eighty-four years old.
Ruth received both a bachelor of arts degree
in English and a bachelor of music degree from
Indiana University in 1930. She went on to
earn a master's degree in English from Oberlin
College in 1931. Ruth also attended the
University of Paris and the Juilliard School of
Music. She taught English and French for
many years in the public schools of Dover,
Delaware, and Gamhier.
Ruth is survived by a sister, Elsa K. Martin.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Robert O. Fink Memorial Classics Lecture
Fund, Kenyon College, Office of Development,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-962 3.
Kathryn Clark Rice on May 24, 1991. A
resident of Wayne, Pennsylvania, she was
eighty-one.
Kitty was an assistant professor of art at
Kenyon from 1945 until 1962. She also taught
at Mount Union College from 1963 to 1976.
Kitty was preceded in death by her husband,
Philip Blair Rice, professor of philosophy at
Kenyon and managing editor of the Kenyon
Rei'/etvfrom 1938 until 1956.
Kitty is survived by a daughter, Elise Payne;
a son, Evan B. Rice 1966; two grandsons; and
a sister, Elise Kidd. Memorial contributions
may be made to the Rice Endowed Scholarship
Fund, Office of Development, Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio43022-9623.
Amy Guy
(Continued from (xige 67)
"they would see that Kenyon is still a great
place-that students graduating today will still
have fond memories t>f life on the Hill."
Guy certainly does. Looking through the
glass, onto the street below, she feels this is
where she belongs.
-T.B.
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Give us your ebony, your ivory, your brass . . .
Do you have any unused musical instruments lying around your home?
Donate them to Kenyon's music department!
We are in need of bassoons, castanets, cellos, clarinets,
drums, flutes, guitars, harps, horns, oboes, saxophones,
trombones, trumpets, tubas, violas, violins, and so on.
All donations are tax deductible, and, best of all,
your gift will be used by students in their lessons and ensembles.
Please contact Associate Professor of Music Micah Rubenstein, Rosse Hall,
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio43022-9623,614-427-5195.

The 1 993Kenyon College Calendar
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For 1993, the Kenyon College Calendar presents beautiful campus views,
along with important dates on the academic calendar,
alumni and parent events, and major holidays.
Calendars will be mailed upon receipt of your payment.
Please send $8 per calendar to
Kenyon College Calendar
Office of Public Affairs
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022-962 3
Please make check or money order payable to Kenyon College (do not send cash).
All proceeds benefit the Kenyon College Student'Alumni Association.
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"One [planned giving opportunity].. .is the Kenyon College Pooled
Income Fund [which] has grown phenomenally over the years. In
fact, I like it so well, I've bought in twice."
Twenty years ago, in 1972,1 wrote to Allen F. Martin Jr., who
was Kenyon's director of development at the time, to express
my opinion that the advantages associated with Charitable
Remainder Trusts were not being represented forcefully
enough. The following quotation is from his reply: "As far as
1 am concerned, we are still running our Planned Giving
Program from a suitcase, and the sophistication and organiza
tion that must be behind this venture has not yet been
formed."

v.

He essentially agreed with my rather extensive observations
and then (reminiscent of the old military shibboleth that the
quickest way to become mess officer is to complain about the
food) invited me to become the chair of the College's new
Planned Life Income Committee.

"S
\

<s~. »j

1 was reminded of this when I read the letter from Ed
Westland '27 in the August 1992 issue of the Bulletin, and I
reflected on the growth of the program. Incrementally, it has
come to include many things designed to promote consider
ations I had summarized as follows: "In short, Allen, I would
like to see if a general premise couldn't be made that would
attract a great deal of the public, such as How you can save
money and at the same time help Kenyon, or How you can make
money by giving to the College."
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Kenyon's planned giving opportunities now include all of the
sophisticated, IRS-approved, charitable-gift vehicles to which
A1 Martin referred. One such, which I personally have found
satisfactory, is the Kenyon College Pooled Income Fund,
which has grown phenomenally over the years. In fact, 1 like
it so well, I've bought in twice. In contributing appreciated
securities, I avoided the Capital Gains Tax, I got diversifica
tion, I got current income-tax deductions, and best of all, my
wife, Anita, and I are getting an income as long as either of
us lives. It's certainly better than 3.5 percent CDs or lowyielding money-market funds. To learn more about it from a
happy participant, call me at 419-245-2028. (To obtain facts
and figures applicable to your personal situation, call 800KENYONC.]
As the son of one alumnus (Class of 1910) and the father of
another (Class of 1969), I would also be delighted to talk
about the top-quality education provided by our alma mater
and the benefits which have resulted from it.
Sincerely,

Lawrence G. Bell '40
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The Last Page

The Carolers
of Middle Kenyon

E

d Doctorow was late. Perhaps he
was studying or, more likely,
packing to go home for Christmas
break. Whatever the reason, we
were already gathered around the front
porch of the home of Kenyon's president,
Gordon Keith Chalmers, warming up our
vocal chords facetiously in the manner of
a string quartet. Out of the corner of my
eye, 1 saw Edgar approaching at a run, his
oversized topcoat billowing behind him.
He added one more member to our fc
informal chorus of seven.
So there we were, in the winter of 1951,
caroling in the light of a full moon,
brightened and enhanced by the plump
rise and fall of clean white snow covering
the campus's landscape.
I sang tenor. With us that night we
had one or two good bass voices, as well
as one member who sang thirds; so we
had a strange harmony going-highly
spirited, though certainly lacking the
precision of four-part harmony.
Who was there that night? Can I
remember? Was it Sy and Evan and
Tursh and Mort and Doctorow and me?
That seems accurate. Was the seventh
man Ron Sanders? I hope so, for his bass
was much in demand when we assembled
for spontaneous sessions in the stairwell
of our dormitory, Middle Kenyon.
The only qualification to join our group
was the ability to carry a tune. You didn't
even have to be Christian. In fact, the
whole chorus was Jewish, with myself and
Sanders comprising half-and-halfs, so
that there was one whole Christian some
where in the genealogical background.
We started off with "Little Town of
Bethlehem." I was conducting with more
energy than precision, I am afraid, in the
style of a student band leader at football
half time-with much pumping of arms
and raising of shoulders.
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by William Goldhurst '53
We had completed "God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen" and were well into "O
Holy Night" when Doctorow eased
himself into the position of conductor,

President Chalmers came to the door
and invited us in for milk and cookiespossibly to spare himself the pain of
listening to another carol. We shared a
warm moment of camaraderie in his
M
WBk1 kitchen before moving on to Kenyon's
®
D _ resident philosophy professor, Philip Blair
•B
Rice. We sang maybe seven carols this
1A
time, enjoying the postcard-like condi!
• •
U f/1
tam
tions of moonlight on fresh snow. We had
I H
iust ab°ut given up on "Phil-Bo" when he
f/'B
appeared in an upstairs window.
' r
"Wassail!" he called to us, standing in
">
MR
his nightshirt, the word floating palpably
through the freezing air. Then, with a
jolly gesture of the hand, he was gone,
%
V.
closing his window against the wintry
v
blast. Or was he waving us on to the next
!
p
stop?
Without doubt, our most gratifying
—
v7/<
reaction came at "Timbuck's." Timbuck
was Phil Timberlake, an old-time English
!• professor and bachelor, rumored to be the
Lm literal contemporary of Geoff Chaucer,
' ll
the poet he liked best to teach. Timbuck
was a favorite with the students.
Timbuck invited us in and served
| punch all around. Then he sat down at
the piano and accompanied us in some
r
hearty caroling. After a while, we got
restless.
if
"Got a lotta stops to make," we said,
. laughing.
"Don't go . . . ," Timbuck urged.
It occurred to us that he was lonely.
•w
After all, it was close to Christmas Eve,
and we wondered as we reached the road
outside if he had any family to visit or
invite over for the holidays.
displacing me. He didn't push or shove or
I must confess it was a kind of wake-up
demand, but rather sidled, insinuated,
experience. Timbuck was one of those
and planted himself while I (like a wimp)
professional people who, in our youthful
retired. Perhaps Doctorow's instinctive
self-centeredness, we did not think of as
assertiveness served him well years later
human. Thus his appeal for us to stay was
when he wrote his novel Ragtime.
something of a shock to our mood. The

14

t
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euphoria brought on by the season was
dimmed by a touch of sadness at our
professor's vulnerability.
From that point, it was a mad dash
back to the dorm. Jim Wright, sur
rounded by other friends, was waiting for
us in his room. He had promised that
after our caroling he would read aloud
from Charles Dickens's "A Christmas
Carol." Years later, when I learned that
Jim had been awarded a Pulitzer Prize for
poetry, 1 would remember the night he
read to us from Dickens's classic.
To appreciate the full flavor of our
expedition that night, it should be under
stood that our dorm-Middle Kenyonwas a nonfraternity cluster of oddballs,
Marxists, beatniks, fraternity rejects,
reclusive geniuses, a sprinkling of atheists,
several poets, some card sharks and chess
champions, two fencers, at least a dozen
kids destined for ACLU membership, two
or three stand-up comedians, and a host
of Jewish kids from eastern high schools
such as Bronx Science and Central High
in Philadelphia.
This information, of course, makes all
the more pointed the question: What
were people like that doing singing
Christmas carols in public? In answer, I
would have to say we were singing hymns
of praise to a personage we did not strictly
believe in, but whose influence we
acknowledged. We were, in our way,
joining in, participating in the rituals of
the season that to us meant joy, fellow
ship, hope for peace, and the idea of
giving.
We were seven Jews and a ukulele
spreading warm feeling, sharing goodies
(for the first and only time) with our
titular headmaster, rousing our professor
from his midnight lethargy, and cheering
the solitary hours of a good old fellow who
must have thought that he had been left
out of the season's festivities.
That's what we were doing that night
at Kenyon many, many years ago. Of
course I can't speak for the founder of
Christmas, but my guess is, he would have
approved.
William Goldhurst is a professor of English
at the University of Florida. His story's
alumni dramatis personae include E.L. (Ed)
Doctorow '52, Seymour (Sy)Weissman '53,
Evan Lottman '53, Ethan (Tursh) Turshen
'54, Ronald Sanders '54, Morton Segal '53,
and James Wright '52, as well as Philip
Wolcott Timberlake '17. "The Carolers of
Middle Kenyon" appeared previously in The
Gainesville (Florida) Sun and The
Christian Science Monitor.

, "Hopeful signs in the literary world"
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Kenyon Review
"...under the editorship of Marilyn Hacker, is
currently casting a wide net oxer the culture.../
I
That's what the Fall Books (Nov. 91) issue of
The Nation said. We'd like you to sample our
"bold and promiscuous view of culture" ( The
Nation again) and enjoy new work by Richard
Howard, Linda Hull, Ha Jin, Romulus
Linney, and Colleen J. McElroy; explore the
link between poetry and medicine with Rafael
Campo; meet Judith Emlyn Johnson s
vampires and Judith Ortiz Cofer's witch; space
out in the American Theater with Herbert
Blau. I here II be food for thought, and a few
bones of contention, in exery issue!

Subscriptions: 1 yr.-S22; 2 yr.-S40: 3 yr.-S60.
Foreign: add S8 per vr. to coxer postage.
Sample copy: $7. Write: Kenyon Review,
Kenyon College, Cambier, OH 43022-9623.
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Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
Address Correction Requested
(USPS 931-480)
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For information on the 1993 Kenyon
calendars, see page 70.
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